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Gr^SW 
F R O M P S E U D O - H O L O M O R P H I C C U R V E S 

TO S E I B E R G - W I T T E N S O L U T I O N S 

CLIFFORD HENRY TAUBES 

The Seiberg-Witten invariants were defined by Wit ten [24] for any 
compact, oriented 4-manifold with b2

+ > I; after the choice of an orien
tation for a certain determinant line, they consitute an map, SW, from 
the set S of Spin c structures on X to Z which depends only on the 
diffeomorphism type of X. Roughly speaking, SW is computed from a 
weighted count of solutions to a natural, non-linear system of differential 
equations on X. (See [9], [8] and [12].) As remarked in [17], a symplectic 
4-manifold has a canonical identification S « H2(X;Z); and with this 
identification understood, the Seiberg-Witten invariant on a symplectic 
X can be thought of as mapping H2(X; Z) to Z. 

Meanwhile, a symplectic 4-manifold has a second natural map, Gr: 
H2(X;Z,) —T- Z, called the Gromov invariant. The latter invariant 
is defined in [18]. To a first approximation, Gr assigns to a class 
e G H2(X; Z) a certain weighted count of the symplectic submanifolds of 
X whose fundamental class is Poincaré dual to e. The following theorem 
was announced in [17]: 

T h e o r e m 1. Let X be a compact, symplectic J^-manifold with 
b\ > 1. Use the symplectic structure to orient X, to define the Seiberg-
Witten invariants of X as a map SW : H2(X;Z) —> Z, and also to 
define the Gromov invariant Gr : H2(X; Z) —> Z. Then Gr = SW. 

As remarked in [17], there are essentially three parts to the proof 
of this theorem. The first part appears in [19] where it was shown how 
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the existence of solutions to a certain one-parameter family of Seiberg-
Wit ten equations can be used to produce symplectic submanifolds in 
X. This article constitutes the second part of the proof of this G r = S W 
theorem. Here, a construction is described which associates solutions of 
the one-parameter family of Seiberg-Witten equations to certain sym
plectic submanifolds in X (pseudo-holomorphic ones). The final part 
of the proof of the G r = S W equivalence ([22]) uses the constructions in 
[19], and in this article to prove that the counting for the two invariants 
yields the same answer. 

Thus, what follows in this article is, essentially, an existence theorem 
for solutions to a certain 1-parameter (indexed by r > 0) family of 
Seiberg-Witten equations on a symplectic manifold X. Briefly, these 
equations are defined as follows: Fix a symplectic form w o n X and a 
Riemannian metric on X for which to is self dual with norm equal to 
V2 everywhere. The metric and a choice of complex line bundle over 
X define the bundle of positive spinors over X (a C2 bundle). Then, 
the Seiberg-Witten equations are equations for a pair (a,ip), where a 
is a connection on the chosen complex line bundle over X, and ip is a 
section of the bundle of positive spinors. The equations read 

1 IV 
DA(a)^ = Q and P+Fa = -T{iP®iP*)-jLü. 

Here, DA/a\ is the Dirac operator as defined using a certain connection 
on the bundle of spinors which is canonically determined by a. Also, P+ 

denotes the projection onto self dual forms, and r is a certain canonical 
homomorphism from the spinor endomorphism bundle to the bundle 
of self dual 2-forms. (These equations are described in more detail in 
Section 1, below.) 

The existence theorem for the preceding equations constructs so
lutions (for large r) from data which consists (in part) of a finite set 
{(Cfc,mfc)} whose fc'th element is a pair consisting of a compact, con
nected, pseudo-holomorphic submanifold ftcl and a positive integer 
mfc. (The metric and LO define an endomorphism of T X with square — 1, 
which is to say, an almost complex structure. A submanifold of X is 
said to be pseudo-holomorphic when its tangent space is preserved by 
this endomorphism.) 

This data is further constrained so that the Cfc's are pairwise disjoint. 
Furthermore, the first Chern class of the chosen line bundle should be 
Poincaré dual to the sum (over k) of m^ times the fundamental class of 
Cfc. (A pseudo-holomorphic submanifold has a canonical orientation.) 
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The theorem, below, is an existence theorem for the case when all 
mfc = 1. This theorem follows from the more general constructions in 
Section 5 of this article. (See Proposition 5.2.) 

T h e o r e m 2. Let X be a compact, oriented, 4-dimensional manifold 
with a symplectic form u> and a Riemannian metric for which u> is self-
dual and has norm \ /2 everywhere. Let {C^} be a finite set of compact, 
disjoint pseudo-holomorphic submanifolds of X for which the operator 
in (1.5) has trivial cokernel. For each k, let e^ G H2(X;Z) denote the 
Poincaré dual to the fundamental class of C^. Write the Seiberg-Witten 
equations as above for the line bundle whose first Chern class is equal 
to Sfeefe. Then these equations have solutions for all sufficiently large r. 

The kernel of the operator in (1.5) gives the deformations of the 
submanifold which preserve the pseudo-holomorphic condition to the 
first order . The condition that the operator in (1.5) have trivial cokernel 
is satisfied if the metric is chosen in a sufficiently generic way. See, e.g. 
[11] or [18]. Section 5 presents a fairly precise picture of these solutions. 

Remark that in the general case (for example, where some of m^ 
are greater than one), the existence results here find large r solutions 
of the Seiberg-Witten equations from certain preferred sections of a 
certain natural fiber bundle over each C^. The fiber bundle in question 
can be defined abstractly for any complex curve, complex line bundle 
over the curve and positive integer m. Then, the preferred sections are 
abstractly characterized as solutions to a certain first order, elliptic 
differential equation on the curve. Solutions to this equation are easy 
to write down when m = 1, but less obvious when m > 1. 

This article is divided into six sections. Section 1 constitutes an 
introduction of sorts to the Seiberg-Witten equations on a symplectic 
manifold, and to the theory of pseudo-holomorphic submanifolds. 

Section 2 starts the construction of the Seiberg-Witten solutions. 
The first part of the section describes a certain canonical fiber bundle 
over a pseudo-holomorphic submanifold, and the second part of the sec
tion describes a map which takes a section of this bundle to approximate 
solutions of the one-parameter family of Seiberg-Witten equations. The 
fiber of the bundle in question is the moduli space of solutions to the 
vortex equations on C (see, e.g. [5]), the same moduli space which 
played such a large role in Section 4 of [19]. In some heuristic sense, one 
should think of a section of this vortex bundle as giving data, (a, ip), on 
a tubular neighborhood in X of the pseudo-holomorphic submanifold. 
And, this (a, ip) essentially solves the Seiberg-Witten equations in direc-
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tions tangent to the fibers of the normal bundle, but it is unconstrained 
in the directions which are orthogonal to the fibers. 

Section 3 serves as a digression of sorts. This section introduces 
a natural, elliptic differential equation on the space of sections of the 
vortex bundle from Section 2. The solutions of this equation constitute 
a finite dimensional variety which can be thought of as giving a preferred 
set of sections to the vortex bundle. This preferred set of sections plays 
a fundamental role in Section 4 and in the discussions to come in the 
proof of Gr=SW. 

In some heuristic sense, this preferred set of sections constitutes the 
solutions to an equation which is half way between the Seiberg-Witten 
equations and the pseudo-holomorphic curve equations. That is, these 
preferred sections gives data, (a,ip), which is defined over a tubular 
neighborhood in X to the pseudo-holomorphic submanifold. This (a, ip) 
satisfies Seiberg-Witten type equations along the fibers of the normal 
bundle to the submanifold (the vortex equations); and they are further 
constrained to satisfy a sort of Cauchy-Riemann equation in directions 
which are orthogonal to the fibers of the normal bundle. 

Sections 4 and 5 describe a construction which deforms the approx
imate solutions from Section 2 with the goal of obtaining an honest 
solution from the deformation. (Section 4 discusses the linear theory, 
and Section 5 uses the results in Section 4 together with the contrac
tion mapping theorem to bootstrap from the linear approximation to 
the relevant non-linear equations.) To a very good approximation, the 
results of Section 5 (and the article itself) can be summarized by the 
following statement (see Proposition 5.2): 

There is a smooth map from sections of the vortex bun
dle over a pseudo-holomorphic submanifold to data for the 
1-parameter family of Seiberg-Witten equations. And, this 
map produces a solution precisely when the section of the 
vortex bundle lies in Section 3's preferred variety. 

This statement is literally true where Section 3's variety is non-
singular. 

Note that Theorem 2 above is a corollary to Proposition 5.2. 

Section 6 discusses the analytic properties of the map which was 
constructed in Section 5. In particular, Section 6 proves that the map 
in question is 1 — 1 and onto an open subset of solutions to the large r 
version of the Seiberg-Witten equations. 
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To the gauge theory cognescenti, this strategy of constructing ap
proximate solutions and then deforming them to honest solutions will, 
no doubt, seem familiar. (The constructions here also resemble certain 
constructions in [1].) 

1. Se t t ing t h e s tage 

The purpose of this first section is to set the stage, so to speak, for 
the constructions that follow. In particular, the basics of the Seiberg-
Wit ten equations and the theory of pseudo-holomorphic submanifolds 
are reviewed. 

a) T h e S e i b e r g - W i t t e n equat ions 

The Seiberg-Witten equations were first introduced by Seiberg and 
Wit ten in [14] and [15]; see also [24]. A purely mathematical approach 
to these equations was first taken in [9]. In any event, what follows is a 
brief summary of the story. 

In this subsection, X is simply a compact, oriented, 4-dimensional 
manifold. Fix a smooth Riemannian metric on X. The metric defines 
the principle SO (4) bundle of orthornormal frames, Fr —> X. Of the 
various associated bundles to this frame bundle, two in particular play 
central roles. These are the bundles A + of self-dual 2-forms and A_ of 
anti-self dual 2-forms. Note that A2TX « A + © A_. 

By definition, a Spin c structure on X is an equivalence class of lifts 
of Fr to a principal Spin c(4) bundle F —> X. In this regard, recall 
that the group Spinc(4) is the group (SU(2) x SU(2) x U(l))/{±1}, 
this being a central extension of S 0(4) = (SU(2) x SU(2))/{±1} by 
the circle U(l). (The homomorphism Spin c ->• (SU(2) x SU(2))/{±1} 
simply forgets the factor of U(l).) 

A Spin c lift F of Fr has two canoncial associated C2 bundles, S± —> 
X which are defined using the two evident homomorphisms of Spin c to 
[7(2) = (SU(2) x Ï7 ( l ) ) /{±1} . Note that S+ is distinguished by the fact 
that its projective bundle is the unit 2-sphere bundle in A + . (There is, 
of course, an analagous relationship between S- and A_.) 

With the preceding understood, the original version of Seiberg and 
Witten 's equations can now be defined. These are equations for a pair 
(A,ip), where A is a connection on det(<S+), and ^ is a section of S+. 
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The equations read: 

DAi> = 0, 

(1-1) 1 
P+FA = -T(lp®1p*)+ß. 

In the first line above, DA is the Dirac operator, a first order differential 
operator which maps sections of S+ to sections of S-. This DA is defined 
as the composition of Clifford multiplication (a homomorphism from 
S+ <g) T*X to S-) with covariant differentiation using the connection 
on S1-), which comes from the Levi-Civita connection on Fr and the 
connection A on det(<S+). In the second line of (1.1), P+ denotes the 
orthogonal projection from A2T*X to A + , and FA denotes the curvature 
2-form of A. Meanwhile, r is the adjoint of the Clifford multiplication 
endomorphism from A + ® C into End(S+) , and /z is a fixed, imaginary 
valued, anti-self dual 2-form on X. (Any choice for ß will do.) 

There is a natural action of the group of smooth maps from X to 
U{\) on the set of solutions to (1.1). The action sends a map g and a 
pair (A,ip) to (A + 2gdg~1, gip). Use A4 to denote the set of orbits under 
this group action. (Typically, notational distinctions will not be made 
between a pair (A,ip) and its orbit in At.) 

Topologize At as follows: First, introduce the manifold Conn(det(S+)) 
of Hermitian connections on det(Sl_|_). This is an affine Frechet manifold 
modelled on iQ1(X). With Conn(det(5'+)) understood, introduce the 
space Conn(det(S+)) x C°°(S+). The group C^iX-.S1) acts smoothly 
on the latter (as indicated above), and the space of orbits of this group 
action, (Conn(det(S'+) x C 0 0 (S ' + ) ) /C 0 0 (X ; S 1 ) , is given the quotient 
topology. The space Al sits in this quotient, and the implicit topol
ogy on A4 is the subspace topology inherited from the orbit space 
(Conn(det(5+) x C 0 0 ( ( S + ) ) /C 0 0 (X; 5 1 ) . 

Here are some basic properties of Al (see, [24] or [9], [8], [12].): 

1. A't is always compact. 

2. If b\ > 0, then there is a Baire set o f W C C°°(X; iA+) of choices 
for jj, in (1.1) whose corresponding AI has the structure of a 
smooth, manifold of dimension 

(1.2) 2 d = - ì ( 2 X + 3T) + ì c i . c i . 
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Here, x 1S the Euler characteristic of X and r is the signature of X. 
Also, "•" signifies the intersection pairing on H2(X; Z) . Note that 
when /i £U, there are no points in A4 where the corresponding ip 
is zero. 

A Baire set is a countable intersection of open and dense sets and 
so is dense. The Baire set in question is characterized by the condition 
that a certain family of first order, elliptic differential operators param
eterized by the points in A4 has, at each point in A4, trivial cokernel. 

By the way, the number 2d in (1.2) can be even or odd. Its parity 

is the same as that of ^(x + r ) = 1 — b1 + b2
+. 

b) P s e u d o - h o l o m o r p h i c submanifo lds 

The pseudo-holomorphic submanifold story starts with a review of 
some of basic properties of symplectic 4-manifolds. This review has six 
parts. 

Part 1. A symplectic 4-manifold is, by definition, a pair (X,u>), 
where X is a smooth 4-manifold, and w is a closed 2-form on X with 
wAw nowhere zero. (The characteristic number \{X + T) must be even 
for X to admit a symplectic form.) 

Part 2. Every symplectic manifold admits almost complex struc
tures, endomorphisms J of TX with square —1. As noted by Gromov 
[4], one can find almost complex structures with the property that the 
bilinear form 

(1.3) <7 = u,(. ,J( .)) 

defines a Riemannian metric on TX. Such a J will be called LO-compatible. 

An almost complex structure J decomposes TX (g) C « T^o © Tb;i 

into a sum of complex 2-plane bundles such that J has eigenvalue % on 

the former and —i on the latter. The complexified cotangent bundle 

decomposes analogously as T 1 ' 0 © T 0 ' 1 . 

Part 3. The complex line bundle K = de^T 1 ' 0 ) is called the canon
ical bundle. Note that the isomorphism class of K, and thus its first 
Chern class c G H2(X; Z) , is independent of the choice of w-compatible 
almost complex structure J. Furthermore, this isomorphism class and 
also c are both unchanged if LO is changed through a continuous family 
of symplectic forms. (Note the sign convention here: c • [u>] < 0 when 
X = CP2 .) 
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Part 4- A submanifold C in X is called pseudo-holomorpliic when 
J preserves TC. It follows from the non-degeneracy of (1.3) that LO is 
non-degenerate on TC and so orients C. Infact, J induces the structure 
of a complex curve on C. Then, the inclusion map of C into X is pseudo-
holomorphic in the sense of Gromov [4]. 

If C is a connected and compact pseudo-holomorphic submanifold, 
then the genus of C is constrained by the adjunction formula to equal 

(1.4) genus = I -\—(e • e + c • e), 

where e is the Poincaré dual to the fundamental class [C] of C. 
Henceforth, all pseudo-holomorphic submanifolds in this article should 

be assumed to be compact unless stated to the contrary. 

Part 5. Fix a pseudo-holomorphic submanifold C. Since J pre
serves TC, it must also preserve the orthogonal compliment in TX of 
TC. The latter is the normal bundle, N, of C. Thus, N has a natural 
structure as a complex line bundle over C. The metric from TX defines 
a connection on N —> C, and therefore endows N with a holomorphic 
structure as a bundle over the complex curve C. With this understood, 
one can introduce the associated <i-bar operator, <9, to map sections of 
N to sections of N ® T®,lCj where T0,1C is the usual anti-holomorphic 
summand of T*C ®jgi C 

The first guess is that the kernel of 8 corresponds to the vector space 
of deformations of E in X which are pseudo-holomorphic to the first or
der. However, this guess is wrong, in general. Rather, this vector space 
corresponds to the kernel of certain canonical zero'th order deformation 
of 8. This deformation is an R linear operator, D, which also maps sec
tions of TV to sections of W(g)r 0 ' 1 C, and is defined as follows: The 1-jet 
off of S of the almost complex structure defines a pair (u, /z) of section 
of T°'lC and TV®2 <g> T°^C. (See (2.3).) Then 

(1.5) Dh = Bh + vh + uh. 

Part 6. Note that the index of D is given by the Riemann-Roch 
formula: 

(1.6) d = e • e — e» e, 

where e G H2(X;Z) is Poincaré dual to [E]. As the index is, by defini
tion, the difference between the dimensions (over M) of the kernel and 
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the cokernel of D, a necessary condition for the triviality of cokernel(D) 
is that d be non-negative. In general, this condition is not sufficient. 
However, all pseudo-holomorphic submanifolds are regular if the almost 
complex structure is chosen from a certain Baire subset of LO compatible 
almost complex structures. (This fact is proved in, e.g. [11].) 

c) T h e S e i b e r g - W i t t e n equat ions on a symplec t i c manifold 

This subsection points out some of the special features of the Seiberg-
Wit ten equations on a symplectic manifold. 

To begin, remember that a symplectic manifold X has a canonical 
orientation which is give by LO ALO; and this orientation will be assumed 
throughout. 

As remarked above, an admissable almost complex structure on X 
defines a Riemannian metric as in (1.3). The form LO is self-dual with 
respect to the splitting of A2T*X as defined by this metric, and it has 
everywhere length V2- When an w-compatible J has been specified, the 
metric in (1.3) will be taken implicitly for the Riemannian metric on X. 

As observed in [20], a symplectic 4-manifold X also has a canonical 
Spin c structure. With the metric chosen from an w-compatible J, the 
canonical Spin c structure is characterized by the identifications 

(1.7) S+=I®K~1 and S-=T°>1. 

Indeed, the splitting of S+ is defined as follows: Clifford multiplication 
defines an endomorphism from A + into the bundle of skew symmetric 
endomorphisms of S+. Wi th this understood, the splitting of S + in (1.7) 
is the decomposition of S+ into eigenbundles for the action of LO; here LO 
acts with eigenvalue — 2i on the trivial summand I, and with eigenvalue 
+2i on the K~l summand. 

Now, for any oriented 4-manifold, the set S of Spin c structures on 
X is naturally a principal H2(X;Z) bundle over a point. Thus, the 
identification in (1.4) of a canonical element in S identifies 

(1.8) SaH2(X;Z). 

Under this identification, a class e G H2(X;Z) is sent to the Spin c 

structure whose S± bundles are given by 

(1.9) S+ = E © (R-1 <g> E) and 5_ = T 0 ' 1 <g> E, 

where E is a complex line bundle whose first Chern class is e. Once 
again, this splitting of S+ is into eigenbundles for the action of LO on 
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S+; and the convention is that the bundle where to acts as — 1% is written 
first. 

Now it turns out that there is a nice way to rewrite (1.1) which 
exploits the decomposition in (1.9). This rewriting of (1.1) requires a 
preliminary two-part digression. Part 1 of the digression observes that 
the bundle K~l comes equipped with a canonical connection (up to the 
action of C°°(X;U(1)) (see, e.g. [20])). This connection is defined as 
follows: In general, fix a Spin c structure. As remarked previously, the 
choice of a connection on det(S ,

+) and the Levi-Civita connection on 
the bundle Fr defines a connection on the Spin lift F. Thus, the choice 
of a connection (say A) on det(S ,

+) gives a covariant derivative, VA, 
on sections of S+. Now consider the canonical Spin c structure in (1.7). 
Restriction of VA to a section of the trivial summand I and projection 
of the resulting covariant derivative onto I (g> T*X defines a covariant 
derivative VA on the trivial complex line bundle. With the preceding 
understood, remark that there is a unique choice of connection AQ (up 
to the afore-mentioned gauge equivalence) on det(<S+) = K~l for which 
the corresponding covariant derivative on the trivial line bundle admits 
a non- trivial, covariantly constant section. 

For Part 2 of the digression, consider the general Spin c structure in 
(1.7). Since det(S ,

+) = E2 (g> K_1, the choice of the connection AQ on 
K~l allows any connection A on det(<S+) to be written uniquely as 

(1.10) A = A0 + 2a, 

where a is a connection on the complex line bundle E. Thus, with AQ 
chosen, the Seiberg-Witten equations in (1.1) can be thought of as equa
tions for a pair (a, ip), where a is a connection on E, and ip is a section 
of 5+ in (1.9). 

End the digression. With this reinterpretation of (1.1) understood, 
remark now that it proves useful to "renormalize" the form fi in (1.1) 
by writing 

IT 
(1.11) ii = -ju> + P+FAo+itiQ. 

Here, r can be any non-negative number and /io can be any section of 
A + . (In practice, think of /io as being close to 0.) Furthermore, in the 
case where r > 0, it also proves useful to write 

(1.12) ip = r1/2{aiß) 
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to correspond with the splitting in (1.9). Then, with the preceding 
understood, the Seiberg-Witten equations in (1.1) read 

DA(a,ß)=0. 

P+Fa + j(l - M 2 + \ß\2)u>-"-{aß* - a*ß) - iß0 = 0. 

Here, aß* and a*ß are sections of K and K~l, where the latter are 
naturally identified as the orthogonal compliment of the span of LO in 
A_|_ (g> C. (Note that this last equation differs from the analogous equa
tions in [17], [19] and [20] in that the ß used here is -i times that used 
in the previous papers. The insertion of this factor of —i here avoids 
numerous factors of i later on.) 

As an aside, remark that a fundamental input to the proof of Gr=SW 
is that solutions to (1.13) for large r (and //o = 0) determine pseudo-
holomorphic curves in X with fundamental class Poincaré dual to e. 
The precise statement is proved as Theorem 1.3 in [19]: 

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a compact, ^-m^nifold with symplec-
tic form LO. Fix an LO-compatible almost complex structure on X, and 
use the resulting metric to define the Seiberg-Witten equations. Fix 
e G H2(X;Z) and use e to define the Spinc structure in (1.9). Also, fix 
a finite (maybe empty) collection {Qk} of closed subsets of X. Let {rn} be 
an increasing and unbounded sequence of positive real numbers, and let 
(an, (an,ßn)) be a sequence of solutions to (1-13) using the Spinc struc
ture in (1.9), using r — rn and /J,Q — 0. Suppose that for each n and k, the 
intersection o/a~1(0) with O^ is not empty. Then there exist a compact, 
complex curve C (not necessarilly connected), a J-pseudo-holomorphic 
map if : C —> X, and a subsequence of {(an, (a„,/3n))}„=iv.. (hence 
relabled consecutively) with the following properties: 

1. </3*[C] is Poincaré dual to e. 

2. (p n ttk ^ 0 for all k. 

3. limn^oo{supx:an(x)=0dist(a;,</?(C')) + supa:e¥, (c) dist(x, a " 1 ^ ) ) } 
= 0. 

The goal for the rest of this article is to prove a converse of sorts to 
the preceding theorem. That is, to use pseudo-holomorphic submani-
folds in X to find large r solutions to (1.13). (See the introduction for 
an outline of the basic strategy.) 
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2. T h e gluing construct ion 

The purpose of this section is to begin a construction which takes a 
pseudo-holomorphic submanifold and produces solutions to the large r 
(and small /io) versions of (1.13). This first step is a purely geometric 
one which constructs approximate solutions to the large r and small JJ,Q 
version of (1.13). The construction of these approximate solutions and 
the specification of some of their properties occupies this section. 

a) Local g e o m e t r y 

Fix an w-compatible almost complex structure J for X, and use 
J to define the metric in (1.3). Let C C X be a connected, pseudo-
holomorphic submanifold. The use of C to build an approximate so
lution to (1.13) requires a six part digression to describe the pseudo-
holomorphic geometry in a neighborhood of C. This subsection serves 
this purpose. 

Part 1. The normal bundle n : NQ —> C is a real, oriented 2-
plane bundle. Once identified with the orthogonal compliment of TC 
in TX, the bundle Nc inherits the structure of a complex line bundle. 
When thought of as a complex line bundle (or when the real structure is 
immaterial), Nc will be denoted simply by N. Note that the Riemannian 
metric endows N with a hermitian structure; and said metric's Levi-
Civita connection endows N with the structure of a holomorphic vector 
bundle over the complex curve C. Here, the fibers and the zero section 
are holomorphic submanifolds of N. (When necessary, JQ will denote the 
square —1 endomorphism of TN which is induced by TV's structure of a 
holomorphic vector bundle. The Jo version of the holomorphic tangent 
bundle Ti^N naturally splits as 7r*Ti;oC©7r*N, where the first summand 
consists of horizontal vectors and the second consists of vectors which 
are tangent to the fibers of the map n.) 

Part 2. Introduce the bundle 7r*iV —>• N. Let 0 denote the Levi-
Civita connection on N, and use this symbol as well for the pull-back of 
said connection to 7r*iV. The bundle TT*N also has a tautological section, 
s whose restriction to any fiber of n gives a Jo-complex coordinate for 
that fiber. (Another way of saying this is that the covariant derivative 
VQS restricts to each fiber as a Jo-holomorphic 1-form which has unit 
length as measured with the fiber bundle metric.) 

Part 3. A tubular neighborhood map ip : N —> X is a smooth map 
which maps the zero section to C as the canonical identification, and 
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whose differential along C gives the canonical identification between N 
and TX\c/TC. The exponential map, <po, for the Riemannian metric is 
the classical example. For the purposes of the constructions that follow, 
the tubular neighborhood map described in the next lemma is more 
useful: 

L e m m a 2.1 . Let C be a compact, connected pseudo-holomorphic 
submanifold of X. Then, there exist öo > 0 and £ > 0 and a tubular 
neighborhood map ip : N —>• X with the following properties: 

1. if embeds the radius 8$ disk bundle iV(0) C N onto its image in X. 

2. The ip image of each fiber of it : NrQ\ —>• X is a pseudo-holomorphic 
submanifold. 

3. The differential of ip identifies Jo with J on tangents to the fibers 
ofn. (That is, ip is a pseudo-holomorphic map on each fiber ofn.) 

Proof of Lemma 2.1. All of these facts follow using variations of 
the implicit function theorem given in Lemma 5.5 of [19]. 

With Lemma 2.1's map ip understood, agree to use the map ip to 
implicitly identify the radius öo disk bundle iV(0) with its ip image in 
X. Wi th this identification understood, the almost complex structure J 
restricts to an almost complex structure on 7V(0) and the form LO pulls 
back to 7V(o) as a symplectic form. These identifications are implicit in 
the next lemma, and throughout this article. 

L e m m a 2.2. Let C be a compact, connected pseudo-holomorphic 
submanifold of X. The numbers So and Ç and the map ip in Lemma 2.1 
can be chosen so that Lemma 2.1 is true, and so that the following are 
also true: 

1. VQS restricts to each fiber of n as a J-holomorphic 1-form. 

2. The pull-backs to each fiber of n of the symplectic form u> and 
§VflS A V$s are equal to first order along C. Put differently, let i 
denote the inclusion map of a fiber of N^ into -W(o)- Then \L*U — 

6 * ( § V 9 S A V Ö S ) | < C N 2 . 

Proof of Lemma 2.2. The first assertion is another way of stating 
Assertion 3 of Lemma 2.1. The proof of the second assertion is an ex
ercise with Taylor's expansions. The point is that if ip does not initially 
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satisfy Assertion 2, then it can be changed to do so by precomposing 
the original by a fiber preserving map of N/0\ to itself, which pulls back 
the section s as s + h • s2; here h is an appropriate section over C of 
TV"1. The details are straightforward and omitted. 

Part 4- The almost complex structure J on NrQ\ can now be 
described in the following way: The J version of Tl,0N^ is (locally) 
spanned by a g-orthonormal pair of forms {KO, K \ } , where Ko is a section 
of 7T*T*C <g> C (which lies in T^°C along C) and 

(2.1) m = çV0s + o. 

Here, a is a section of n*T*C ® TT*N which vanishes along C, and ç is a 
function which behaves near C as ç = l + ö( |s | 2) . Note that 

(2.2) u> =-(no ARo +ni Ahi). 

Part 5. Near C, write a = u\^ + CTO,I with the former in T1 '0 and 
the latter in T0 '1. These have the Taylor's expansion 

(2.3) aifl = -vs + ^s + 0(\s\2) and a0,i = vs + /j,s + C(|s|2). 

Here, ^ is a section over C of T0,1C, 7 is a section over C of T1 '0 (g> TV2, 
and ß is a section over C of T0 ,1C <g> iV2. (The terms proportional to s 
in the two Taylor's expansions are related when the condition dio = 0 is 
imposed.) 

Part 6. Because LO is closed and a vanishes along C, the first term 
in (2.2) has the Taylor's expansion 

!«o AKO = TT*COC + 0{\S\2), 

where wp is the volume form on C. 

b) Vortices on C 

This subsection and the next constitute a second digression whose 
purpose is to describe certain relevant aspects of the vortex equation on 
C. As remarked in the introduction, approximate solutions to the large 
r version of (1.13) are constructed with the help of these solutions to 
the vortex equations. However, this subsection and the subsequent one 
make no reference to this application. By the way, the vortex equations 
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are discussed at length in [21] and also [5], to which the reader is referred 
for more details. (See also Section 4 of [19].) 

This subsection is broken into seven parts. 

Part 1. The vortex equation is a system of equations for a pair 
(v, T) of imaginary valued 1-form, v, on C and complex valued function, 
T, on C. These equations read 

1. idv = - * (1 — | T | 2 ) . 

(2.4) 2. 8T + V0,IT = 0. 

3. * (1 — | T | 2 ) is integrable on C. 

Here, * is the Euclidean Hodge star operator on C, and i>o,i is the 
projection of v onto T0,lC (One can think of v as defining a connection 
on the product complex line bundle over C in which case v defines a 
holomorphic structure for this bundle. Then, the second equation in 
(2.4) asserts that r is holomorphic with respect to this structure.) 

Part 2. Here are some facts about the solutions to (2.4): 

1. The integral over C o f | * ( l — | r | 2 ) i s equal to 27rm for some non-
negative integer m. This integer is called the "vortex number" of 
the solution. 

2. The integer m above is the same as the number of points (counting 
multiplicity) at which r is zero. 

3. In general, | r | < 1 unless m = 0 in which case |r | = 1 everywhere. 

4. (1 — | T | 2 ) and |V„r | decay exponentially fast away from the zero's 
of r. To be precise, there exists Ç > 0 such that 

l - | r | <exp^ j ; 

and, given integers n, k > 0, there exists a constant Cm,fe with the 
property that 

(2.5) (V„)feV„T < Cm,k • (1 - | T | 2 ) . 
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Part 3. The solution space to (2.4) can be described as fol
lows: Topologize the set of pairs (v, r ) which solve (2.4) by embedding 
the latter into i • Ox(C) x C°°(C;C) x [0, oo) by the map which sends 
(V,T) to the triple ( f , r , J c ( l — | r | 2) • UJQ). NOW, remark that the set 
of solutions to (2.4) is invariant under the action of Maps(C; U(l)) on 
% • QX(C) x C°°(C;C) via the action which sends a map 4> a n d a pair 
(V,T) to (v — 4>~ld(j)J(j) ' T). Let C denote the space of orbits of solu
tions of (2.4) under this action. Topologize C by the quotient topology. 
Then, the space C has naturally the structure of a smooth manifold with 
components {Cm} labeled by the integer m which appears in (2.5.1). 
Furthermore, the component Cm is diffeomorphic to C m . 

A useful diffeomorphism from Un to Cm is defined by a particular 
embedding of Cm into iill(C) x C°°(C; C) which projects under the ac
tion of Maps(C; U{\)) onto Cm C (iOx(C) x C°°(C; C) ) /Maps (C; [7(1)). 
This embedding of C m into i f t^C) x C°°(C; C) has the following prop
erties: 

1. The m-tuple y = ( y i , . . . , ym) G C m is sent to 

c{y) = (V,T) = (du - du, p[y]e~u), 

where p[y] is the polynomial which sends r) G C to p[y](r]) = 
rjm + y\r\m~x + • • • + ym, and where u is the unique, real valued 
function which solves the equation 

iddu = 8" 1 * (1 - \p\2e~2u) 

with the asymptotic condition u = m • In \r)\ + o(l) as \r]\ —> oo. 

2. The inverse of this diffeomorphism can be obtained by composing 
two homeomorphisms. The first sends Cm to the space S y m m C of 
(un-ordered) m-tuples of points in C m by assigning to (v, r ) the 
set T _ 1 ( 0 ) (counting multiplicities). The second is the inverse of 
the homeomorphism from C m to Sym m C which assigns to each 
m-tuple ( y i , . . . ,ym) the zeros of p[y\. 

3. The inverse of the aforementioned diffeomorphism can also be ob
tained from the observation that when c(y) = (v, r ) is given by y 
as in the first point above, then 

(STT)-1 • / 7,9(1 - | r | 2) = EA : r ( A ) = 0m(A) • A", 
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where m(A) is the multiplicity of the zero A of r . (This holds for 
any non-negative integer q.) 

(2.6) 

(The existence and uniqueness assertions for the equation in (2.6.1) 
follow as in [21]. The integral identity in (2.6.3) can be obtained by 
using the equation in (2.6.1) with the asymptotic condition from (2.5.4) 
that u = In \p\ + 0(e~^^) as \rj\ ->• oo.) 

Part 4- The group of rotations of C is U(l), and this group acts 
naturally on each CTO in the following manner: Think of U(l) as the 
group of unit length, complex numbers. When A G U(l), introduce 
ipx : C —> C to denote the action of rotation which sends a point r] to 
ìPx(rì) = A " V Then, A acts on i f t^C) x C°°(C;C) by pull-back, and 
hence on the space of solutions to (2.4). That is, A takes a solution (u, r ) 
of (2.4) and gives the new solution (ip'^v,ip\T). The induced action on 
CTO has a unique fixed point. This fixed point is the image of the origin 
in O71 under (2.6)'s embedding. The latter has the form 

(2.7) vm = um(r\dr\ - fjdrj) and Tm = fm-r)m. 

Here, um and fm are real valued functions of \r]\2 only, and fm is non-
negative. 

Note that the embedding in (2.6) is not preserved by this U(l) ac
tion. 

Part 5. There is a second [7(1) action on iOx(C) x C°°(C;C) 
which differs from that in Part 4 by an action of the constants in 
Maps(C; U(l)). This modified action does preserve the embedding in 
(2.6). The modified action sends a unit complex number A and the 
point ( f , r ) to (ip*xv,\m • V'A7")- ^ S th i s modified U(l) action preserves 
the embedding of C m in (2.6), it defines a U(l) action on C m . The latter 
action sends A and the m-tuple y = ( y i , . . . ,ym) to ( A - y i , . . . , Am -ym). 

Part 6. The embedding of Cm = C m into ittl{C) x C°°(C; C) from 
(2.6) leads to less than optimal estimates in the subsequent applications. 
A less canonical, but more convenient slice for the Maps(C; U(l)) action 
is defined by an embedding of CTO into iQx(C) x C°°(C;C) which has 
the property that where \i]\ is large. Then 

(2.8) T = f - n 
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with / being a positive function. The meaning of the phrase "where \T]\ 
is large" is as follows: If c = ( f , r ) is defined by y G C m as in (2.6.1), 
then \T]\ is large when 

(2.9) | ? ? | > 2 - E f c ( l + m 2 | y f e | 2 ) 1 ^ . 

The next lemma describes the new slice embedding of Cm into 
iQl(C) x C°°(C;C): 

L e m m a 2.3. There is an embedding of Cm into iQ1(C) x C°°(C;C) 
with the following properties: 

1. Each point in the image obeys (2.4), and the projection back to 
CTO yields the identity map. 

2. Each point in the image satisfies (2.8) where (2.9) is satisfied. 

3. The image is mapped to itself by the U{\) on i f i^C) x C°°(C;C) 
for which A G U(l) sends (I>,T) to (ip^v,Xmip*xT). 

4- There is a diffeomorphism, T, from Cm onto this embedding which 
sends y G Cm to the pair (9ç — <9ç, p ( y ) - e _ ç ) , where ç G C°°(C;C) 
obeys Re(ç) = u from (2.6.1). 

In later subsections, CTO will be implicitly identified with its images in 
iQ}(€) x C°°(C; C) via Lemma 2.3's embedding; and this image will be 
implicitly identified with C m via the map T of Assertion 4 of Lemma 
2.3. 

Proof of Lemma 2.3. The first point to observe is that the slice 
defined by (2.6) obeys Conditions 1 and 3 of the lemma. The new slice 
will be obtained by translating each (w, r ) in the slice from (2.6) along 
the orbit of Maps(C; U(l)) by a ( f , r ) dependent map. (The map in 
question will depend smoothly on the pair (v, r ) . ) 

To prove that the conditions in Lemma 2.3 can be met, introduce Q 
to denote the domain in C where \T]\ is larger than 

dy = xk(i + m2\yk\
2)1/{2k). 

The point is that r is non-vanishing on O and, furthermore, -rr and A^-
are homotopic as maps from O to the circle. Thus, the first map times 
the inverse of the second has the form e where h is the real valued 
function which is the argument of ln(l + y\ • r]~l + • • • + ym • i]~m). 
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With the preceding understood, (2.8) can then be realized by gauge 
transforming a given (v, r ) in (2.6) by the map to U(l) defined by e~lxh, 
where x is given by x{rj) = w(\r)\/dy) with w : [0, oo) —> [0,1] being a 
fixed function which is equal to zero on [0,1] and to 1 on [2, oo). 

The invariance of the slice under the U(l) action is an automatic 
consequence of the invariance of the embedding in (2.6) under said ac
tion. 

Part 7. The group of dilations of C which fix the origin is iso
morphic to W. For the purposes of this paper, this action is defined as 
follows: A positive number r defines the map pr : C —> C which sends 
a point r] to pr{rj) = y/rrj. If a pair (u, r ) solves the vortex equations in 
(2.4), then {V',T') = (p*v,p*T) solves 

1. idv' = T ( 1 - | T ' | 2 W 
(2.10) 4V 

2. dr' + v'0ylT = 0. 

c) Local propert ies of the vor tex modul i spaces 

The purpose of this subsection is to describe some additional fea
tures of CTO which are relevant to the subsequent constructions. This 
subsection has three parts. Part 1 describes the tangent space to the 
embedding in Lemma 2.3. Parts 2 and 3 concern a certain family of 
differential operators which are parameterized by points c G Cm . Parts 
2 and 3 are not used in this section, but find applications in subsequent 
ones. 

Part 1. Identify C ffl CIS cl subspace of iOx(C) x C°°(C;C) as in 
Lemma 2.3. Consider a point (V,T) G Cm . The tangent space of Cm at 
(v, T) is described below: 

L e m m a 2.4. Identify Cm with a subspace o/ iQ1(C) x C°°(C;C) as 
in Lemma 2.3. Let (V,T) G Cm . Then the tangent space to (V,T) is a 
2m-dimensional (over il) vector space which consists of pairs (v1^1) of 
imaginary valued 1-form and complex valued function on C which are 
square integrable on C and obey the following constraints: 

1. idv1 + \ * r e ( f r 1 ) = 0. 

2. BT1 + i ^ i r 1 + vltlT = 0. 

3. If the L2-norm of jr1) and |t?x | are bounded by 1, then their supre-
mum norms are bounded (•e~'v''1' where Ç depends only on m and 
the maximum of the distances of the points in r _ 1 ( 0 ) from 0. 
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4- Given the previous L2-norm bound, the norms of the covariant 
derivatives of (w1,!-1) to order k are bounded by Cfce where 
Çk depends only on m, k and the maximum of the distance of the 
points in T _ 1 ( 0 ) from 0. 

5. Where \n\ > 2dy = 2 • £fc(l + m2\yk\2)1'2k, the function TT1 is real 
valued. 

(2.11) 

Proof of Lemma 2.4- The first two assertions follow by differentiat
ing (2.4). The fifth assertion follows from (2.8). To prove that (w1,!-1) 
is square integrable, and to obtain Assertions 3 and 4, one must think 
of ( f , r ) as depending on the parameters y G C m from (2.6.1). In par
ticular, Assertions 3 and 4 follow from estimates at points r\ G C for 
the C m derivatives of the function u = u — xm In \p\. Here, the function 
u on C is determined by y G C m in (2.6.1), while x{rj) = w(\r)\/dy) 
and dy = S^(l + rn2\yk\2)l'2k • The pointwise bounds in question are as 
follows: First of all, the derivative, w', of u by either the real or imagi
nary parts of any yq is square integrable. Second, for any k > 0 and at 
any point r] G C one has |Vfeu'| < Cfce ) where Ç depends only on 

dy G C m , and C,^ depends only on dy and k. 

To prove these last assertions, remark first that it follows from the 
construction in [21] (see also Chapter III in [5]) that y[ is square inte
grable with a uniform L2 bound. Furthermore, u' obeys an equation of 
the form iddu' = * ( 4 _ 1 | r | 2 u ' — g'). Here \g'\ is bounded at n G C by 
£ e - | w ( . a n a ; the fc'th derivative of g' is bounded by (k^~ • Also, Ç 
depends only on dy, and (^ on dy and k. (This bound for g' follows from 
(2.5).) The pointwise bounds on v/ then follow from this last equation 
by the maximum principle and (2.5.2). The bounds on Vkv[ follow by 
differentiating the equation for u' and again employing the maximum 
principle. (In this case, the maximum principle asserts the following: 
Let A > 0 and let / be an L2 function on C with the property that 
ddf — A • / > 0. Then / < 0 on C. In the applications at hand, use 
/ = |Vfcu'| — Cke f ° r a n appropriate choice of (^ and Ç.) 

Part 2. Let c = (V,T) be a solution to (2.4). Associated to c 
in a canonical way is a certain C-linear operator, 0 C , which maps an 
ordered pair consisting of a section over C of T0,lC and a complex valued 
function to an ordered pair consisting of a complex valued function and 
a section over C of T ° ' 1 C To write 0 C , agree to trivialize T1,0C with 
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the form drj. Wi th the triviliaziation understood, the operator 0 C sends 
the ordered pair (a, a) (of complex valued functions) to 

(2.12) da-\ i=fa, dva-\ i=ra 
2V2 2^/2 

Here, d = -ß- and dv = •& + i>o;i, where i>o,i is the (0,1) component of 
the 1-form v. The L2 kernel of 0 C will be denoted by V0,c. (Both 0 C 

and V0,c play key roles in subsequent subsections.) 

Note that this operator is naturally equivariant under the action of 
Maps(C; U(l)), and so 0 C and the vector space V0,c can be canonically 
associated to the image of c in CJTJ without recourse to any particular 
slice embedding of Cm into iQ1(C) x C°°(C; C). 

The operator 0 C is an elliptic, Fredholm operator (using the L2 

inner product) whose index is m. (This was first noticed by [23].) A 
Bochner-Weitzenboch formula for 0 C shows that the cokernel is trivial 
when c satisfies (2.4). The Weitzenboch formula in question is the first 
line below: 

(2.13) 

.ecet = ìvìv. + ì|r|» + ±(J 1_ | r | 2„ 

• ~ c - 4 v „ v „ - r 8 | . | -^ wU^2gvT 1 _ |T |2 

c 

Here, Vv(a, a) = (Va, V a + v • a). 
The vanishing of the cokernel 0 C implies that the L2 kernel of 0 

(that is, V0,c) defines a complex m-dimensional vector space. 

Part 3. As c varies in CTO, the vector spaces V0,c fit together 
to define a vector bundle, V —> £m. The fact that V is locally trivial 
can be proved using the implicit function theorem and the triviality of 
the cokernel of 0 C . Here is how: Observe first that when x is an L2 

section of iT^C © C, the operator 0C+X then maps L2(T0,lC © C) to 
L2(C®T°>lC) and differs from 0 C by a compact perturbation. Now, let 
(V0,c) denote the L2 orthogonal compliment in L2 to V0,c, and define a 
map $ c : L\ x V°>c x (V0'0)1- ->• L2 by the rule $c(%, s, w) = @c+x(s+w). 
Because 0 C is surjective, the differential of this map at x = 0 along the 
^y0,cj± f a c t o r is surjective. The implicit function theorem then provides 
a neighborhood Uc of 0 in L2 and a smooth m a p p c : Ucx V0,c —> (V0,c)1-
which is linear on the second factor, vanishes at 0 G Uc and is such that 
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Qc+X(s + pc(x,s)) = 0 for all s G V0,c. Thus, the map s —> s + pc(x,s) 
defines a vector bundle isomorphism between V0,c and V0,c+X. This 
trivializes V on a coordinate neighborhood of c G &m-

Part 4. The bundle V ->• 
^m a s just defined is canonically isomor

phic to TCTO, and hence (via the differential of Lemma 2.3's map T) to 
the trivial bundle Cm x C m . The isomorphism TCm « V is obtained as 
follows: First, when (v1, r 1 ) G TCTO, write v1 = ( 2 \ / 2 ) _ 1 • (a^dfj — ä^drj) 
with a1 in T0,1C and ä1 in T1,0C Then, the isomorphism from TCTO|C 

to V0,c sends (D1 ,-? - 1) to the L2 orthogonal projection of (al,rl) onto 

An equivalent view of the isomorphism TCTO a V notes that the 
vector space V0,c is canonically isomorphic to the vector space of square 
integrable solutions to (2.11) which obey the auxiliary condition 

(2.14) i * d * v° --im(?T°) = 0. 

Indeed, the identification between these vector spaces procèdes as fol
lows: Let (v°, r ° ) solve (2.11) and (2.14). Set a to be 2\/2 times the (0,1) 
component of f 0 and set a = r ° . Then (a,a) solves (2.12). The point 
here is that the domain of 0 C is the space of section of T ^ C © C and 
this is isomorphic to Ì T R C © C by the R-linear map which sends (a, a) 
in the former to {^y^{ad'q — ädrj),a). This map intertwines 0 C with the 
operator which is defined by the left sides of (2.11) and (2.14). How
ever, when (a, a) G V0,c, the element (vo = {-^jrAad'q — ädrj),T° = a) 
will not, in general, be tangent at c = (V,T) to the embedding of 
Cm as described in Lemma 2.3. However, the proof of Lemma 2.3 
describes this embedding, and with this description, it is a straight
forward task to construct a linear map ip : V0,c —> C°°(C) so that 
(D1 = v° — idiprvoiTo\,Tl = T° + iftvojTo\T) is tangent Lemma 2.3's em
bedding of Cm when (u°, r° ) is in V0,c. 

d) T h e approx imate so lut ions 

Let {(Cfc,mfc)} be a finite set of pairs where each C^ is a com
pact, connected, pseudo-holomorphic submanifold, and each m^ is a 
non-negative integer. And, require that the submanifolds {C^} be pair-
wise disjoint. The goal of this subsection is to construct from this data 
approximate solutions to the large r and small /io version of (1.13). The 
construction requires seven steps. In the first six steps, C is a compact, 
connected, psuedo-holomorphic submanifold of X and m is a positive 
integer. 
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Step 1. The approximate solutions require the following data: The 
choice of the parameter r and the choice of a section of a certain auxiliary 
fiber bundle over C. The purpose of this step is to describe this auxilliary 
fiber bundle. (This is the "vortex bundle" of the introduction.) To 
begin, introduce L C N to denote the unit sphere bundle, a principle 
U(l) bundle over C. With L understood, introduce the associated fiber 

(2.15) L xu{1) Cm. 

Here, the action of U(l) on CTO is described in Assertion 5 of Lemma 
2.3. 

By the way, Lemma 2.3's identification T between <£rn and Cm iden
tifies (2.15) (as a fiber bundle over C) with ®i<p<mNm. This identifi
cation will be implicit below. 

Step 2. Suppose that c is a section of (2.15). Then c assigns to each 
point z G C an orbit cz = (vz, TZ) in CTO. Thus, one can write c = (v, r ) , 
where v is a section over N of the bundle of 1-forms along the fibers, 
and r is a section over N of E. 

It is useful to single out a special section of (2.15). This section is 
called the constant section. With respect to the representation of (2.15) 
as ®i<p<mJVm, the constant section of (2.15) corresponds to the zero 
section in each line bundle summand. This section assigns to each z G C 
the vortex in (2.7). 

Step 3. Given r > 1, introduce p*.c which assigns to each z G C the 
solution (p*vz,p*Tz) to (2.10). To understand the significance of p*c, 
first remember that Lemma 2.3 has identified Cm with a submanifold 
of iQ,l(C) x C°°(C;C). Next, remark that the assignment of z to p*rz 

defines a section, p*r, of the bundle (n*N)m over Lemma 2.1's subbundle 
7V(o) • This is most easily seen in the case where c is the constant section. 
In this case, the section p*r has the form 

(2.16) rm/2fm(r\s\2)sm. 

Here, fm is the non-negative, real valued function on [0, oo) which ap
pears in (2.7). To define p*r in the general case, note first that the 
restriction of n*N to the fiber of n over some z G C is canonically triv
ial up to an over all factor of U(l). With a choice of such a trivialization 
for a fiber, the section s of 7r*iV defines a map from the given fiber to C, 
and, simultaneously, TZ defines a complex valued function on C. With 
this understood, ^ ( r 1 ' 2 «) defines a complex valued function on iV(o)|̂ . 
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And, as z varies through C, these functions on the fibers of n define the 
section p*T. 

Note that in the general case, where \s\ is large, the section p*r has 
the form 

(2.17) rml2frs
m. 

Here, fr is a positive, real valued function which is defined where |s | 
is large. (The term " |s | is large" means that \s\ is greater than the 
supremum over all z G C of the numbers r~1'2dy; here y G Cm defines 
(VZ,TZ) as in Assertion 4 of Lemma 2.3, and dy = £fc(l + m2\yk\2)l'2k •) 

Meanwhile, the association of z G C to p*vz defines a f-form, p*v, 
on n*N. To be concrete here, write vz = çzdfj — çzdr\ where çz is a in
dependent, complex valued function on C. Then, the assignment of z 
to p*.çz defines a complex valued function, p*ç, on n*N, and with this 
understood, the 1-form p*v is given by 

(2.18) p*rv = Vt((p*rc)Vos - (p;ç)V f la). 

Step 4- This step makes the choice of a smooth cut-off function 
X : [0, oo) —> [0,1] which is equal to f on [0, f] and vanishes on [2, oo). 
Fix a constant Æ > 0 which is smaller by a factor of f 03 than the radius 
of the disk bundle -W(o)- Then, promote x to a function, X5 '• X —> [0, f] 
as follows: Define xs to be zero on X — 7V(0), and on 7V(0), set 

(2.19) X*(0=X(K0I/Æ)-

Step 5. This step uses the function xs, as defined above, to extend 
the section p*r (which restricts to a section over A^ of (ir*N)m) to a 
section over the whole of X of a complex line bundle whose first Chern 
class is Poincaré dual to m times the fundamental class of C. 

To begin, define a complex line bundle E —> X as follows: Let Æo 
denote the fiber radius of the disk bundle A^Q), and then introduce 
AT(!) C AT(o) as the disk bundle of vectors of radius -£. Write E as 
the quotient of the disjoint union of two complex line bundles by an 
equivalence relation. The first line bundle is (-K*N)m —> N^, and the 
second is the trivial bundle (X — N^) x C. The equivalence relation 

identifes a point (x,f) G (Af(0) — -W(i)) x C with the point (^5 /TO*X[)
 e 

(•K*N)m. Here, it is assumed that r is chosen large so that the zeros of 
p*T all lie in N^y 
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With E understood, define the section ar of E from follows: 
Over (X — Nt]\) where E is identified with (X — Nn\) x C, write ar = 1. 
Over 7V(o) where E is identified with (ir*N)m, write 

(2.20) ar = - .frT ., K. 
V ' (Æ + (I - Æ)\p*rT\) 

It is left as an exercise to verify that the first Chern class of E is 
Poincaré dual to m times the fundamental class of C. 

Step 6. This step uses the function XÆ and the 1-form p*v to con
struct a connection, ar, on the bundle E. To begin, define the connection 
over X — Nn\, where E has a canonical trivialization given by ar, so 
that ar is ar- covariantly constant. To define ar over N^, reintroduce 
the Levi-Civita connection 6 on the line bundle N, and pull this con
nection up to a connection (still called 6) on 7r*iV. Note that 0 induces 
a unique connection, 6m, on (n*N)m. With this understood, set 

(2.21) ar = em - (1 - Æ)ö^1Vömar + XÆP*-v-

Step 7. Let {(Cfc,mfc)} be a finite of pairs consisting of dis
joint, compact, pseudo-holomorphic submanifolds and positive integers. 
Chose öo small enough so that the tubular neighborhoods of points with 
distance #o or less about the various C^'s are pairwise disjoint. With 
such a choice for öo, and with r large, the constructions in the preceding 
steps for the case (C,m) = (Ck,mk) can be performed simultaneously 
after the choice of a section of (2.15) for each k. (See Step 3, above.) The 
result is a complex line bundle E —> X with first Chern class Poincaré 
dual to EfcTOfc[Cfc], plus a pair consisting of a connection ar on E and 
a section ar of E. Here, ar trivializes E and is ar covariantly constant 
at points of distance #o or greater from each C%. And, near any Ck, 
the pair (ar,ar) is given by Steps 1-5 above for the case where C = Ck, 
m = nik-

With the preceding understood, note that the pair (a = ar, ß = 0) 
defines a section of the bundle S+ as given in (1.9), and thus (ar, (ar, 0)) 
is data for the Seiberg-Witten equations in (1.13). 
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e) How close for the Dirac equation? 

The purpose of this subsection and the next is to estimate just how 
close the data (ar,(ar,0)) comes to solving the Seiberg-Witten equa
tions in (1.13). This section considers the size of DAr(cer,0). Here Ar 

is the connection on det(S,
+) which is defined by the canonical con

nection AQ on K~l and the connection ar on E. The following lemma 
summarizes: 

Proposition 2.5. Let {(Ck,m,k)} be a finite collection of pairs con
sisting of a compact, connected, pseudo-holomorphic submanifold and a 
positive integer. Require that the collection of pseudo-holomorphic sub-
manifolds is pair-wise disjoint. Fix a positive number do and a small 
number So- (The latter is constrained as in Step 6 of the preceding sub
section.) Then, there are constants ro and Ç which depend on the pre
ceding data and the almost complex structure J with the following signif
icance: For each k, choose a section (as defined in Step 3 of Section 2d) 
of the Cfc-version of the fiber bundle in (2.15) with the constraint that do 
is greater than the distance of any point in the correponding r_ 1(0) to 
Cfc. Use this data to construct, for r large, (ar,(ar,0)) as described in 
the previous subsection. Introduce the function d = dist(-, U^Cfc) which 
measures the distance to U^Cfc. If r > ro, then the norm of DAr(cer,0) 
satisfies the pointwise bound 

(2.22) |OA r («r ,0) |<C(l + r 1 ) e - ^ ^ . 

(See below for a more precise picture of DAr(a>i,0).) 

By the way, if C is not pseudo-holomorphic, then the constructions 
in the previous subsection can still be made. However, in this case the 
right side of (2.22) is replaced by Ç^/re~^d'^, which is ö(y/r) instead 
of 0(1). 

Proof of Proposition 2.5. With S- as described in (1.9), then the 
section of S- given by DAT (ar, 0) is the orthogonal projection of Va,rar 

onto T0 '1 (g) E. By construction, this gives zero where the distance to 
each Ck is greater than 6Q. Near some C = Ck, this projection can 
be calculated using the form for ar and ar in (2.20) and (2.21). With 
closeness to such a C understood, remark first that 

(2.23) V t t r« r = XÆ(^emar + P > • °v)-

The subsequent considerations are simplest when c is the constant 
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section of (2.15). In this case, 

(2.24) Varar = p*r(dvr) - ar—-(±^£l$-—dXs. 
(X6 + (.1 - X6)\PÏT\) 

Here, p*dvr is a certain E-valued 1-form on i\T(0) which is constructed 
as in (2.18) but with a replacement for v. This replacement assigns, to 
the fiber of iV(0) at a point z G C, the form of type (1,0) on C which 
is obtained by taking the vz covariant derivative of TZ. (Remember that 
one of the vortex equations asserts that the (0,1) part of this covariant 
derivative is zero.) To be more explicit, write v and r as in (2.7) and 
thus introduce the functions um and fm. Promote them to functions on 
7V(o) by composing with the map from iV(0) to R which assigns to each 
point the value of \s\2. Then 

(2.25) dvT = {(f'm - qmfm)\s\2 + mfrnis^Ves. 

Here, f'm denotes the derivative of fm as a function on [0, oo). 
With (2.24) and (2.25) understood, it remains only to project Varar 

onto T0 '1 (g> E to obtain the final answer. Using (2.1), one finds that 

(2.26) \DAr(ar,0)\ < CU + <S_1)e_>/FH/C, 

where Ç is a constant which depends on m and the almost complex 
structure J. 

To understand Varar in the general case, it is necessary to digress 
for some additional remarks concerning (2.15). To start the digression, 
remark that there is a well defined vertical subbundle, Vert, in the 
tangent bundle to (2.15). These are the tangents to the fiber. Thus, 
Vert is a 2m-dimensional bundle whose fiber at a given point (f ,r) 
in a fiber of (2.15) is the vector space described in Lemma 2.4. The 
connection 6 on the bundle L defines a projection from the total tangent 
bundle of (2.15) onto Vert. Thus, 6 defines a 1-form (call it 9^) on (2.15) 
with values in the subbundle Vert which restricts to Vert as the identity 
homomorphism. With 0c understood, define the covariant derivative of 
a section c of (2.15) by the formula Vc = c*0<r. This covariant derivative 
is a section over C of the vector bundle c* Vert ®T*C. 

Note that when CTO is interpreted as in Lemma 2.3, then Vc is a pair 
(w1,!-1), where vl is a 1-form along the fibers of (-K*N)m with values in 
T*C, and T 1 is a section of (7r*7V)m with values in T*C. (Let U be an 
open set in C over which L has been trivialized. With this trivialization 
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understood the connection 6 is an imaginary valued 1-form on U. Also, 
(2.15) is given as UxCm, and r is just a complex function on UxC Wi th 
the preceding undertood, then T 1 = dCT + mOT — 0(sdVT — sdVT), where 
dc denotes exterior differentiation in directions tangent to U while dv 

denotes the holomorphic derivative along C, the fibers of N.) 

Note that following from Lemma 2.4, (vl,rl) decay exponentially 
fast away from C. 

End the digression. 
In the general case, (2.23) is replaced by 

(2.27) Varar = p*r[dvr] + p*rT
l - ar ^ " Æ j » .dXÆ, 

where [dvr] is defined by the equality dvr = \dvr\Ves. Because of (2.4.2), 
p*[dvr] restricts to each fiber of n to lie in the J-version of T 1 ' 0 . Thus, 
the projection of p*[dvr] onto T0,lN is given by 

(2.28) -p*r[dvT]u-la^ 

where <7o,i is the projection of a in (2.1) onto T 0 ' 1 ^ ) . Now it follows 
that (2.22) holds thanks to Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 plus (2.3). 

f) H o w close for t h e curvature equat ion? 

This subsection estimates the degree to which the data (ar, ( a r , 0 ) ) 
solves the curvature equation in (1.13). The following lemma summa
rizes: 

Propos i t i on 2.6. Let {(C/^m^)} be a finite collection of pairs con
sisting of a compact, connected, pseudo-holomorphic submanifold and a 
positive integer. Require that the collection of pseudo-holomorphic sub-
manifolds is pair-wise disjoint. Fix a positive number do and a small 
number <?o- (The latter is constrained as in Step 7 of Subsection 2d.) 
Then, there are constants ro and Ç which depend on the preceding data 
and the almost complex structure J, and which have the following signif
icance: For each k, choose a section of the C^-version of the fiber bundle 
in (2.15) with the constraint that do is greater than the distance of any 
point in the correponding T _ 1 ( 0 ) to C^. For r large, use this data to 
construct,(ar, ( a r , 0 ) ) as described in the previous subsection. Introduce 
the function d = dist(-,UfcCfc) which measures the distance to U^C^. If 
r > ro, then the norm of P+Far + ^ ( 1 — |a r |

2 )a ; satisfies the pointwise 
bound 

(2.29) P+Fa, +j(l-\Or\2)u, <Cv^(l + ^_1)e Vïd/( 
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Proof of Proposition 2.6. First of all, P+F0r + ^ ( 1 — |a r |
2 )w vanishes 

unless the function d is smaller than So, in which case, one can restrict 
attention to a neighborhood of a fixed C = C^ and assume that ar has 
the form given in (2.17). Once again, the discussion is simplest when c 
is the constant section. With this understood, one finds that 

P+Far =XÆPr(m - 2qm\s\2)F0 + dÆ A ar
 1 ( V ö m + {p*v)ar 

+ 2rxÆP*r(q'm\s\2 + QmWes A V ö s . 

Here, q'm denotes the derivative of the function qm as a function on 
[0, oo). The argument procèdes from here by estimating the various 
terms in (2.30). To estimate the first term above, first go back to (2.5) 
to conclude that . 

1 _ (V-M/C i 
(2-31) h= < \fm\ < « im — — m m 

This last equation (plus (2.5)) implies that 

(2.32) | m - 2 ç m | r ? | 2 | < C e _ v ? | s | / Ç . 

Thus, the first term in (2.30) is bounded by Çe-^^''^ for an appropriate 
choice of z. 

As for the second term, it is only non-zero where the distance from 
C is between ö/8 and <5/4. Here, ar is exponentially close to being ar-
covariantly constant. This implies that the second term in (2.30) is 
bounded by ^ " V ^ e - ^ l " ! / ^ . 

Now consider the P+ projection of the last term in (2.30). According 
to discussion in Parts 4-6 of Section 2a, the self-dual projection of V$s A 
V$s is equal to — ILO + ö(\s\). Meanwhile, the first equation in (2.4) 
identifies 2(q'm + qm\s\2) with | ( 1 — | a r | 2 ) . These last remarks imply the 
lemma in the case where the section c of (2.15) is the constant section. 

Now consider the general case where the section c does not assign 
each point in C the vortex in (2.7). In this case, (2.30) is replaced by 

Far = ÆPrirn - ç s - çs)Fe + dÆ A a ^ 1 ( V ö m a r . + (p*v)ar) 

(2.33) + r ' Æ ( | + | ) V * s A V « 8 " 

+ (1 - XÆ)^1 p*r{demTl) - a~2p*TX A Wgmar) + ÆP*rv
l. 
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Here, i r , which is a 1-form on n*N with values in T*C, is interpreted 
in the obvious way as a 2-form on TT*N. Wi th (2.33) understood, the 
proof of Proposition 2.6 procèdes by considering, one by one, the various 
terms in this equation. For the first term, remark that (2.5) plus Lemma 
2.3 implies a bound for the first term by Çe~^r's''^. (Here, m — çs — 
çs decays exponentially fast along the fiber from 0 because, according 
to (2.5), so does the covariant derivative VVZTZ.) The second term in 
(2.34) is bounded by Çôr1/2^^^ for the same reason. The fourth 
and fifth terms are bounded by Çr1'2e~^'s''i' courtesy of Lemma 2.4's 
exponential decay estimates. As for the term in the middle of (2.33), 
use the first vortex equation in (2.4) to write ( | | + | | ) = | ( 1 — | T | 2 ) . 

Finally, use the fact that P+ÇVQS A V$s) = —ito + Ó(\s\) to complete 
the argument for Proposition 2.6. 

By the way, the largest terms in P+Far + ^ ( 1 — |a r |
2 )o ; are ö{yjr) 

and 

P+Far+j(l-\ar\
2)u: 

(2.34) = - £ (1 - | ^ r | 2 ) ( a o , i A Ves - aö.i) 

+ ÆP+P>1 + 0(l). 

3. In troduct ion t o ZQ and Z 

This section serves as a digression of sorts to describe a certain 
finite dimensional variety of the space of sections of the vortex bundle 
(in (2.15)). This variety is denoted by ZQ and its non-singular s t ra tum 
by Z. 

The space ZQ plays a key role in the next section where the ap
proximate solutions (just described) to (1.13) are deformed to honest 
solutions. Indeed, to a good approximation, the role of ZQ can be sum
marized as follows: A large r, approximate solution to (1.13) as defined 
in Section 2 from sections of (2.15) can be deformed to a true solu
tion just when each of the sections lies in the appropriate version of 
ZQ. This feature of ZQ is suggested by the discussion in Section 3b and 
Proposition 3.1. In Section 3b, a modification of the data (ar, ( a r , 0 ) ) 
is described which results in an order 1/y/r decrease in the size of the 
left side of (1.13) precisely when the given sections of (2.15) sit in ZQ. 
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Except for Section 3b, this section has no applications of ZQ; the 
goal being to define ZQ and to describe some of its basic properties. 
Indeed, except for Section 3b, the discussion below takes place in the 
context where C is a compact, connected, complex curve of some genus, 
g; and n : N —> C is a holomorphic line bundle of degree n with a 
given hermitian metric. With C and N understood, a positive integer 
m plus a pair of sections, v and /i, of the bundles T0,1C and T0,lC (g> 
N2 are sufficient for defining ZQ. (The sections v and \i are provided 
courtesy of (2.3) when C arises as a pseudo-holomorphic submanifold of 
a symplectic 4- manifold X with compatible almost complex structure; 
and when N is the normal bundle to C in X.) 

a) T h e definit ion of ZQ 

To begin, let L C N denote the unit sphere bundle (a principal U(l) 
bundle). As in the previous section, use L and the tautological section, 
s, of n*L —> L to construct the associated fiber bundle 

(3.1) L xu{1) Cm-

This subsection defines the canonical subset, ZQ, of the space of 
sections of (3.1). The definition of ZQ requires ten steps. 

Step 1. Remember that N is, by assumption, a holomorphic line 
bundle over C with a Hermitian metric. The hermitian structure and 
the complex structure together define a unitary connection, 6, on N. The 
connection defines the splitting TN = TT*N © TT*TC and thus defines a 
Riemannian metric on N. This metric will be used implicitly throughout 
this section. The splitting above also defines the complex structure JQ 
on N, and JQ will also be used implicitly throughout this section. Note 
that Jo and the metric restrict to each fiber of N to define a standard 
complex structure and metric. 

Step 2. Associated to each vortex solution c = ( f , r ) G CTO is 
the m-complex dimensional vector space V0,c of pairs (a, a) of complex 
functions on C which are square integrable and are annihilated by the 
operator 0 C from (2.12). That is, 

(3.2) da -\ -=fa. = 0 and Bva -\ -i=ra = 0. 
2\/2 2\/2 

Here, d = -ß- and dv = •& + i>o;i, where i>o,i is the (0,1) component of 
the 1-form v. 
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Step 3. Let c = (v, r) be a section of (3.1). This c associates to each 
z G C a vortex (vz, TZ) in CTO. Then, each z G C has its associated vector 
space Vz

 ,c of solutions to (3.2) as defined by (vz,tz). As z varies over 
C, these vector spaces fit together to define the vector bundle Ve —> C. 
(The proof that Ve is locally trivial follows from the proof in Section 2c 
that the bundle V —> CTO is locally trivial.) Note that Ve is a rank m, 
complex vector bundle. 

Step 4- Fix z G C and a unit length complex parameter r\ for the 
fiber of N at z. Use dr\ to trivialize Tl,0(N\z) and thus its conjugate 
trivializes T0,1(N\Z). With this parameter r\ fixed, write 

dvTz = [dvTz] • drj. 

Then, (-^=r?(l — \Tz\
2)df),r/[dvTz]) defines a pair consisting of a section 

of r0,1(7V|^) and a complex valued function on N\z. Likewise, so does 

(•Ì/2fl(l - \rz\
2)dfi,fj[dvTz]). 

Step 5. Note that the ambiguity in the choice of the parameter 
T) cancel out in the expression (-^=77(1 — \Tz\

2)df),r/[dvTz]). Thus, with 
the help of the connection 6, this expression defines over N a section 
of T°'XN © E, where E = (-n*N)m. Reintroduce the section v of T 0 - 1 ^ 
and tensor the former section with v to obtain a section over N of the 
bundle vr^T^CigiiV) © ( T ^ T ^ C ® E ) . This last section can be written 
using the tautological section s as 

(3.3) [~ÒfS{l ~ |r|2)VeS"' V8[dv 

Step 6. Reintroduce the section /j of T0,lC <g> N2. Let ßz denote 
the restriction of /J to z. The choice of the parameter r\ identifes ßz as 
a point in T0,1C\Z. With this identification understood, note that the 
ambiguities in the choice of 77 cancel out when writing 

ßzrj(l - \Tz\
2)df],ßzfi[dvTz 

Thus, with the help of the connection 6, the latter defines over the whole 
of N an unambiguous section of ir*{TQ'lC © N) © {n*T°'lC <g> E). Note 
that this section can also be written using the tautological section s as 

(3.4) (^fS~ (1 " lT|2^V^' * 
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Step 7. As in the previous section, define the covariant derivative 
(v1, T1) of the section c of (3.1). One should think of v1 as a 2-form on 
N and T 1 section over N of the bundle n*T*C <g> £ . Let uj 2 denote 

the projection of w1 into T°<27V = ^(T^CgiN) and let r ^ denote the 

projection of r 1 into 7r*T°'1C <g) £7. 

»SAep 8. For each z G C, use Hc
z to denote the I/2 orthogonal 

projection along the fiber of N at z of L2(T°'1 iV|z) © L2(E) onto the 
subspace Vjf. As z moves through C, the family ITC = {Wz : z G C} 
varies smoothly. 

Step 9. The canonical section of Ve (g> T0,lC is defined to be 

n c - f - - ^ = ( ^ + / i â ) ( l - | r | 2 ) V f l â 

(3.5) 2 V 2 

+ 2V^VQ,2) _ ( ^ S + A ^ M ^ T ] + To;1 j . 

»SAep 10. Define ZQ to be the set of sections of (3.1) for which (3.5) 
is identically zero. Topologize ZQ using the subspace topology. 

b) A n appl icat ion 

In this subsection, return to the milieu where X is a compact, sym-
plectic 4-manifold. Let {(Cfc,mfc)} be as in Section 2, a finite set where 
each Cfc is an embedded, pseudo-holomorphic submanifold in X, and 
each rtik is a positive integer. Assume, in addition, that the {C^} are 
pairwise disjoint. For each index k, fix a section, c-k\ of the (Cfc,mfc) 
version of (2.15), and, for r large, construct the data (ar,ar) as in
structed. 

As seen in Section 2, when r is large, the data (ar,ar) defines the 
configuration (a = ar, (a = ar, ß = 0)) which solves the /io = 0 version 
of (1.13) on all of X save for the radius 2Æ tubular neighborhoods of 
the submanifolds from {C^}. And, on such a tubular neighborhood, the 
size of both 

1 i r 2 2 r 

(3 6) * Tr +Fa + "s ( 1 ~ H + l/3' ) W " 4 M " Ö / 3 ) 

• DA(a,ß) 

are 0 (1 ) in absolute value. With the preceding understood, the purpose 
of this subsection is to describe a modification of (ar,(ar,0)) which, 
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under certain circumstances, makes (3.6) have absolute value ö(l/y/r). 
In fact, this size reduction occurs precisely when, for each k, the section 
c-k> lies in the (Cfc,mfc) version of ZQ. (See Proposition 3.2, below.) 

The modification of (ar, (ar,0) produces data (ar, (ar,ß )). The con
struction of the latter requires three steps. 

Step 1. In this step, C is a compact, connected, complex curve, 
and 7T : N —> C is a holomorphic vector bundle. Fix a non-negative 
integer m, and use the pair (C,m) to define (3.1). Now, let c = (V,T) 
be a section of (3.1), and introduce 

us + fj,s)(l — \T\2)V$S 

(3.7) 2 ^ 

+ 2\/2wo)2, -(us + ßs)[dvr] + r ^ 

The Fredholm alternative finds a unique, square integrable section u\ = 
(b, A) over N of the vector bundle ir*T°^C® (TT^N^T0'1^ ®E) whose 
restriction to each fiber of N obeys the equation 

(3.8) Sim = (1 - Uc) • p. 

Note that c is in ZQ precisely when Ilcp = 0, so in this case, u\ obeys 
@tui = p. 

Step 2. Now, consider the context where (C,m) G { ( C f c , ^ ) } 
and N is the normal bundle to C in X. Take c to be a section of the 
(C, m) version of (2.15). (This is the (C, m, TV) version of (3.1).) Define 
Mi = (ft, A) as above. 

Given r > 1, use ft to define a section, 6 r, of iT*N^ as follows: Over 
an open disk U C C, introduce «o as in (2.2) and (2.4). Next, introduce 
b'r by the formula 

(3.9) r-ll2
P;b = b'X(nü\c)i 

and then write 

(3.10) br = b'rRQ — b'rK,Q. 

Meanwhile, set 

(3.11) Ar = P;x. 

Step 3. Wi th the preceding understood, the modification to (ar, (ar, 0)) 
consists of data ( ß )) which is defined as follows: 
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• Where the distance to any Ck is 26 or more, then (ar, (ar,ß )) = 
(a r , (a r ,0)) . 

• Where the distance to C G {Cfc} is less than 2 • <5, then 

(3.12) (ar,(ar,ß_r)) = {ar + J-Æbr,(
ar,XÆK)J • 

The following proposition summarizes the properties of (ar, (ar,ß )) : 

Proposition 3.1. Let {(Ck,mk)} be a finite set where each Ck 
is an embedded, pseudo- holomorphic submanifold in X, and each m^ 
is a positive integer. Assume, in addition, that the {Ck} are pairwise 
disjoint. Let E —>• X be a complex line bundle whose first Chern class 
is Poincaré dual to X^m^ • [Ck]- For each k, fix a submanifold £)(k> in 
the (Ck,mk) version of (2.15) with compact closure. There is a constant 
Ç > 1 which depends on {ö^k>} and has the following significance: When 
r > C, the assignment of {c^} C x^O^ to ( LA/IT* « I \JCir. « ß )) (as defined 
above) defines a smooth map from xkO^ into Conn(JB) x C°°(S+). 
In addition, suppose that (3.6) is defined using the data (a,(a,ß)) = 
(ar,{ar,ß_r)). Then: 

• The resulting expression is zero where the distance to U^C^ is 
greater than 26. 

• Where the distance to some C G {Ck} is less than 26, (3.6) is 
bounded pointwise in obsolete value by C, • e~^''s''<>. 

• //, and only if the corresponding c G {c*• )} lies in the (C, m) ver
sion of ZQ, then (3.6) is bounded in absolute value by 
£r-l/2e-VHs|/C. 

The remainder of this subsection is occupied with the 

Proof of Proposition 3.1. The proof has three parts. The first 
part remarks that the fact that the assignment of (ar, {ar,ß )) to {ok>} 
defines a smooth map to Conn(_E) x C°°(S+) follows by inspection from 
the constructions here and in Section 2. 

The second and third parts of the proof concern the asserted bounds 
for (3.6). To start the second part of the proof, introduce 

(3.13) ur = (r 1'2p*b, p*X). 

file:///JCir
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Define the covariant derivative of ur, Vu r , using the Levi-Civita con
nection on T0,lC, the connection 6 on N, and the connection 9 + p*v on 
E. With V understood, introduce V y and Vff to denote the respective 
vertical and horizontal components of V. 

With the preceding understood, consider that the norm of ur and of 
its derivatives to any fixed order satisfy the following apriori bounds: For 
given non-negative integers i and j , there exists Qj which is independent 
of r, and is such that for all sufficiently large r, 

(3.14) \(vHy(vv)jur\ < Ci^-^V^- i^ . 

This last estimate is justified shortly. 
Granted (3.14), the third part of the proof amounts to a straight

forward calculation plus the following observation: Due to (2.3) and 
(2.28) plus (2.34), the part of (3.6) which is 0(1) instead of 0(1/y/r) 
for (a = ar, (a = ar,ß = 0)) is after rescaling to r = 1, nothing more 
than p from (3.7). 

To justify (3.14), first observe that the estimates for ur follow from 
the r = 1 version of (3.14) by rescaling the latter. Meanwhile, the r = 1 
estimates follow by straightforward arguments given two additional set 
of estimates. The first set asserts that |(V i ?)*(Vy)Jp| < (,[ -̂  IsI/C for 

hj > 0 and a suitable constant Qj. (See (2.5) and [5]). The second set 
of estimates bounds the Greens' kernel, Gc, for the operator QCQC in 
(2.13): 

. |G c ( î ? ,V) |<C- ( l + | m | r ? - r / | | ) e - l ' > - ^ , 
(o.lo) , . . . 

• \VGc(ri,ri')\ <C-\v-rì'\- e~ìv~T'ì/c. 

Here, Ç is a suitable constant. 
For example, given the preceding estimates, bounds for u\ at a point 

7] in the fiber of N over a point z G C are obtained by using Gc to write 

(3.16) u1(C,v) = JGc(ri,-)-p(-), 

where the integral is over N\z. Indeed, the required bounds for |ui| and 
the vertical derivative of u follow directly from (3.15) and (3.16) given 
the asserted bounds for \p\. 

Bounds on the higher derivatives of u\ are obtained with the help of 
Gc by differentiating the equation @c&lui = @cp and then commuting 
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the derivatives to write the term with the most derivatives of u\ as 

0 C 0 J (derivatives of u\) =fewer derivatives of u\ 

+ derivatives of p. 

The derivation of (3.15) uses the comparison principle with the 
Bochner-Weitzenboch formula for 0 c 0 j in (2.13). Indeed, with (2.13) 
understood, standard asymptotic expansions can be used to estimate G 
and V G near the diagonal in C x C. For example, where \r] — r/ | < 1, 
these yield 

(3.18) 
|G(»7,»/) |<C(l + | ln |»7-» / l 

iVGforçOlfÇCto-»/!"1-

To bound \G\ when 77 is not close to r/, use (2.13) to obtain the differen
tial inequality: d*d|G| + ^ | r | 2 | G | < 0. The first line of (3.15) then follows 
from this inequality and the bound in (3.18) using the comparison prin
ciple. In this regard, use (1 + | ln\r) — r/IDe -!7 ' - 7 ' '^ as the comparison 
function for a suitable choice of Ç. And, remember that \T\ > 1/2 on the 
compliment of some ball about the origin. (See (2.5).) 

A similar combination of local estimates and the comparison princi
ple give the estimate for the second line in (3.15). (Note that V G obeys 
an equation of the form 0 c 0 j ( V G ) + 1Z • V G = 0 where r] 7̂  rj'. Here 1Z 
is an endomorphism with a bound of the form \1Z\ < Çe~'v''i'.) 

c) T h e definit ion of Z 

The subspace Z C ZQ is characterized by the condition that (3.5) 
vanish in a suitably transversal manner. The precise definition requires 
three steps 

Step 1. Introduce p as in (3.7) and then solve (3.8) to obtain 
u\ = (6, A). Note that when (3.5) vanishes, (ft, A) obeys the pair of 
equations 

1. -Bb+ - i = f A --^=(us + ^ ) ( 1 - | r | 2) + 2y/2vlt2 

(3.19) 2^l V 2 

2. - dv\ -\ j=Tb - (us + ßs)[dvr] + TQ^ = 0. 
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Step 2. This step introduces a certain R-linear, first order differ
ential operator which maps sections of Ve to sections of Ve ®c TQ,lC. 
The operator in question, Ac, sends a section (a, a) of Ve to 

(3.20) A c(a,a) = IIe-( 8Ha+fia-\ y=Xâ, 8Ha+va-\ -j=(ba+Xa) 
V 2\/2 2\/2 

Here, v and /z are the given sections of T0 ,1C and T0,lC ® N2, respec
tively. Also, the operator 8H is the horizontal part of the 8 operator on 
N. (To be precise, suppose that U is an open set in C over which N has 
been trivialized as U x C, and let 77 denote the complex coordinate on 
C. This trivialization also trivializes the bundle E over 7r_1(?7). Given 
such a trivialization, both a and a become complex functions on 7r_1(?7). 
With this understood, 8Ha and 8H a are the respective projections onto 
n*T°^C of 

(3.21) 

( Q Q\ 
d a + 9a + 6 I f)—- — r]— I a 

\ or] or] J 
( d d 

and d a + mO • a + 9 f)— — r]— a. 
Of] Of] 

Here, dP is the covariant derivative along the Ux constant slices, and 
9 is the connection form with respect to the given trivialization. 

This operator Ac is described further in the next subsection. 

Step 3. Let A denote the space of sections of (3.1). Introduce, as 
before, ZQ C A to denote the subspace of sections of (3.1) for which 
(3.5) vanishes. Then, let Z C ZQ denote the subspace of sections c of 
(3.1) for which the operator Ac in (3.20) has vanishing cokernel. 

d) The structure of ZQ and Z 

Here is a list of some of the salient features of ZQ and Z : 

Proposition 3.2. Let C be a compact, connected, complex curve 
of genus g, and let N be a holomorphic line bundle over C of degree n. 
Fix a positive integer m, and a pair, v and /J, of sections of T0,1C and 
T°>lC (g> N2, respectively. Use this data to define ZQ and Z as above. 
Then, the following hold: 

1. ZQ is locally compact and has the following local structure: Let 
c G ZQ. The operator Ac is Fredholm, and so both its kernel and 
the cokernel of Ac are finite dimensional. More to the point, there 
is a smooth map from a ball about the origin in the former to the 
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latter whose zero set is homeomorphic to an open neighborhood of 
c in ZQ. 

2. Z is a smooth manifold of even dimension 

2d = 1m • (1 — g) + m(m + l)n. 

(Thus, ifd<0, then Z = 0.) 

3. Z is orientable with a canonical orientation. 

4- The diffeomorphism Y of Lemma 2.3 between C m and Cm in
duces an identification (also denoted by T) between (3.1) and 
®Kq<rnNq• Under this identification, the space ZQ becomes a sub-
space of C°°(®i<q<mNq) which can be described as follows: A 
point y G ®Kq<mNq yields a point c = T(y) G ZQ if an only if y 
solves the equation 

(3.22 a) By + vXy + /iF(y) = 0; 

here H is the endomorphism of ®i<q<mNq which multiplies the 
q'th summand by q, and F : ®\<q<mNq —> ®i<q<mNq~2 is a cer
tain smooth, fiber preserving map. (Note that F is not holomorphic 
in the fiber coordinates.) 

5. When 
y = ( y i , . . . iyq)eC0O{®i<q<mNq), 

let 
T i : ®i<q<mNq « Ve 

for c = T(y) denote the identification which is induced, via (3.26), 
by the trivilization of"V —>• CTO in Part 3 of Section 2c. Also use 
T i to denote the induced identification between 

(®i<q<mNq)®T°>lC 

and Ve <g) T°>lC. Next, introduce 

A y : ®i<q<mNq -)• {®i<q<mNq) ( g i T ^ C 

to denote the W-linear operator which sends a section y' to 

(3.22 b) By' + vKy' + ß¥,yy', 
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where F*.y denotes the differential of F at y. If c = T(y) G ZQ 
(and thus y obeys (3.22)), then Ay = Tj~ A cTi. In general, Ay = 
Tj~ A cTi +Vy, where vy is a linear operator obeying \\vy{u)\\2 < 
Çytiy\\u\\<2. Here, t^y is the supremum norm of the left side of (3.22a) 
(or, equivalently, of (3.5)), and Çy is bounded independently of y 
given an apriori bound for Ei<g<TO(l + rn\yq\

2)l'2q. 

The equations which define the set ZQ in A can be perturbed slightly 
so that the resulting solution set in A is a smooth manifold. Of course, 
the equations can be perturbed by changing v and ß. A larger class of 
perturbations is parameterized by elements in the space of compactly 
supported sections of T0,2N. Indeed, given such a section, e, introduce 
Z£ to denote the subspace c G A for which 

n C ("^7^ s + ^)(1" |r|2)V9S" 
(3.23) V 

+ 2>/2uo,2 + e> ~(vs + Ps)[dvT] + TQ1^ J 

vanishes. 

Proposition 3.3. When m = 1, and 1 — g + n > 0, there is an 
open and dense subset in C°°T0,1C © (T0,1C (g> TV2) of pairs (u, ß) for 
which the corresponding Z and ZQ coincide. On the other hand, when 
l — g + n<O,Z = 0 for all {f,ß). For general m, there is a Baire subset 
of compactly supported sections e ofT0,2N for which the corresponding 
space Z£ has, in a natural way, the structure of a smooth submanifold 
of A whose dimension is 2d = 2m(l — g) + m(m + l)n. Furthermore, 
Z£ is orientable and has a canonical orientation. 

Proposition 3.4, below, gives examples of ZQ. The proposition in
troduces the constant section of (3.1); the section c = (V,T) of (3.1) 
which is characterized by the property that T = f (\s\2) • sm where / is a 
positive, real valued function on [0, oo). This section is the image under 
the map T of the zero section of ®i<q<mNq. 

Proposition 3.4. Identify (3.1) with ®i<p<mNp as in Proposition 
3.2. 

• When m = 1, and with the preceding identification understood, ZQ 
is the kernel of the operator D in (1.5). That is, c = (V,T) G ZQ 
if and only if the corresponding section hc of N (whose image is 
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T _ 1 ( 0 ) J obeys Dhc = 0. For example, the constant section of (3.1) 
lies in ZQ. Furthermore, Z = ZQ when cokernel D = {0} and 
Z = 0 otherwise. 

• Take m > 1 and \i = 0 in (3.5). Under the identification above, 
ZQ corresponds to the space of sections (y i , . . . ,ym) of ®i<p<mNm 

for which dyq + q • v • yq = 0 for all q. In this case, ZQ = Z when, 
for each q, the cokernel of d + q • v is trivial. On the other hand, 
Z = 0 when one of these operators has non-trivial cokernel. 

• When m > 1, and /i / 0, the situation is not so simple. For 
example, the constant section of (3.1) is not in ZQ when /z ^ 0. 

The remainder of this section is occupied with the proofs of these 
propositions. The order of proof will be Proposition 3.2 first, Proposi
tion 3.4 second and Proposition 3.3 last. Also, the first three assertions 
of the Proposition 3.2 follow as a fairly formal consequence of (3.22), so 
(3.22) will be proved first. With this understood, the proof of Proposi
tion 3.2 is divided into three parts. The first part proves Assertion 4, 
the second proves Assertion 5 and the third proves Assertions 1-3. 

e) Proof of Assertion 4 of Proposition 3.2 

To begin, remark that the identification via the map T in Lemma 
2.3 of (3.1) with ®i<q<mNq follows from Assertion 4 of Lemma 2.3. 

With (3.1) so identified, write (V,T) GZQ in terms of a section y of 
®i<q<m,Nq as ((9yç)V#s — (dvç)VQS,p[y\e~ç), where dv and dv are 
the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic derivatives along the fibers of N. 
Note that ç is a complex valued function on N whose restriction to any 
fiber is as described in Lemma 2.3. 

With (V,T) SO understood, the term in (3.5) with nc(2v/2t'o 2?Toi) 
is equal to IIc(2v /2ô i ï9yç, (BHp) • e~? — BHç • r ) . As the horizontal and 
vertical derivatives on ç can be interchanged here, the resulting terms 
where dHç appear have the form @'cx on each fiber of N. Thus, they 
vanish when projected onto Ve. It then follows that the contribution of 
the term with nc(2v/2t'o 2?Toi) m (3-5) is equal to 

(3.24) X1<q<mdyqn
c(0,sm-«e-':). 

Next, consider the terms in (3.5) which are proportional to v. In to
tal, these have the form ^•nc(s-((2v /2)_1(l —|r|2), [5„r])). To analyze the 
latter, return to the complex plane to see that (1 —|r|2) = 16gfä^w where 
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u is given in (2.6.1). Also, (2.6.1) identifies [dvr] = '£>i<q<mQyqVq lß Ç — 

2{^-U)T. Since (8(rj • du), — (2y/2)~1T(r]du)) is in the image of ©J, the 
terms which are proportional to u in (3.5) contribute only 

(3.25) £1< ( ?<mgy ( /n
c(0,S

r a-<?e- c) 

to (3.5). 
Note that (3.22a) follows directly from (3.24) and (3.25) given the 

trivialization for the bundle V —> Cm Part 4 of Section 2c. The latter 
trivialization identifies C m with V0,c(y> via the homomorphism which 
sends y' = (y[,...,y'q)e£m to 

(3.26) Tlc(0,p(y')-e-<). 

f ) P r o o f of Asser t ion 5 of Propos i t i on 3.2 

The proof of the assertion is arranged in twelve steps. 

Step 1. The bundle V —> CTO whose fiber at c is the vector space 
yO,c _ kernel(©c) inherits a natural lift of the U(l) action in Assertion 3 
of Lemma 2.3. As such, V defines a vector bundle, V_—^L Xu(i) £m- (If 
c is a section of (3.1), then c*V_ = Ve.) The homomorphism T i identifies 
V_ with n*(®i<q<mNq). Meanwhile, the bundle Vert of vertical tangent 
vectors to L x rj^ <£rn is also canonically isomorphic to V_; the latter is 
induced by the isomorphism from Part 4 of Section 2c between V0,c and 
T£m\c. Thus, ir*(®i<q<mNq) is canonically isomorphic to Vert. It is 
left to the reader to verify that the latter isomorphism is given by the 
differential of the map T. 

Step 2. The expression in (3.5) defines a map, F, from the space of 
smooth sections of (3.1) into the vector space of smooth sections over 
N of the bundle, £, whose fiber is the tensor product of n*T0,lC with 
the direct sum of the bundle of (0,1) forms along the fiber and -n*Nm. 
Note that a point w G Ve (g) T0,1C defines a tautogical section, w_, of 
£\TT(W)- With this understood, note that at each z G C, the section T(c) 
along n~l{z) lies in the subspace {w : w G ^ c | z } . 

The preceding subsection proved that the expression on the left side 
of (3.22a) is equal to T f 1 • T(T(y))). 

Step 3. If c is a section of (3.1) where T vanishes, then the dif
ferential of J- at c defines a linear map from c* Vert to Ve. Given this 
last fact, (3.22a) and the remarks in Steps 1 and 2, then the assertion 
in the case c G ZQ follows by demonstrating that the composition of the 
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isomorphism Ve « c* Vert with the differential of J- yields A c . In fact, 
the following slight generalization holds: 

L e m m a 3.5. Fix a bounded section e over N of the bundle of (0,1) 
forms along the fibers of N. Then, define T£ as a map from the space 
of sections of (3.1) to the bundle £ by (3.23). Let c G ^ e

_ 1 (0) - Define 
A c by (3.20) where (6, A) are defined by the modified version of (3.19) 
which adds e to (3.19.1). Then, Ac is equal to the composition of the 
isomorphism Ve « c* Vert with the differential of T£. 

Proof of Lemma 3.5. The proof of this lemma occupies the Steps 
4-11 of Part 2. 

Step 4- Observe now that the section in (3.23) has the form 
n(') • ft(-), where ft is a smooth map from A to C ° ° ( C ; r <g> Tü>lC). 
To explore the differential of IT') • ft, consider first the projection IT1-'-'. 
Since the projection IIe is defined fiberwise, focus attention on some 
fixed z G C. Let {sß} be an L2 orthonormal basis form V£. Then, the 
differential of IT') in the direction defined by t G C°°(C; Ve) defines, on 
the fiber of N at z, an operator from (Ve)1- to Ve which sends a given 
q to 

(3-27) Y,ßSß{wß,q)z, 

where Wß is the differential (at 0) in the direction t of pCz(-, Sß), thus a 
certain ^-dependent element in ( F / ) ^ . (Here, (, ) z denotes the L? inner 
product along the fiber of N at z.) To be precise, here is Wß : Write 
Sß = (aß,aß). Then 

(3.28) wß = -—^G^ixoaßiXo^aß + x0aß), 

(Remember that (a;o,i,a;o) depend on t G C°°(C; Ve).) 
With the preceding understood, it follows that the differential of 

IT'-1 • ft(-) in the direction defined by t at the point c has, at a point 
z G C, the schematic form 

(3.29) HßSß{wß,h)z+Tlc
z-h', 

where ft = ft(c) and ft' is the differential of ft in the direction t at c. 

Step 5. Focus on the first term in (3.29). If ITjft = 0, then ft = 

— @cu. Thus, writing u = (6, A), the first term in (3.29) can be rewritten 
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as: 

—-7= • S/3 Sß((x0aß, x0jiaß + x0aß), (ft, X))z 

(3.30) ly/1 

= —7= • s/3 sß{(aß, aß), (Xxo, bx0 + Xxjj))z. 

This last expression is equal to 

(3.31) Uc- (^^(Xxo,bx0 + Xx^ 
2V2 

Step 6. Now write h = h\ + h^-, where 

(3.32) hx = -(us + us) • ( ^ | V f l ä ( l - kl2) , [dvT 

Consider IIe • h[. The derivative of h\ at c in the direction t is given, on 
the fiber of z G C, by 

(3.33) h[ = —(vs + (is) I I=(TXO + fx0), I=WJT + dvx0 ) • 

Step 7. It is left as an exercise to prove that with hi = (2^J2v\ 2, TJ X ) , 

(3.34) n c • /i'2 = IT • (Ô H X 0 , I , 3Hœ0). 

«Step 8. The purpose of this step is to be more specific about the 
relationship between t G C°°(C; Ve) and x G U. For this purpose, write 
t = (a, a). Then, there is a real valued, smooth, h\ function u on N\z 

such that 

(3.35) £0,1 = a + i2y/2du and 2;Q = a — «UT. 

One can now consider the separate contributions to (3.31), (3.34) and 
(3.35) from (a, a) and also from (Ì2\/2U,—ÌUT). 

Step 9. This step considers the contributions of (a, a). Replacing 
(£0,1, £0) in (3.31) with (a, a) immediately yields 

(3.36) IT- (—^(Aä.öa + Aä) 
2v2 
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When replacing (£0,1, £o) with (a, a) in (3.33), remember that on each 
fiber of N, -^J=TÖL = —da. This means that the (a, a) version of (3.34) 
on the fiber of N at z is equal to the Tic

z projection of 

(3.37) (us + ßs) • I —da + fa, —dva -\ ^=är 

This last expression can be written concisely as 

(3.38) (us + ßs) • ®l(ä,a). 

One can now factor the expression (us + ßs) past @c to obtain 

(3.39) ®l((us + ßs) • (ä, a)) + (ßä, ua). 

Finally, since IIe annihilates the image of el, the (a, a) version of (3.37) 
is 

(3.40) Uc-(ßä,ua). 

Meanwhile, the (a, a) version of (3.28) is equal to W(BHa, BHa). 
By inspection, the sum of the (a, a) versions of (3.31) (see (3.36)) and 
(3.33) (see (3.40)) and (3.34) give Ac(a,a) from (3.20). 

Step 10. This next to last step considers (3.31), (3.33) and (3.34) 
with (xoyi,xo) replaced by (i2y/2du,—iur). (Call this the "u-version".) 
The bottom line here is that the contribution here is zero. 

To begin, consider (3.31). With the appropriate replacements, this 
expression can be rewritten as 

nc • {0t((o,i\u)) - i(o, (-dvx + ^T=rb)u)}. 

Now, n c annihilates the image of ©J. And, by definition, 

-dvX + —^Tb = (us + ßs)[dvr] - TQ^. 

Thus, the u-version of (3.31) is equal to 

(3.41) -iUc • {(0, ((us + ßs) • [dvr] - T O 1 , » } . 

By inspection, the u-version of (3.33) contributes 

(3.42) - i n c • {(0, (us + ßs)[dvT]u)} 
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to the differential of (3.23). 
Finally, consider the u-version of (3.34). It is an exercise to verify 

that the w-version of (3.34) is given by 

(3.43) IT • (&l(-i2V2dHUi 0)) - iUc • (T 0 ) IU) . 

Step 11. Since the sum of the terms in (3.41)-(3.43) yields zero, the 
u contribution to the differential of (3.23) at c is seen to vanish. Thus, 
the differential of (3.23) at a section c where (3.23) vanishes does indeed 
define the operator A c as required. 

Step 12. In the general case where c is not assumed to lie in ZQ, 
then the identification of Tj~ A c T i still follows from the identification 
of the left side of (3.22a) with Tj~ jF(T(y)). As T is not assumed now to 
vanish, the differential of this expression with respect to y has two extra 
terms. The first involves the differential with respect to y of the map 
Tj~ . The second involves the identification of the differential of J- with 
A c . In particular, when T ^ 0, there is an extra term on the right side 
of (3.30) which also involves Wzh. These two terms together produce the 
Vy term in the asserted formula for Ay. It is a straightforward exercise 
using the estimates in Lemma 2.4 to verify the stated norm bound for 

Vy. 

g) P r o o f of Asser t ions 1-3 of Propos i t i on 3.2 

The three assertions are proved consecutively as Steps 1, 2 and 3. 

Step 1. The assertion that A c is Fredholm follows from Assertion 5 
and (3.22b). The second part of this assertion is proved as follows: To 
begin, it is convenient to use Assertion 4 to represent ZQ as the space of 
sections y of ®i<q<mNq where (3.22a) holds. Let y be such a section. 
Let Qy denote the L2 orthogonal projection onto the cokernel of Ay. 
Define a map, T , from C°°(®i<q<mNq) to 

(1 - Qy) • C°°((©i<g<mJV9) ®T°>lC) 

by associating to y' the section 

(3.44) T(y') = (1 - Qy) • (By' + My' + M(F(y + y') - ¥{y))). 

The differential of T at y' = 0 is 

Ay : C ° ° ( © i < g < m ^ ) - • (1 - Qy) • C0O((®i<q<mN<1) ® T^C), 
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which is surjective. Thus, the implicit function theorem implies that 
T _ 1 ( 0 ) intersects a neighborhood of y in C°° (®i<q<mNq) as a smooth 
manifold which is diffeomorphic (by L2-orthogonal projection) to an 
open ball By C kerne^A^). Use ipy : By —>• C°°(®i<q<mNq) to denote 
this embedding onto an open set of T _ 1 ( 0 ) . Then ipy has the following 
properties: 

• For any p > 0, there is a constant £p such that 

I Ms/') -y'\h,p <^||y'| |2-

Here, || • ||2,p signifies the Sobolev Ll
v norm. 

• Define tß : By —> cokerne^Aj,) by the rule 

Then the intersection of ZQ with a neighborhood of y is homeo-
morphic (via the map if) with V_1(°)-

(3.45) 

(Remark that the first point above follows from the inverse function the
orem. The second point follows from the identification of ZQ with the set 
of y which obeys (3.22a). Also, note that the application above of the 
inverse function theorem requires an intermediate step which extends T 
as a map from a suitable Sobolev space completion of C°°(®i<q<mNq) 
to a corresponding completion of C°°({®i<q<mNq) <g> T0,1C). This in
termediate step is straightforward and left to the reader.) 

Step 2. This step proves Assertion 2 of Proposition 3.2. The 
point is that Assertions 4 and 5 identify Z as the space of sections y 
of ®i<q<mNq where (3.22a) holds and Ay has trivial cokernel. It then 
follows from (3.45) that Z is a manifold whose dimension near y is the 
real index of the operator Ay. The latter differs from the <i-bar operator 
on ®i<q<mNq by zero'th order terms, so the index of Ay is the index of 
this d-h&i operator, where the latter is viewed as an M-linear operator. 
This last index is twice that of the index of the <i-bar operator as a 
C-linear operator. 

Step 3. Use Assertions 4 and 5 to identify Z as in Step 2, above. 
In the case where the index of Ay is positive, associate to each y G Z 
the vector space kerne^A^). As (3.45) indicates, these vector spaces fit 
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together to define a vector bundle over Z which is canonically isomor
phic to TZ. As such, a consistent choice of orientation for kernel(Aj,) 
defines an orientation for Z. Meanwhile, an orientation for the latter 
is the same as an orientation for the real line A t o p(kernel(A ì /)). In the 
case where the index of Ay is zero (and so Z is a collection of points), 
an orientation for Z consists of a choice of ± 1 at each of Z's elements. 

To consistently orient A t o p(kernel(A ì /)) in the index positive case, 
observe that Ay differs from a C-linear operator (for example, 3) by 
a zero'th order term. The operator without this term has a natural 
complex structure on its kernel and cokernel. This means that its de
terminant line (which is A top(kernel) (g> (A t o p(cokernel)) - 1) has a natu
ral orientation. Furthermore, this orientation is preserved by C-linear, 
zero'th order perturbations of this C-linear cousin of Ay. 

With the preceding understood, choose a path of zero'th order de
formations from Ay to a C-linear perturbation of Ay, say one with 
vanishing cokernel. A generic zero'th order perturbation of the C-linear 
cousin of Ay will have this property. Furthermore, the cokernel of the 
operator defined at any time t along the generic path will also be empty. 
Thus, the determinant lines for Ay and for the C-linear perturbation at 
the end of the path of deformations are naturally identified. This identi
fication gives kernel(Aj,) a natural orientation. (Keep in mind here that 
the space of paths of zero'th order deformations from Ay to a C-linear 
perturbation form a contractible space.) 

By the way, the orientation of Z can just as well be defined via a 
deformation of A c in (3.20) to a C-linear operator from Ve to Vc®T®,lC 
because the identification T i between Ve and ®i<q<mNq is C-linear. 

When the index of Ay is zero, the generic path to a C-linear pertur
bation will be such that its C-linear endpoint has trivial cokernel (and 
also kernel). And, there will be a finite number, say N, of times t along 
the generic path for which the resulting operator has non-trivial kernel. 
Furthermore, these kernels appear in a suitably transverse manner as t 
passes one of these special points. (Mimic the discussion in Step 2 of 
Section 2 in [18].) Given the preceding, orient y as (—1)^. This orien
tation is consistent because the set of C-linear perturbations of Ay (by 
a zero'th order term) which have trivial kernel form a path connected 
space. 

h) P r o o f of Propos i t i on 3.4 

As a first step, consider whether the constant section is in ZQ. For 
this purpose, it is sufficient to exhibit a pair (ft, A) which solves (3.20). 
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With this understood, then (ft, A) for the case m = 1 is given by 

1. b = 2y/2vs-[dvT], 
(3.46) T 

2. A = / i ä - ( l - Irl2). 
T 

(It is left as an exercise to verify that TJ t and i>g 2 both vanish when c is 
a constant section of (3.1).) Note that both b and A are smooth, as can 
be verified using the explicit form in (2.7) for the symmetric vortex. 

In the case where m > 1 and ß = 0, take b as in (3.46) and take 
A = 0. Once again, the smoothness of b can be verified using (2.7). 

Argue as follows to prove that the constant m > 1 section of (3.1) 
does not make (3.5) vanish when /z ^ 0. First, note that when ß 
is non-zero, then (ft, A) still solve (3.19) but the expression for A in 
(3.46.2) is singular at the origin when m > 1. In fact, near zero, 
^ ~ A i / m ( 0 ) _ 1 ( s ) _ m + 1 . Meanwhile, when c is an m > 1, symmetric 
vortex on C, one can prove that there is a solution (a, a) to (3.2) where 
a = q(\r]\2)rim~2 and where q(0) ^ 0. (The existence of such a solution 
can be deduced using the identification <£rn = Symm (C) . ) In any event, 
the I? inner product between (a, a) and /zs(-^=(l — |T |2) ,<9I,T) can be 
computed via integration by parts as a residue at the origin, namely 
7r(söA)o = 7r/ iç(0)/m(0) _ 1 . 

Now consider the assertions about ZQ in the m = 1 case. The 
assertions here follow with an identification of F(y) in (3.22a) with y. 
The argument has four steps. 

Step 1. The milieu for this step is C and the m = 1 vortex moduli 
space Ci. The main observation here is that the vortex equations are 
invariant under the group of translations of C, and so this group acts 
on any Cm . This action is free (since a non-trivial translation moves 
T _ 1 ( 0 ) ) . Furthermore, in the case where m = 1, every point in Ci is 
obtained by such a translation from the m = 1 vortex co = (i>o, TO) which 
has T0~ (0) = 0. The latter vortex solution is invariant under rotations 
of C which fix the origin. Thus, the vortex with r _ 1 ( 0 ) = A is invariant 
under rotations of C which fix the point A. 

Step 2. This step identifies the vector space of solutions to (3.2) 
in the m = 1 case. This vector space is 1 dimensional (over C) and the 
reader can check (using the vortex equations (2.4)) that when c = (v, r ) , 
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then the solution space to (3.2) is the span of 

(3.47) « , C = ( ^ = ( 1 - | T | 2 ) , 9 , , 7 

Remark here that the vector wc does not have L2 norm equal to 1. 
Rather, integration by parts (plus (2.5.1)) can be used to establish that 

(3.48) K r = 7T. 

For future reference, note that in the case where (f ,r) is an m > 1 
vortex, then wc is still a solution to (3.2), although the square of the L2 

norm in this case is equal to m • ir. 

Step 3. When c = (V,T) is the ^-invariant vortex with vortex 
number m (the vortex for which T - 1 ( 0 ) is the origin as described in 
(2.6)), then 

2 (3.49) f • \wc\
z = 0, 

c 

where /(r?) = rp and /(r?) = ff for p > 0. (This is because \wc\
2 is 

an ^-invariant function.) It follows from (3.49) that when m = 1 and 
r_ 1(0) = A, then, with / as above, 

(3.50) [ f-\wc\
2=m-TT-f(\). 

Step 4- In the m = 1 case, the map Ti at y takes y' G ^\w(y) to 
ir~lwc(wCi (0, e_ç))2, where c = c(y) and (, )2 denotes the L2 norm along 
the fiber n~l(y). The I/2 inner product here is independent of y, and so 
can be done for the case y = 0. In this case, the integral in question is 
equal to 

(3.51) d[r,-L(l 1 2 
T 

(Remember that e_ ç = r]~lr, and that dvr = 0.) The latter integral 
equals n. (Integrate by parts in (3.51), taking care to account for a 
residue at the origin.) 

It follows from (3.5) and this last calculation that F = •K~1{WC, —fjwc)2-
And, this last expression is equal to y because of (3.50). 
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Finally remark that the m > 1 and fj, = 0 assertions of Proposition 
4.3 follow directly from (4.22) and Assertions 4 and 5. 

i) P r o o f of Propos i t i on 3.3 

Consider first the m = 1 assertions. The proof of Proposition 3.4 
demonstrated that the m = 1 identification in (3.27) between Ve and 
N identifies the operator A c with the operator D in (1.5). Meanwhile, 
Lemma 3.1 in [18] asserts that there is a Baire subspace of pairs (v, ß) in 
the Frechet space C°°{TQ>1 ®{N2 ®TQ>lC)) for which cokernel(Z>) = {0} 
when 1 — g + n > 0. Standard perturbation theory (as in [6]) can be 
used to prove that this Baire set is actually open and dense. On the 
other hand, when 1 — g + n is negative, the index of D (which is twice 
this number) is negative, so cokernel(D) ^ {0} no matter what. 

Consider now the assertion about Z£ for generic, compactly sup
ported e. The proof is based on an argument using the Sard-Smale the
orem [16] which is due to Uhlenbeck. (See the proof of Theorem 3.17 in 
[3].) The first step is to fix k > 2 and introduce the Banach space B of 
Ck sections over N of T°>2N which is obtained by completing the space 
of smooth, compactly supported sections using the norm 

(3.52) supeWSo^xfclV^el. 
N 

Let A denote the Banach space of Sobolev class L\ sections of 
®i<q<mNq'. Using the map T from Assertion 4 of Proposition 3.2, 
this space is identified with the space of Sobolev class L\ sections of 
(3.1). With this identification understood, introduce the universal mod
uli space Z_C Ax B which consists of pairs (y, e) for which (3.23) van
ishes when c = T(y) . This last condition can be written (in analogy 
with (3.22a)) as 

(3.53) By + My + fj,F(y) + T7 ' 1 n c (e , 0) = 0. 

It is an exercise to generalize the arguments for Assertion 1 of Propo
sition 3.2 so as to prove that Z_ is a smooth submanifold of Ax B such 
that the projection induced map to B has everywhere Fredholm dif
ferential with index equal to d. Wi th the preceding understood, the 
Sard-Smale theorem [16] can be invoked to find a Baire subset of B 
which are regular values for the projection induced map Z_—>B. Note 
that if e is a regular value of such a map, then the corresponding Z£ is 
a smooth submanifold of A of the required dimension. 
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It remains still to prove that the Frechet space of smooth, compactly 
supported sections of T0,2N contains a Baire set of regular values for the 
map from Z_ to B. In this regard, fix a positive integer R and consider 
the space Z_R consisting of solutions (y, e) for which the L\ norm of 
y is bounded by R. It is an exercise to check that the map from Z_R 

to B is proper. With this understood, the set of regular values of the 
latter map form an open and dense subset of B. The preceding open 
and dense subset intersects the Frechet space of smooth, compactly 
supported sections of T0,2N as an open and dense subset, ÖR. Note that 
the set PiQ<Reiö

R is a Baire subset of the space of smooth, compactly 
supported sections of T°'2N. And, each point in this set is a regular 
value for the map from 2 to ß since the Z_Rls are nested and their 
union is Z_. 

Note that the Baire set here can be characterized by the following 
condition: A section e is in the Baire set when the following is true at 
each c G Z£ : Define the first order operator, A c : C°°(VC) —> C°°(VC <S) 
T0,1C) as in (3.20) where (ft, A) solves the modified version of (3.19) 
which adds e to the left-hand side of (3.19.1). Then cokernel(Ac) = {0}. 
(This implies that the tangent space to Z£ at c is naturally isomorphic 
to the kernel of this very same operator Ac .) 

With the tangent space to Z£ identified as above, the discussion of 
orientations for Z£ is the same as that for Z in Assertion 3 of Proposition 
3.2 and in Subsection 3g. 

4. From a lmost so lut ions to true so lut ions , I 

The first purpose of this section is to define a deformation map which 
takes certain of the approximate solutions from Sections 2 and 3b of the 
large r version of (1.13) to honest solutions. 

A brief digression is required in order to make a precise statement. 
To start the digression, suppose that E —> X is a complex line bun
dle with first Chern class e. Now fix a finite set {(Cfc,mfc)}i<fc<„ of 
pairs, where {C^} is a pair wise disjoint collection of connected, pseudo-
holomorphic submanifolds, and the set {m^} consists of positive inte
gers. These are constrained so that S ^ m ^ C y is Poincaré dual to e. 

For each k, the data (Ck,mk) specifies a fiber bundle as in (2.15) 
(and (3.1)). With this understood, introduce, for each k, the space ZQ 
and the manifold Z from Section 3c; and fix an open set /C(fc) in the 
fc'th version of Z which has compact closure in Z. 
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Notice that a point in XkKSk> along with a fixed choice of small, but 
positive 8 gives, for all suÆciently large r, the data (ar,ar) as dictated 
in Section 2. Here, ar is a connection on the bundle E and ar is a 
section of E. The number ö should be fixed once and for all, and should 
be chosen so that 103 • ô is much smaller than the minimum distance 
between any two members of {C^}. With (ar,ar) constructed, define 
(ar, (ar,ß )) as in (3.12). Here, ar is a connection on E, and (ar,ß ) is 
a section of the bundle S+ as defined in (1.9) using the line bundle E. 

Use the Levi-Civita connection on T*X and the connection ar (plus 
the connection AQ on K) to define a covariant derivative, V, on sections 
of iT*X © S+. Finally, use || • H2 to denote the L2 norm for sections of 
Hermitian vector bundles over X. 

End the digression. 

Proposition 4.1. Fix a complex line bundle E —> X, and then fix 
{(Cfc,mfc)} and {KSk>} as above. This data determines Ç > 1. Then, 
given r > Ç, let M^r> denote the moduli space of solutions of the ßo = 0 
version (1.13) for the Spin structure given by (1.9). There exists a 
continuous map ^r : x^/CW —> M.(r> which has the following form: 
Construct the connection ar on E and the section (ar,ß ) of S+ from 
the data given by a point q in the domain of ^r as dictated in Sections 
2 and 3b using some fixed ô < £ - 1 . Then 

^r(q) = Ur + Jr-a\ (ar + a',ßr + ß') 

where a' G i • Q1 and (a',ß') G C°°(S+) obey the following: 

||V(a', («',/5')ll2 + r 1 ^ ! ! ^ , («',/3')||2 < Cr"1/2-

sup | (a ' , (« ' , /3 ' ) |<Cr- 1 / 2 . 
x 

sup|V(a' ,(« ' , /3 ') |<C-
x 

Note that Theorem 1 in the introduction is an immediate corollary 
to Propositions 3.4 and 4.1. 

There is a generalization of Proposition 4.1 which is valid when the 
gluing data (the set of n sections of the n different versions of (2.15)) 
is required only to sit in the n versions of ZQ. TO fully appreciate the 
statement of the more general result, one must keep in mind the identifi
cation via the map T in Proposition 3.2 of ZQ with the space of sections 

1) 

(4.1) 2) 

3) 
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of ®Kq<mNq which obey (3.22a). Also keep in mind that a neighbor
hood in ZQ of y G ZQ is homeomorphic to the zero set of a smooth 
map, ip, from a ball about the origin in kerne^Aj,) to cokerne^Aj,). 
Here, Ay is given by (3.22). Finally, remember that both kerne^Aj,) 
and cokerne^Ay) are naturally normed vector spaces, where the norm 
comes from the L2 norm on the complex curve in question. 

Here, and in what follows, the map T of Proposition 3.2 is used to 
implicitly identify (2.15) with ®i<q<mNq and to identify ZQ with the 
space of sections of ®i<q<mNq which satisfy (3.22a). 

The generalization below of Proposition 4.1 also re-introduces the 
space Conn(_E) of C°° connections on E (toplogized as an affine Frechet 
space modelled on i O x (X)) . Let C°°(S+) denote the Frechet space of 
smooth sections of S+ and let C°°(X; Sl) denote the Frechet manifold 
of smooth maps from I to S 1 . Note that the latter acts continuously 
on the product Conn(_E) x C°°(S+). Endow the orbit space 

(Conn(E) x C 0 0 ( 5 + ) ) / C 0 0 ( X ; 5 1 ) 

with the quotient topology. 
Here is the statement of this more general result: 

Propos i t i on 4 .2 . Fix a complex line bundle E —> X and {(C^, m^)} 

as above. For each k, fix a point, yft, in the k'th version of ZQ (as defined 

using C^ andina). Use /Q and JC\ to denote, respectively, kerne^A^) 

and cokerne^Ay) when y = y^j. Then, there is, for each k, a ball P>(k>, 

about the origin in /Q , and, for all large r, there are 

• a smooth map ipr : x^B^' —> x^/C^ and 

• a continuous map 

* r : XfcßW - • (Conn(£) x C 0 0 ( 5 + ) ) / C 0 0 ( X ; 5 1 ) 

which have the following properties: 

1. ^>r maps i^~l{Q) to Mr-

2. The map \I/r has the following form,: When 

Pfe1 , . . ,!/"1)^/), 
then yk defines a section c-k> = T(yk) of the k'th version of (2.15) 
lying close to T(yk). Construct from {c^k>} the connection ar on E 
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and the section (ar,ß ) of S+ (as dictated in Sections 2 and 3b). 
There exist an imaginary valued 1-form a' and section («',/?') of 
S+ such that 

^A{yk}) = K + Jr-a', (ar + a'ßr + /?')]• 

3. The data (a',(a',ß')) obey (4-1) where Ç depends on {y^}, but is 
independent of r and {yk}. 

4- The map ipr has the following property: For each k, let ipk denote 
the map ip as defined above with y^. Then, \ipr — Xkipk\ < Cr-1'2. 
Here, the norm is the product norm from that on each of the spaces 

4k\ 
Remark that \I/r in both Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 is a homeomor-

phism. Furthermore, ^ r from Proposition 4.1 maps onto a non-degene
rate, manifold part of M.^r' as a diffeomorphism. These facts are stated 
more formally and proved in Section 6. 

These two propositions are proved by exhibiting the required maps 
\I/r and ipr. The remainder of this section is occupied with the linear 
aspects of the construction, while the next section completes the job. 
Thus, the proofs are completed in the last subsection of Section 5. (Var
ious analytic aspects of these maps are discussed in Section 6.) 

a) T h e formal s tructure of t h e proof 

The construction of the map ^ r employs a strategy which is briefly 
outlined below. (See Section 5.1 for a more detailed outline.) 

Step 1. Search for a solution to (1.13) of the form (ar + f^a', 

(ar + a', ß + ß')) where the imaginary valued 1-form a' and the spinor 
(a ' , ß') are small. The Seiberg-Witten equations in (1.13) can be written 
as equations for the triple q' = (a', (a',/3')) in the following schematic 
form: 

(4.2) Lq'+ y/r-w(q',q') + err = 0, 

where L is a first order differential operator with canonical symbol (the 
zero'th order part depends explicitly on r and on (a r , ( a r , ß )). In (4.2), 
w is a certain canonical (r-independent) vector bundle homomorphism 
from the bundle ®2(iT* <g> S+) to the bundle ik+ © S-. In (4.2), the 
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term denoted by "err" is determined by the failure of (ar, (ar,ß )) to 
satisfy (1.13). The latter is given by (3.6) where and 

(Remark that the factor of -^j= in the definition of a! is necessary in 
order to make w in (4.2) independent of r.) 

The operator L sends 

q' = (a', (a', ß')) £ ift1 © C°°(S+) 

to Üi2+ © C00(5'_), where the two components of Lq' are, respectively, 

P+da' - i^-re(äa' - ßß')to + ^L(äß' + ä'ß - aß' - a'ß), 
2v 2 v 2 

(4.3) daa' - (dAo+a)*ß' + r ^ a « ' o i + r ^ / ? 4 i 
2 \ / 2 U i 2\/2 

Here, (a, (a, /?)) = (ar, (ar, ß )). In this last equation, ô is the projection 
of the covariant derivative onto T0,1X, and 8* is the formal I/2-adjoint 
of the projection of the covariant derivative onto A2T0,1X = K~l. Also, 
a'0 1 is the projection of a' onto T0,lN. 

Note that the operator in (4.3) is not elliptic. (This is a relic of the 
gauge invariance of the Seiberg-Witten equation.) However, there is a 
natural extension of the operator to an elliptic operator which maps the 
space in1®C0O(S+) to i(ü° © 0 2 + ) © C°°(S-). This extended operator 
will also be called L, and (4.2) should be interpreted with this extended 
L. The projection of (the now extended) L into iQ2+ © C°°(S-) gives 
(4.3), while L's projection into iQ° gives 

(4.4) *d*a' + i^=im({äa' + ßß'), 
V2 

where (a, (a,/3)) = (ar, (ar,ßr)). 
With the preceding understood, (4.2) will henceforth be interpreted 

as the condition for the vanishing a certain section (as defined from q') 
of i (O 0 ©Q 2 +)©C o o (5_) . 

Step 3. The contraction mapping theorem provides the basic tool 
for proving existence and uniqueness assertions for an equation such as 
(4.2). Here is the statement of the version that will be employed below 
(see, e.g. [7]): 
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Contract ion M a p p i n g T h e o r e m . Suppose that % is a Banach 
space with norm 11 • 11. Let B C % be a closed subspace, and let Y : B —>• B 
be a smooth map for which there exists e > 0 such that 

\\Y(u)-Y(v)\\ < ( 1 - e ) - | | « - u | | 

for all pairs (u, v) G B. (Such a map will be called a contraction map
ping.) Then there is a unique fixed point uo G B of the map Y. More 
generally, suppose that T is a smooth manifold and Y : B x T —>• B is a 
smooth map such that for each t G T,Y(-,t) is a contraction mapping. 
Then, there exists a smooth map u : T —>• B such that for each t, u(t) 
is the unique fixed point ofY(-,t). Furthermore, if TT is endowed with 
a norm, (for example, if T is a Banach manifold), then the norm of 
the differential of u(-) at a point t is bounded by e _ 1 times that of the 
differential of the map Y(u(t), •) : T —>• B at t. 

The application of the contraction mapping theorem to (4.2) requires 
the operator L to be invertible on a suitable domain, in which case (4.2) 
is implied by the fixed point equation q' = Y(q') where Y(-) has the 
following schematic form: 

Y(q') = - 2 T 1 (%/"*(?',?') + e r r ) . 

Here, L_~l is a partial inverse to L in that L_ is, in a suitable sense, an 
inverse to L on the compliment of a certain finite dimensional subspace 
of its range. The contraction mapping theorem will be used to solve this 
last equation for q' as an implicit function of the data { c ^ } . The map \I/r 

in both Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 is determined explicitly in terms of the 
data q' in (4.1). In the case where the domain of L_~l is not the whole 
of the range of L, there are finitely many components of (4.2) which 
are not spoken for in the preceding equation. These components then 
define a finite system of equations on the data {c^k'\. The latter give 
the map ipr m Proposition 4.2. (This strategy, introduced to geometers 
by Kuranishi [10], is now well known in gauge theory circles.) 

b) A s tra tegy for t h e equat ion Lq' = g. 

The use of the contraction mapping theorem puts the onus on find
ing useful estimates for the operator L in (4.3) and (4.4). With this 
understood, the remainder of this section is occupied with the study of 
the operator L and the construction of an inverse. The full non-linear 
problem, (4.2), is taken up in the next section. This subsection discusses 
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the strategy which is used for analyzing L. (The details of the strategy 
are worked out in the subsequent subsections.) 

As will be demonstrated below, when r is large, the operator L in 
(4.2) is nicely invertible over a vast amount of X, but has problematic 
inverse near each Ck. The region where L has such an inverse consists 
of those points where the distance to any Ck is greater than 26. On the 
other hand, the behavior of L on sections with support near some Ck is 
rather complicated. This suggests a strategy for analyzing the equation 

(4.5) Lq' = g 

which isolates separate contributions from a neighborhood of each Ck. 
The purpose of this subsection is to describe, in a very general way, how 
this isolation is obtained. 

To effect this isolation strategy, introduce, for each k, the bump 
function xÆ,k which is the Ck version of the function in (2.19). Now, 
search for q' with the following form: 

(4.6) q' = II* (1 - X4Æ,k)q° + ^kXi00Æ,kQk-

Here, q° = (a0, (a0 , /?0)) consists of an imaginary valued 1-form a0 and 
a section (a°,/3°) of the plus spin bundle S+ß of the canonical Spin c 

structure on X (as defined in (1.7)). Meanwhile, each qk consists of a 
triple (afe, (ak,ßk)) consisting of: 

1. an imaginary valued 1-form a on the normal 

bundle n : Nk —> C^, 

(4.7) 2. a section, a , over this normal bundle of E, 

3. a section, ß , over this normal bundle of 

E®n*(Nk®TlfiC). 

Implicit in the use of (4.6) in (4.7) is, for each k, an identification 
via the exponential map from Lemma 2.1 of a disk subbundle NrQ\k in 
Nfc with a diameter So > 103<5 tubular neighborhoood of Ck in X. Also, 
implicit here are: 

An identification of S+ with S+to on the support of 

the function IL.(1 - XiÆ,k)-

An identification of iT*Nk © E © (E © vr* (Nk 0 TlfiC)) 

with iT*X © S+ on the support of XiooÆ,k-

(4.8) 
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Suppose as well that a decomposition of g lias been given: 

(4-9) g = Uk(l - X4ö,k)g° + ^kXwoö,k9h, 

where 

(4.10) 
g° = n f e ( i -X25ö,k)g, 

k 
9 = X25ö,k9-

With (4.6) and (4.9) understood, then the equation Lq' = g is im
plied by the following set of equations: 

, . • L0q°+ Zkp(dxiooö,k,Qk) =9°, 

• Lkq
k -p(dX4ö,k,q°) =9k-

Here, L° is the operator which is given by (4.3) and (4.4) but for the 
case where the Spin c structure is canonical, the connection ar is replaced 
by the product connection on the bundle ec = X x C, and (ar,ß ) is 
replaced by (1, 0). In particular, with (4.8) implicitly understood, LQ 
and L agree on the support of the function Tlk(l — XiS,k)- Meanwhile, 
for each k, the operator Lk is a specific operator on the normal bundle 
Nk which agrees with L on the support of Xioo^fc- (Here again, (4.8) is 
implicit.) In both lines of (4.10), p denotes the principle symbol of the 
operator L. Furthermore, (4.8) must be used to interpret {g°,{gk}) in 
(4.11). 

Note that (4.11) implies (4.2). Indeed, multiply the q° equation by 
IIfc(l — Xiö,k) and multiply each qk equation by Xwoö,k- Then add the 
resulting equations together to obtain (4.2). Thus, (4.10) rewrites the 
one equation (4.2) as a finite number of coupled equations as indicated 
schematically in (4.11). 

By the way, given a solution q' to (4.2), there exists data (g°, {qk}) 
so that both (4.6) and (4.11) are satisfied. Indeed, this data is found 
in terms of data {fk}, where each fk is a section over the correponding 
normal bundle Nk of iT*Nk © e c ffi TT*(Nk ® Ti j 0 C). (Here, e c denotes 
the trivial complex line bundle.) Here is the formula for (q°,{qk}) in 
terms of q' and fk : 

, , • q° = n f e ( i - X25ö,k)q' + ^kXwoö, 
(4.12) 

• q X25ö,kQ - (1 - Xiö,k)f • 
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(Implicit in this last equation is an appropriate identification between 
E and the trivial bundle where the distance to C^ is greater than 2-8.) 

No matter the choice for {fk}, this last equation implies (4.6). How
ever, (4.11) requires that each fk be given implicitly in terms of q' as a 
solution to the equation 

(4.13) L°kf
k - p(dX25Æ,kW = 0-

Here, L% is the same as Lk but for the replacement of the connection 
ar on E by the product connection on E£ and for the replacement of 
(ar,ß ) by (1, 0). As shall be demonstrated below, (4.13) has a unique 
solution. (Remark that if q' is given apriori by (4.6), then the solution 
to (4.13) is fk = x25Æ,kq° - (1 - X25Æ,k)qk-) 

With the schematics of the strategy understood, the remainder of 
this section considers, in turn, the operator L°, then the operators {Lk}, 
and finally, the coupled system in (4.11). 

Note that the author learned of the method of separating one equa
tion on a manifold (in this case, (4.2)) into a number of localized equa
tions (i.e., (4.7)) from Donaldson's approach in [2] to the problem of con
structing anti- self dual connections on connected sums of 4-manifolds. 

c) T h e operator Lo 

The purpose of this subsection is to describe and analyze the opera
tor I/o in (4.11). To begin, remark that LQ maps sections of iT* © S+ß 
to i(£R © A + ) © S-fl, where e^ is the trivial, real line bundle, and S±ß 
come from the canonical Spin c structure in (1.7). Introduce the canon
ical connection AQ on K~l. Then, the operator LQ is given by (4.3, 4) 
with ar = 0 and ar = 1 and ß = 0. 

With regard to (4.11), note that there is a canonical identification 
between S±$ (the bundles in (1.7)) and the spinor bundles S± from 
(1.9) on the support of 11^(1 — XiÆ,h) and a corresponding identification 
between the operators LQ and L. Indeed, where the distance to any 
Cfc is greater than 2<5, the bundle E in (1.9) is trivial with the section 
ar defining the trivialization. Furthermore, the connection ar is trivial 
here, and ar is ar-covariantly constant. Finally, ß = 0 where the 
distance to U^Cfe is greater than 26. 

In the lemma below, use the Levi-Civita connection and the canon
ical connection on K~l to define covariant derivatives on sections of 
tensor bundles and of the bundles S±ß. Use these covariant derivatives 
when defining the Sobolev L\ norms, the various Cfc norms and Holder 
norms. 
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Lemma 4.3. There is a constant ( and which has the following 
significance: Use r > 1 to define the operator LQ. Then LQ defines a 
continuous operator from iQ1 © C°°(S+ß), a Frechet space, to i(Q° © 
Q2+) ®C°°(S-fl) with continuous inverse. Furthermore, let g0 G i(0°ffi 
Q2+) © Coo(S,_')0), and q° = L^g°. Then the following hold: 

• ||Vg0 | |2 + v^- | |g 0 | |2<Clb°l |2 , 

• ||Vg0||2 <Cr-1 / 2 | |V0°| |2, 

• sup x \q°\ < Cr _ 1 / 2 sup x \g°\, 

• For any k > 0, there is an r independent constant Cfe with the 
property that the Ck,1<2 Holder norm of q° is bounded by (^ times 
the Ck~1,1'2 Holder norm of g°. 

Proof of Lemma 4-3. Introduce LQ to denote the formal, L2 adjoint 
of LQ. It is an exercise to compute LQLQ. The result has the following 
schematic form: 

(4.14) LQ4 = ì vV + n0 + v^ • nx +
r-, 

where 7^o,i are r-independent endomorphisms of i{e^ © A+) © S-ß, e^ 
being the trivial real line bundle over X. In (4.14), V is the covariant 
derivative on i(Çl° © 0 2 + ) © C°°(S-Q) which comes from the metric 
and the canonical connection AQ on K~l. Standard local estimates for 
the "Laplacian" |V^V + | show that when r is large, (4.14) defines 
a continuous operator on the Frechet space i(il° © 0 2 + ) © C°°(S-ß) 
with continuous inverse. With this understood, the inverse of LQ is 
L\ • (LQL\)-\ 

The estimates for L^ follow Z = 0 . from estimates for (LQLQ)-1. 

For example, the L2 and L\ estimates in the lemma all follow from the 
fact that for sufficiently large r, the smallest eigenvalue of the operator 
in (4.14) is larger than r/16. As for the C° and Holder estimates, these 
follow from standard estimates for the Green's function of "Laplacian" 

ivtv + f. 
Note. In the preceding, and below, the Greek letter £ will rep

resent a constant of size larger than 1 whose precise value may change 
from appearance to appearance. Unless noted explicitly, the precise 
value of this constant is immaterial to subsequenct discussions. What 
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is important is its lack of dependence on data such as r, (g°, {gk})- This 
independence should be assumed if not stated explicitly. 

d) T h e operator L^ and an operator L' 

As Lemma 4.3 illustrates, the analysis for LQ is straightforward. 
However, the story is nowhere near as simple for the operator L& in 
(4.11). The analysis of this operator occupies this and the subsequent 
four subsections. 

To set the stage for this business, fix a compact, pseudo-holomorphic 
submanifold C C X and a positive integer m. Let n : N —>• C denote 
the normal bundle to C in X. This subsection will describe the operator 
Lk in (4.8) when C = Cfc. The description is in terms of an auxilliary 
operator, L', which is, essentially, the first order Taylor's expansion of L 
off of C. The idea here is that the operator V reflects the structure of N 
as a vector bundle over C, while this is only true of L to leading order in 
the distance to C. The fact that L' sees the vector bundle structure on 
N simplifies the analysis in that a version of the method of separation 
of variables can be employed for V. However, be forwarned that the 
ultimate story is not as simple as "L' plus perturbation theory", since 
the difference between L' and L^ is not relatively small on a certain 
subspace of the domain. 

The description of L', its relation to L and the definition of L^ oc
cupy this subsection. The description requires the six steps that follow. 
In these steps, the existence of a chosen, section, c, of (2.15) will be 
assumed. Here, the vortex number m is assumed non-negative. (Thus, 
m = 0 is permissable.) 

Step 1. This step introduces four important first order differential 
operators on N. The first two operators are dH and BH. The former 
takes a function on A?" to a section of 7r*T1'°C; it is simply the horizontal 
projection of the Jo-holomorphic part of the exterior derivative. Thus, if 
a is a function on N, then dHa is obtained by taking the (1,0) part of the 
m = 0 version of the right most expression in (3.21). The operator BH 

is the complex conjugate operator which takes a function and gives the 
section of -K*T0,1C which is the horizontal projection of the Jo-version 
of the d-bar operator on N. Thus, BHa is obtained from the m = 0 
version of the right most expression in (3.21) by taking only the (0, 1) 
part . 

The remaining pair of operators are denoted by dv and Bv, respec
tively. These differentiate along the fibers of N. To be precise, note that 
the tautological section s is defined over Afy) as a section of n*N. The 
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section s restricts to each fiber of N as a complex parameter. Use dv 

to denote the resulting derivative; that is, 

(4.15) dv = ! - . 
OS 

Note that these four operators can be extended to differentiate sec
tions of any vector bundle with connection over N. For example, when 
differentiating sections of n*N, the connection in dv is trivial along the 
fiber. (Think of using the connection 6.) When differentiating sections 
of E = (-K*N)m, the connection for use in dv is the trivial connection 
plus the 1-form p*v. (Thus, for large r, this connection on i\T(0) is v e r y 
close to ar from (2.21).) In any event, be forewarned that the presence 
of the connection will not be noted explicitly. 

Step 2. This step introduces an operator, V, which is essentially 
the first order Taylor's expansion of L off of C. The operator is defined 
on N where it takes a section of 

(4.16 a) Vo = n*N ®E® T T T ^ C © {E <g> n*N <g> n*T°'lC) 

to a section of 

(4.16 b) Vi = ec © (E <g> ir*N) © (TT*N <g> T r ^ 0 ' 1 ^ ) © (E ® TT*T°^C). 

Here, E = (n*N)m, and ec is the trivial complex line bundle. Let 
t = (ay,a', ac,ß') G C°°(Vo). Then, the four components of L't in 
C°°(Vi) are: 

1 aV , V r * - / . ! / o f f • \ 

1. d av + —=prTa + - ( d oc,«wc) . 

2. ö y a ' + ^ p ! r a y + 0^/3 ' - P/3'. 
(4.17) 2y/2 

3. 3 d y l rai/ + päc — d ac H ^=p*fß'. 
2v 2 

4. ö^a' - öy/3' + VrZV2p <rTCLC-

Here, wc is the volume form on C, and the brackets, (, ), denotes the 
inner product with respect to the metric go. Be aware that in (4.17), 
the covariant derivatives use the connections 9 on 7r*iV and 6m + p*.v on 
E. 
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Step 3. This step introduces operators k and Q as follows: First, 
define k to be the operator k = (üs + ßs)Bv + (—vs + ̂ s)dv, where v,ß, 
and 7 are defined in (2.3). Here, the covariant derivatives in question 
use the connection 0m + p*.v on E. Meanwhile, the operator Q maps 
C°°(Vo) to C°°(Vi) by the following rule: The four components of Q • t 
are: 

1. - -(kac, iuc). 

(4.18) 2- ~k/-
3. — kay + L+ac + t-äc-

4. - lot. 

Here, i± are certain specific r and (v, r)-independent bundle homomor-
phisms whose precise form is irrelevent to the subsequent discussions. 

Step 4- Introduce ur as in (3.13) where (6, A) are as described 
in Step 1 of Section 3c. Consider ur simultaneously as the section 
( O ^ r - ^ P r ^ P r * ) of Vo in (4.16a). 

Step 5. Let NrQ\ C N denote the radius Æo disk bundle. Remem
ber that this disk bundle has an implicit identification with a tubular 
neighborhood of C in X. As such, the operator L in (4.3, 4) induces an 
operator on N(Qy The latter operator maps sections of iT0,1N^ © S+ 

to sections of ie © iA+ © S-, where e —> N is the trivial real line bun
dle. Here, T 0 ' 1 ^ ) refers to the J- version. Likewise, S+ is given by 
(1.9) where K~l is the J-version of the canonical bundle of ^V(o)5

 a n d 
E = (n*N)m as a vector bundle over N(0y By the way, as an opera
tor over iV(o), the covariant derivatives in (4.3) are defined using ar in 
(3.12), while ar and ß in (4.3) and (4.4) are also given by (3.12). 

The following lemma describes the relationship between L and L' : 

Lemma 4.4. If r is sufficiently large, then there are natural iso
morphisms over iV(o) which identify the bundle iT0,1N^ © S+ and Vo 
(see (4-16a)) and identify i(e © A+) © S- and V\ (see (4-16b)). And, 
with these identifications, L on N^ takes t = (ay,a',ac,ß') G C°°(Vo) 
to 

Lt = L't + Qt + 2y/rzu(ur,t) + Rem(t) 

where |Rem(i)| < Ç\s\2{\dvt\ + \Bvt\) + Ç\s\{\dHt\ + \BHt\ + \t\), ( being 
independent of r, and the section t. 

This lemma is proved below. 
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Step 6. The operator L& maps sections of Vo to sections of Vi 
according to the rule: 

(4.19) Lkt = L't + X4005,fe(Qi + 2VF • ru(ur,t) + Rem(i)), 

where Rem is described in Lemma 4.4. 

Proof of Lemma 4-4- The first observation is that the connection 
S m + P*rv which is used for covariant derivatives in L' is, up too an ex
ponentially small factor (the exponent is proportional to —y/r), simply 
the connection ar (from (2.21) which is used to define ar via (3.12). 
(Remember that the latter defines, with 6, the covariant derivatives in 
L.) Also, the section p*.r of E is similarly close to ar from (2.20). 

Next, note that a section / of the J version of T0,lN can be written 
as 

(4.20) / y « ! + fc, 

where fy is a section of 7r*iV, and fc annihilates tangents to the fibers 
of N and so is a section of ir*T*C. Here, R\ is the complex conjugate 
of Ki from (2.1). Note that fc lies in the subbundle generated by the 
complex conjugate of no in (2.2). That is, fc lies in a subbundle of 
7T*T*C which is isomorphic to 7r*T°'1C and equals the latter on C. 

More generally, an imaginary valued 1-form a1 on N can be decom
posed as 

(4.21) a = ayK\ — a~yK\ + ac — äc, 

where ay is a section of 7r*iV,and ac is a section of ir*T*C which lies in 
T°>lN. The assignment of a' in (4.21) to the pair (ay,ac) defines the 
identification between iT*N^ and 7r*iV © -K*T0,1C and thus completes 
the identification between the domain of L and the domain of V. 

The identification between i • (e © A+) © S- and Vi comes about as 
follows: First of all, use (1.9) to identify S- with T 0 ' 1 ^ ) , and then 
use (4.20) to identify the latter with a direct sum of line bundles. This 
explains the second and fourth summands in (4.16b). The first and 
third summands are obtained with the identification of i(e © A+) with 
the complex bundle ec®K~l. Here, the real part of ec is identified with 
—ispan(o;), and the imaginary part with is. Also, the identification of 
T°'XNW with T T * ^ © ^ * ^ ' 1 « ^ induces the identification of the J -version 
of K~l with n*N © TT*T°^C. 
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Given the preceding, the proof of (4.19) is obtained as follows: First, 
the term 2y /rtu(ur, •) in (4.19) appears when (ar, (ar,ß )) is written ex
plicitly as in (3.12) in terms of (ar, ar) and ur. With the ur contribution 
to L written explicitly, consider now the operator in (4.3) and (4.4) as 
defined with a = ar, a = ar and ß = 0. Let V denote the covariant 
derivative as defined by the connection ar. This V-covariant derivative 
of a section a' of the bundle over N can be written as 

(4.22) Va' = ç - ^ V ) « ! + Ç - W K + B'Ha' + d'H a'. 

Here, 8'H is the projection of the J-anti-holomorphic part of the co-
variant derivative along 7r*T*C, while d'H is the projection of the J-
holomorphic part along -K*T*C. Also, ç is the function which appears in 
(2.3). (Thus, ç = 1 + 0{\s\2).) Finally, the operator d'v is defined like 
dv but with the connection on E taken to be ar instead of 6m + p*v. 

With the preceding understood, note that the bottom component of 
the (a, (a,/?)) = (ar, (ar, 0)) version of (4.3), can be decomposed into 
two equations by projecting onto the spans of the forms Ko and K\ in 
(2.1) and (2.2). The resulting two equations have the following form: 

1. B'Ha' - c~ld'vß' + ^=araCì 

(4.23) 2 A / 2 

2. ç-
ld'va' + ^-arav + d'Hß'. 

2v 2 

The second and fourth lines of (4.17) follow from (4.23) by introducing 
the Taylor's expansion of the function ç in (2.1), and by writing the 
operators d'H and d'v in terms of dH, dv, their complex conjugates 
and Taylor's expanding the coefficients. On sections of E, one finds 
that d'H = dH — k plus terms which contribute to Rem. On sections of 
E ® n*N <g> -K*T^1C, one finds that d'H = dH - k - v plus terms which 
contribute to Rem. Meanwhile, d'v and dv are exponentially close at 
large r (the exponent is proportional to — \ / r ) . 

The first and third equations in (4.17) come from the top equation 
in the (ar, (a r ,0)) version of (4.3) and (4.4). To see this, first write a' 
as in (4.21). Then, the exterior derivative da' has the expansion 

da' =ç-l(d'vav + B'väv)Ki A Ki + (d'Hav + ç-ld'vac) A «i 

+ (8' ay — ç~ 8' ac) A R\ + aydR\ 
(4 24) 

-ävdKi + id^ac-B^äci-id^äv-^d^ä^AKr 
-{8'Hâv + ç-ld'vac) A KI. 
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Here, the covariant derivatives of the section ay of n*N and those of its 
complex conjugate are defined using the connection 6. 

It follows from (4.24) that the top component of (4.3) can be written 
as two equations. The first of these equations is obtained by projecting 
onto A 2 T 0 , 1 and gives the third equation in (4.17) plus terms which 
contribute to Q and to Rem. The first equation is obtained by projecting 
along the symplectic form LO. This last equation plus the appropriate 
multiple of (4.4) gives the first equation in (4.17) plus terms which 
contribute to Q and to Rem. (Remark that the L± operators in (4.18) 
arise from the fact that the identification of ir*T0,1C with a summand 
in T0,lN does not usually identify dv with d'v.) 

e) T h e vertical operator 

The description above for the operator L^ facilitates its description 
via a two part strategy. The first part (just completed) writes L\. = 
-f'' + X400Æ,A;(Q+2-v/^"CÜ(ur) -) + R e m ) - This subsection focuses attention 
on V. The vector bundle structure of N will be used to decompose L' 
into what will be called its vertical and horizontal pieces. (This second 
part of the strategy is, essentially, separation of variables.) The vertical 
piece of V differentiates only along the fiber of N and thus defines a 
family of operators on C which are parameterized by the curve C. The 
horizontal piece of V contains all of the derivatives along horizontal 
directions in N. 

With the preceding understood, the purpose of this section is to 
analyze the vertical piece of V. This vertical part will be denoted by 
M. It has the same domain and range as does L' and is defined as 
follows: Let t = (ac,a.',ac,ß') G C°°(Vo). Then, the four components 
of M - t in C°°(Vi) are 

v Vr * / 1. d ay -\ =p*Toi 
2 ^ 

%VJ Vr 

(4.25) 

2. d a -\ -=o*.Tay, 
2V2 

3. - dvac + ^Prrß', 

4. - dvß' + ^iïrac. 

Note that this operator, as advertised, differentiates only along the fibers 
of TV. 
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Use the hemiitian metric on N (as a vector bundle over C) to define 
a Riemannian metric for N. (Use the connection 9 on N to split TN = 
n*TC © TT*N as a sum of 2-plane bundles with metrics. Note that this 
metric restricts to each fiber as the standard Euclidean metric on C.) Use 
the preceding metric to define the formal L2 adjoint of M. This adjoint 
is the operator Aft : C°°(Vi) ->• C°°(Vo) which sends h = {b0, A0, 61, Ai) 
to 

1. - Bvb0 + —y=p*fX0, 

(4.26) 
2. - d A0 + —y=p*Tboi 

^ Vï 3. d b\-\ =p*rAi , 
2V2 

W ^ 
2V2 r 

The following three lemmas describe the operators M and M^. In these 
lemmas and subsequently, the kernel of M and M^ on a particular fiber 
of N consists always of square integrable data along the fiber. As above, 
the Riemannian metric for N is that which is induced by the hermitian 
structure of N vector bundle over C. 

L e m m a 4.5 Suppose that r > 1. Then, for each z G C, i/ie kernel of 
M\z is an m-dimensional complex vector space KQ>Z of elements of the 
form (ay, a ' , 0,0). Meanwhile, the kernel of M^\z is an m-dimensional 
vector space, KijZ, consisting of elements of the form (0,0, &i, Ai). Fur
thermore, as z varies in C, these vector spaces fit together to define the 
vector bundles KQ —> C and K\ —>• C which are naturally isomorphic to 
Section 3's bundles Ve and Ve ® T0,1C, respectively. 

Note that a point in KQ has a dual interpretation. On the one hand, 
a point in KQ is simply a point in a vector bundle over C. On the other 
hand, by definition, such a point is a particular section of (4.16a) over a 
fiber of n : N —> C. To distinguish these two roles, the section of (4.16a) 
which corresponds to the point w G KQ will be denoted by w- Similarly, 
a point w G K\ defines a particular section, denoted by w_, over a fiber 
of TV of (4.16b). 

The next lemma requires the introduction of the covariant derivative 
V y along the fiber of N. (This is defined using the connection 0m + p*.v 
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for sections of E, and the Euclidean Levi-Civita connection on the fiber 
of N for sections of T*N.) 

Lemma 4.6. There is a constant £ > 0 which is independent of 
r > 1 and has the following significance: Let z G C. Then 

(4.27) HMt^H^CGlV^IU+r^lHy 

whenever h is L2 orthogonal to all w coming from points w G K\\z. 
Likewise, \\M(h)\\z is greater than Ç(\\Vvh\\z + r1/2\\h\\z) whenever h 
is L2 orthogonal to all w coming from points w G KQ\Z. 

Lemma 4.7. There is a constant £ > 0 which is independent of 
r > 1 and has the following significance: Let z G C. The operator M\z 

is invertible on those square integrable h which are L2 orthogonal to all 
w_ coming from, w G K\\z. Furthermore, this inverse has the following 
property: 

1. \\VV(M\z)-\h)\\2
z + r\\(M\z)-\h)\\2

z < C,\\h\\2
z. 

2. TheC0 norm of(M\z)~
1 (h) is bounded by Çr~ll2(svip\h\+r1/2\\h\\z) 

3. Suppose that \h\ < ^e~^'s''^ where £ > 0 and £' > 1 are con
stants. Then K M ^ ) " 1 ^ ) ! is bounded by ^ r _ 1 / 2 e _ v / F l s l / c ' at each 
point of N, where £' = i^max(l,^). 

This subsection ends with the proofs of these lemmas: 

Proof of Lemma 4-5. The operator M\z is block diagonal in the 
sense that it does not mix elements of the form (ay, a', 0, 0) with those 
of the form (0,0, ac,ß'); and it will some times be written in the 2 by 
2 block diagonal form 

<428> M = ( o e» 

Here, 0 on each fiber is the recaled version of the operator 0C that 
was introduced in Sections 2c and 3a. (When (6, A) is an ordered pair 
of (0,1) form on C and complex valued function on C, then 0C(6, A) = 
(db + T^STA, BV\ + —K=TO) = (A', b') is an ordered pair of complex val
ued function on C and (0, 1) form on C. With this understood, then 
(rll2p*rb\p*r\') = @(r~1/2p*b,p*\).) Meanwhile, 0"1" is, on each fiber, 
the formal L2 adjoint of 0 and is a rescaled version of the operator 0 j 
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from the previous section. Thus, the kernel of 0 on each fiber of N is 
the suitably rescaled kernel of the operator 0 C , and the operator 0^ has 
no L2 kernel on any fiber. 

With the preceding understood, note for future reference that an 
appropriate rescaling of the Weitzenboch formulae for the operators 0 C 

and el (see (2.13)) gives the following Weitzenboch formulae for 0 and 
0 Î on the fiber of N at any z G C : 

1. \\®h\\2
z > j\\Vvh\\2 + r-\\p*rTzh\\ì - Cr\\(l - p\Tz)

ll2h\\2
z. 

(4.29) 4 8 

Here, the given section of c of (2.15) has been written as c = (V,T). 

(These last equations are valid when | |V/t| |z + \\h\\z is finite.) 

Proof of Lemma 4-6- Note first that M^ is block diagonal in the 
sense that it does not mix elements of the form (bo, Ao, 0, 0) with those 
of the form (0,0, &i, Ai). On the former, the operator Mt acts as ©t. On 
the latter, it acts as 0 . With this understood, the inequality in Assertion 
1 follows from (4.29) and the fact that \T\ is almost equal to 1 at large 
distances from the origin. The inequality in the second assertion follows 
by a similar argument. 

Proof of Lemma J^.l. The inverse of M has the form M~l = 
M\MM^)~1. The invertibility of the operator MM^ on the L2 orthog
onal compliment of K\^z follows from (4.29) by standard arguments, 
as does the L2 estimate in the lemma. Given the C° estimate for the 
r = 1 case, the r > 1 estimates follow by rescaling the r = 1 estimates. 
Meanwhile, the r = 1 estimates follow by standard techniques. 

f) L' on Ko's compl iment 

With M understood, consider now the question of inverting the op
erator V. The lemma below summarizes what this subsection has to say 
about this issue. However, the statement of the lemma requires a five 
part digression to discuss various conventions. 

Part 1. Below, in the statement of the lemma, and in the sub
sequent proof, the metric on N is defined by the structure on A?" of a 
hermitian vector bundle over C. This metric is used implicitly in the 
definition of the function space norms which appear, and specifically in 
the definition of the L2 norm on N. (The latter is denoted by || • ||2-) 
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Part 2. Covariant derivatives of sections of E are defined with the 
aid of the connection 9rn + p*v. Covariant derivatives OÎTT*N and tensor 
bundles are defined using 9 and the metric's Levi-Civita connection 
respectively. 

Part 3. Lemma 4.6 introduces the vector bundle K\ —> C. By 
definition an element of K\ at some z G C is an element in the kernel 
of the adjoint of the operator M. Similarly, a point in the vector bundle 
KQ —> C over some z G C is also (by definition) an element of the kernel 
of the operator M on the fiber of N at z. As remarked previously, this 
dual personality for points w G K\ (and, likewise, Ko) will be noted 
explicitly by underlining to distinguish w (a point in a vector bundle 
over C) from its incarnation, w_, as a section over a fiber of N in the 
kernel of some operator (either M^ or M). 

Part 4- Vector bundle metrics are required for KQ and also for K\. 
The metric is obtained by polarizing the following fiber norm: Let z G C 
and suppose that w G KQ>Z or Ki>z. Then as remarked, w represents w_, 
which is a pair of 1-form and complex valued function along the fiber 
of N at z. Wi th this understood, define 

(4.30) \w\ = r 1 / 2 - \\w\\z, 

the former is the norm of w as a point in a vector bundle over C, and 
where the latter is the L2 norm of«; over the fiber of N at z. (This norm 
has the property that a uniform multiple of \w\ bounds the supremum 
norm of w_ along the fiber of N at z. This uniform factor is independent 
of r, but it does depend on the given section of (2.15).) 

As remarked above, when w is a section of KQ or Ki, w is a section 
of Vo or Vi, as the case may be. And, the L2 norm of w (as computed 
by an integral over C) is equal to r1'2 times that L2 norm of w_ (as 
computed by an integral over N.) 

Part 5. Introduce L2(VQ) and L2(Vi) to denote the L2 comple
tions of the spaces of sections over N of the vector bundles Vo and Vi. 
Now, introduce L2(VO;KQ) to denote the (closed) subspace of Vo whose 
elements are L2 orthogonal to all sections of Vo of the form v_ for v a 
smooth section of KQ . Define L2 ( Vi ; K\ ) similarly. 

L e m m a 4.8. There are constants £, ro > 1 which have the following 
significance: Suppose that r > ro- The operator V has a partial inverse 
on L2(Vi;K\) in the following sense: There is a bounded operator P : 
L2(Vi;Ki) —> L^(VQ) flL2(Vo;-Ko) which is an isomorphism, and is 
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such that L'P(h) — h = w_ where w is a square integrable section of K\. 
Furthermore, this P has the following properties: 

3 1- C^INli < IIVPWIH +r\\P(h)\\l < C\\h\\l 
2. \\L'P{h) - h\\l < C r _ 1 | | / i | | | . 

The remainder of this subsection is occupied with the proof of Lemma 
4.8. 

Proof of Lemma J^.8. First, let IT' : L2(Vo) -> L2(Vo) denote the 
L2 orthogonal projection whose image is the space {w : w G KQ}. Thus, 
IT' is defined by the family of projections {IT, : z G C } , where Tl'z is the 
finite rank projection onto the kernel of the operator @\z from (4.28). 

Now, fix a smooth section h of Vi. Then P(h) will have the form 
( I - n ' ) Z / t u 0 where w0 G L2 (Vi ; K1 ) n L\ (Vi ). The construction of P{h) 
plus the verification of (4.31) requires six steps. 

Step 1. Consider minimizing the following functional on 

(4.32) / ( « ) = 2 - 1 | | ( I - n')L'iU\\l - (u,h)2. 

Here, (,)2 denotes the L2 pairing on L2(Vi;Ki) n L2(Vi). A minimum, 
uo, of this functional in L2(Vi;Ki) n L2(Vi) is a weak (that is, L2) 
solution of the condition that L{\ — H')L^UQ — h defines a section of K\. 
With this understood, then (I — H')L^uo is a candidate for P(h). 

The functional / is evidently bounded. Indeed, an exercise with the 
triangle inequality yields 

(4.33) / M ^ C d l V n l l l + r l l n H l + r - 1 ^ ! ! ! ) , 

where £ is independent of the choice of u in L2(Vi;Ki) n L2(Vi). The 
functional / is also convex, so if it has a minimum, then said minimum 
is unique. The existence of a minimum for / then follows with the 
establishment of a coercive lower bound. This is a bound of the form 

/>Ci(l|v«||i + |Hll)-C2lNli 

with (j positive and with both d ^ independent of the choice for 
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Step 2. Write L' = T + M and L / f = T^ + M*. The key to the 
required coercive lower bound for / is a certain algebraic identity which 
is satisfied by the principal symbols of T and M : These symbols (<r(T) 
and <T(M) , respectively) obey 

(4.34) a{T)a{M)] + CT(M)CT(T)* = 0. 

Indeed, if M is written in the block diagonal form of (4.28), then 
the operator T has the 2 by 2 block form 

r=U\ , o)-
Here, A is a complex linear operator which involves horizontal differen
tiation, and A^ is the formal L2 adjoint of A. In (4.35), the operator 
ip is complex anti-linear and sends (ay,a') to (/zay,0). With (4.35) un
derstood, one can use integration by parts to establishes the existence 
of a constant £ such that for all u G L2(V\] K{) n L2 (Vi), 

(4.36) ||(1 - n o b i l i > | |Tt«| |2 + 2 - 1 | | M t n | | | - ( v ^ M l l -

Here, r > 1 is assumed. (Note that Ç here is independent of u and r, 
but depends on c.) 

By the way, the derivation of (4.36) uses the fact that the restric
tion of u to almost every fiber of N is L2 orthogonal to elements in the 
cokernel of M. Indeed, write u = (^°) corresponding to the block diag
onal form in (4.35). Likewise, write v_ from a section v of KQ in block 
form. The latter has only a top component, t>o, which is annihilated on 
each fiber of N by 0 . Then, the inner product between v_ and L''u is 
equal to that between VQ and (—A + ^)u\. On the other hand, u\ is, 
by assumption, orthogonal on almost every fiber of N to the kernel of 
G, so (v0, ( - A + <pi)u) = ( ( - A t + <p)v0,u). 

To progress further, note that because u is L2 orthogonal to the 
sections of Ki, it follows that for almost all z G C, u must be L2 

orthogonal to Ki>z along •K~1(Z). This implies (see Lemma 4.6) that 

(4.37) | | ( l - n ' ) L ' t n | | | > | | r t M | | l + C - i ( | | V y n | | | + r | | « | | | ) , 

when r is large. The size here is independent of the particulars of u. 
Also, Ç > 1 is a constant (which is different from that used previously) 
which is independent of u and of r, and again, depends only on c. Further 
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integration by parts in the T^u term above finds a different constant C, 
which is independent of r such that when r is large, then 

(4.38) ||(1 - n')L't«||2 > Q-\\\VHu\\l + \\Vvu\\l + r\\u\\l) 

when u G L2(Vi;Ki) n L2(Vi). This last inequality and the triangle 
inequality imply that for large r, there is a constant Ç such that 

(4.39) /(«) > C H l l V N l ! + l |Vyn| | | + r | | n | | | ) - Cr^lWll , 

when u G £2(Vi; ufi) fi L2(Vi). Equation (4.39) is the required coercive 
bound. Here, Ç is independent of u, and depends on c. 

It follows from (4.39) that / has a unique minimum in L2(V\] K\) n 

^ï(Vi). 
Step 3. Let u G L2(Vi;Ki) n L2(Vi) denote the unique minimum 

of the functional / . This uo is characterized by the fact that 

(4.40) ( L ' V (1 - n ' ) L ' ^ 0 ) 2 - (n, h)2 = 0 

for all u G I/2(Vi;Ki) n Z/2(Vi). This last equation can be used to es
timate the L2 norm of UQ by choosing u = UQ. With this choice, (4.39) 
and (4.40) plus the triangle inequality imply that 

(4.41) llVuolH + r l K l H ^ C r - ' l W H . 

Step 4- Equation (4.40) asserts that the projection of 1/(1 — Tl')L'^uo 
into the space L2(Vi; K{) is equal to h. However,this does not yet imply 
that 1/(1 — n')Z/t«o is itself square integrable, as (4.40) says nothing 
about the projection into L2(K\). It is the purpose of this step to prove 
that 1/(1 — H')L'^uo is square integrable. In this regard, remark that, 
what with (4.40), it is sufficient to establish an apriori bound on the 
absolute value of the quantity (L'^u, (1 — H')L'^uo)2 by a multiple of 
IHI2 m the case where u is a (smooth) section of K\. 

To consider {L'^u, (1 — Tl')L'i 110)2 when u is a section of K\, remark 
first that, Mt annihilates u, and so L'^u = T^u. Second, introduce, for 
each z G C, the L2 projection LIZ onto K\iZ. (This is L2 projection on 
n~l(z) from L2(Vi\z) to K\iZ.) Note that Tlzuo = 0 and Tlzu = u for 
each z G C. With the preceding understood, write 

( L ' V (1 - n')L't«o>2 = ( T V (1 - n')L'tn0)2 

(4.42) = (T%.)U, (1 - n O ^ M o + MtM0))2. 
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One can then compute the commutator of IL.) with the operator T'. 

(Note that T^ only differentiates in horizontal directions.) The latter is 
an exercise, and the end result (plus (4.34) and the triangle inequality) 
yields: 

|<X't«, (1 - n ' ) ^ / + « o ) 2 | < Cll«l|2(||V«o||i + r- | |«o| | | )1 / 2 

(4.43) < C'r~1/2\\u\\2 • \\h\\2. 

Here, Ç' is independent of u and uo, and it depends only on c through 
the maximum distance from r _ 1 ( 0 ) to C. This last equation plus (4.38) 
imply L'L'^UQ is square integrable with I? norm bounded by an r-
independent multiple of the L2 norm of h. 

Step 5. Set P(h) = (1 - W)L^u0. It then follows from (4.38) that 
P(h) defines an L2 section of the vector bundle Vo- One can further 
conclude from the previous step that P(h) is in the domain of L'. The 
latter implies that P(h) is an L2 section of Vo-

The left-hand inequality in (4.31.1) follows from the equation 
(1 — Tl)L'P(h) = h. Meanwhile, the bound by Cll^lb of the L2 norm of 
L'P(h) implies (with some integrating by parts and use of the triangle 
inequality) that the L2 norm of P(h) also obeys the righthand inequality 
in (4.31.1). 

The inequality in (4.31.2) follows from (4.41). 

Step 6. This last step proves that the operator P is onto. For 
this purpose, suppose that q G Lf(Vo) fl L2(VO;KQ). The claim is that 
q = P((l — TV)L'q) when r is suffiently large (independent of q). For 
this purpose, set u = q— P ( ( l — Tt)L'q), and note that u is in L2(Vo) n 
L2(VQ;KQ) whereas L'u G L2{K{). To obtain a contradiction, one can 
switch the roles of L' and Z/t in the derivation of (4.36) to find 

(4.44) 0 > \\Tu\\l + 2-1\\Mu\\l - CVr\\u\\l 

Then, quote Lemma 4.6 to conclude that u = 0 when r is large. 

g) Lfc and A c and sect ions of Ko-

According to Lemma 4.8 an L2 section q of Vo has an L2 orthogonal 
decomposition as 

(4.45) q = P(h)+w. 

Here, w_ comes from a section, w, of KQ —> C and h G L2(Vi; K{). The 
purpose of this subsection is to examine L^w- Lemma 4.9, below, sum
marizes. However, the statement of the lemma requires a preliminary, 
four part digression. 
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Part 1. This part concerns the fact that the bundle KQ depends 
on r as well as the chosen section c of (2.15). However, the dependence 
on r is straightforward, as there is a fiberwise rescaling which identifies 
KQ with the r-independent vector bundle Ve —> C as defined in the 
previous subsection. (The fiber of Ve at z G C consists of the space of 
L2 solutions to (3.2) on N\z.) This identification comes about as follows: 

• A point wr of KQ is a section w_r = (e r , 7 r , 0,0) of Vo over a fiber 
of N which is annihilated by the operator M in (4.28). 

• (e r ,7r ) can be written uniquely as (r~1'2p*e,p*j) where w_ = (e,j) 
solves (3.2) over the same fiber, and thus defines a point, w G Ve. 

• If the norm of the point w G Ve over z G C is defined to be the 
L2 norm over N\z of the corresponding w, then this isomorphism 
between Ve and KQ is an isometric one. (Here, use the norm in 
(4.30) for KQ.) 

• Note that a similar scaling isomorphism canonically identifies the 
bundle Ki —> C with the r-independent bundle Ve ® T0,lC. 

(4.46) 

(And, remember that T i from Proposition 3.2 identifies Ve with 

Part 2. The L2 norm on a section w of Ve is defined using a 
connection, V, which is obtained as follows: First introduce the covari-
ant derivative of w = (ft, A) by using the connections 6 and 6m + v to 
define the respective covariant derivatives of b and A. Second, take the 
horizontal projection of V«;, and then, on each fiber of TV, use the L2 

orthogonal projection to project the latter onto the kernel of 0 C . The 
result is a section over C of Ve <g) T*C which is, by definition, Vw. Use 
HH|i,2 to denote ( | |VIÜ | |2 + UHI!) • This is equivalent to the norm 
obtained by identifying Ve with ®i<q<mNq and using the Hermitian 
connection on ®i<q<mNq to define the norm. 

Part 3. Remember that the norm of a section of KQ is given 
by (4.30). Also, the L2 norm on a section of Vo is defined using the 
connections 9 and 0m + p*.v on the appropriate summands in (4.16a). 

Part 4- Let c be a section of (2.15). Let p be as in (3.7), and 
define u\ = (ft, A) by means of (3.8). Then, use the pair (ft, A) in (3.20) 
to define the operator A c . 
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Lemma 4.9. Let c be a section of (2.15) and introduce the operator 
Ac as described above. There is a constant Ç > 1 which depends on c, 
and has the following significance: Suppose that r > Ç. Let w be an L\ 
section of Ve. Then 

• U(L'w + Qw + 1\[rw{ur, w)) = Acw, 

(4.47) • \\Vv(l-Il)Lkw\\2 + Vr~\\VH(l-Il)Lkw\\2 

+ % /F | | ( l -n)L f c «; | | 2 <C| |H| i ) 2. 

Proof of Lemma 4-9- Both lines are obtained by direct compu
tations. For the first line, remark that the (6, A) terms in (3.20) come 
from the term 2y/rw(ur, •). The remaining terms in (3.20) are derived 
from the left side of the first line in (4.47) with the help of the following 
observations: First, remember that w is a section of Ve, which means 
that when w is written as (a,a), (3.2) holds on each fiber of N. Sec
ond, remember that the projection IT projects onto elements of the form 
(0,0, a, a) in Vi, where (a, a) also satisfy (3.2) on each fiber of N. This 
means that (a, a) is L2 orthogonal on each fiber to sections which are 
in the image of Qc. 

To obtain the second line of (4.47), note that the operator (f — LT)!/ 
acts as a zero'th order operator on sections w_ of Vo which come from 
w G Ve. And, remember that the L2 norms of w_ and VHw_ are equal to 
r_1'2||it>||2 and r_1/2||Vit>||2, respectively. 

h) Lfc reconsidered 

Let C C X be a pseudo-holomorphic submanifold, and let m be a 
non-negative integer. Fix a section c of the (C,m) version of (2.15) and 
then, for some large value of r, use c to define the operator L^ as in 
Lemma 4.4. (The data ( LA/IT* « I \JC !y <j ß )) from Sections 2 and 3b are deter
mined completely by c near C.) The task here is to solve the equation 
LkQk = 9k f° r Qk G ̂ i(Vo) given gk G L2(Vi). The lemma below reduces 
this task to that of inverting a certain perturbation of the operator Ac 

in the case c = c-k>. 

Lemma 4.10. Fix a compact set in the space of smooth sections 
of (2.15) for some m > 0 and there exists £ > 1 with the following 
significance: Choose c from the given compact set and use c and r > Ç 
to define the data ( ß )) as instructed in Sections 2 and 3b using 
a fixed value of Æ < Ç~l. Use this data to define L^. Then, there exist 
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three linear maps, 

70 : Ll(Vc) -> L2(VC Q^C) 

and 
œ,71 : J L 2 ( V I ) ^ L 2 ( F C (8) T ^ C ) , 

which obey: 

• H70HI2 < 0"_1/2 | |Hli,2-

• x(g) is defined by the condition that x(g) = Tig. 

• 7i factors through (1 — II) and \\jig\\2 < (||(1 ~~ I'Oö'lh-

• The equation Lkq = g is solvable if and only if the equation 

(4.48 a) Acw + jo{w) =x{g)+j1{g) 

is solvable. In this case, the solution q of Lkq = g has the form 
q = p(h) + w_, where w solves (4-48)- Here, h G L2(Vi;Ki) is a 
bilinear functional of g and w which obeys 

(4.48b) ||Ä||2 < CCIIC1 - n)<7||2 + r - 1 / 2 | M | i , 2 ) . 

• Write c = T(y) and w = Tin for y,u G C0C(®i<q<mN'}). Then, 
(4.48a) is equivalent to the following equation for u : 

(4.48 c) Ayu + vy(u) + T^l0(TlU) = T^x(g) + T^Tife) . 

Here, Ay is given by (3.22b), and vy is a bounded operator from 
L2{®i<q<mNq) to L2{(®i<q<mNi) ® T°^C) which obeys 
\\vy(u)\\2 < iy • 1Mb where Çy is proportional to the sup norm 
over C of the expression on the left side of (3.22a) (or, equiva
lent^, of (3.5).) 

The remainder of this subsection is occupied with the 

Proof of Lemma 4-10. The equation Lkq = g will be analyzed by 
writing q = P(h) + w_, where h G L2(Vi;Ki) and w comes from w G 
L2(VC). Then h and w are found as solutions of the coupled equations 

• h + (l- U)[X400ö,k(QP(h) + 2y/ïzc(Ur,P{h)) 

(4.49) + Rem(P(/i))) + Lkw] = (1 - U)g, 

• Afw + n(Rem(u;) + LkP(h)) = Ug. 
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The contraction mapping theorem will be used to find solutions to 
(4.49). 

To consider the first line in (4.49). Introduce the self map T of 
L2(Vi,Ki) which sends h to 

( 4 5 0 ) T(h) = - (1 - U)[X400Æ,m • P(h) + 2^w(ur, P(h)) 

+ Rem(P(h)))+Lkw] + (l-U)g. 

Note that T is an affine map and obeys 

(4.51) IMh-h'^KaÆ + r-Wmh, 

where £ is determined by c, but is independent of Æ and r. (This follows 
from Lemma 4.8.) Thus, with c fixed, and then Æ and r taken small, the 
map T is a contraction mapping. In particular, the first line in (4.49) 
has a unique solution h = h(w,g) which varies in L2(VO,KQ) n L2(Vo) 
as a smooth function of w G L2(VC) and g G L2(Vi). Furthermore, this 
h obeys (4.48b). (The term in (4.48b) with | |IÜ||I,2 is obtained with the 
help of Lemma 4.9.) 

With h and the first line of (4.49) understood, then the first four 
assertions of Lemma 4.10 and (4.48a) follow from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 
with (4.48b). Here, one must call upon the following facts: 

• Given o G L2(Vi), let x[o] G L2{VC ^T^C) be such that x = Ilo. 
Then rescaling identifies ||a?||2 = ^1 '2 | | I Io | |2 , and the latter is no 
larger than 7" x/211o| 12-

• Consider the previous remark with o = L^P(h). According to 
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.8 and (4.48b), 

\\x\\2<C,\\h\\2<a\\9\\2 + r-ll2\\w\\i;i). 

Note that the arguments here use implicitly the observation that 
every x from x G Vc®T®,lC has uniform exponential decay along 
the fibers of N (see Lemma 2.4). Thus, explicit factors of s in Q 
and Rem can be traded for factors of r - 1 ' 2 when estimating the 
size of n ( Q + Rem)(P(h)). 

• Consider the first remark with o = Rem(w;). Here, 

IMI2 < Cr 1Mb 

which can be seen by trading the explicit factors of |s | in Lemma 
4.4's estimate for Rem for factors of r~1'2 when calculating the 
L2 norm of ITRem(tt>). 
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(4.52) 

The final assertion of Lemma 4.10 follows from Assertion 5 of Propo
sition 3.2. 

i) The operator L 

This section combines the results in Subsections 4c and 4h to de
scribe the behavior of the operator L in (4.3) and (4.4) over the whole 
of X. This description is given in Lemma 4.12, below. This is to say 
that the lemma describes solutions q G iO1 © C°°(S+) to the equation 
Lq = g' where g' is specified in advance in i(Q° © 0 2 + ) © C°°(S-). More 
generally, suppose that ç : L2(iT* © S+) ->• L2(i(effi © A+) © S-)) is 
a bounded map. Lemma 4.12 also considers solutions to the equation 
Lq + çq = g'. 

First comes a digression to summarize the context. 
To start the digression, let {Ck,m,k} be a finite set, where each 

(C/;,mfc) is a pair consisting of an embedded, pseudo-holomorphic sub-
manifold Ck and a positive integer nik- Here, the set {C^} must be 
pairwise disjoint. For each k, let e^ denote the Poincaré dual to the 
fundamental class of C^, and set e = X^m^ ' ek- Use e to define the 
Spinc structure in (1.9). For each k, fix a compact set of sections of the 
(C/;,mfc) version of (2.15). 

Lemma 4.11. Let ç be as described above, and write 

Co = supl lg l l^" 1 ! !^!^ . 

The compact sets chosen above determine a constant Ç' > 0, and to
gether with (o, they determine a constant Ç > 1 having the following 
significance: For each k, fix a section, c-k\ of the (Ck,mk) version of 
(2.15) in the given compact set. Fix ö < (', and then use c-k> and r > Ç 
to construct (ar,(ar,ß ) as in Sections 2 and 3b. Use (a = ar,(a = 
ar,ß = ß )) to define the operator L in (4-3) and (4-4). Then, there 
exist, for each k, linear maps JQ : Lf(xk>Vck') —> L2(VCk © T 0 ' 1 ^ ) and 
-yk : L2(i(sR © A+) © S-) -+ L2(VC" © T°>lCk) which obey 

• Write w G Xfc/Fc*' as w = (w1,... ,wn). Then 

| |7o^ll2<Cr-1 /2S f c ' |h f c ' l li ,2-

• IbiVlb^CdKi-n^lb + r-^ii^oi^ + r-is^iKi-nV'iia). 
Here, define {g'°,{g'k}) = (nfc(l - X25Æ,k)g',{X25Æ,k9'})-
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• The equation Lq + çq = g' is solvable if and only if, for each k, 

(4.53a) ACkw
k+1

k(w)+çk(w)=x(g'k)+1
k(g'). 

Here, çk(v) = U(x25ö,k^(^k'Xiooö,k'Vk'))-

• Furthermore, if Lq + çg = g' is solvable, then q is given by (4-6) 
where 

a) q° obeys 

| |Vg 0 | | 2 +v^ lk° | | 2 

(4.53b) <a\\9'% + Vk(r-1/2\\w%,2 

+ r-
1/2\\(l-U)g'%)). 

b) qk = P(hk) + w_k where wk solves (4.53a), and hk is in the 
Cfc version of L2(Vf, K\) and obeys 

(4.53c) | | ^ | | 2 < CCIIC1 - n V f c | | 2 + r-^Ww'W^ + \\q%). 

Here, (4-53b) can be used to bound ||<7o||2-

Note: When c-k> = T(yk), wk in (4.53a) can be written as wk = T\uk, 
in which case (4.53a) is equivalent to an equation for uk which is the 
obvious analog of (4.49c). 

The remainder of this subsection is occupied with the proof of this 
last lemma. 

Proof of Lemma 4-H- The proof requires three steps. The first 
step proves that the equation Lq + çq = g' has a solution q if and only 
if it has a solution of the form in (4.6) where (q°, {qk}) obeys (4.11) 
with (g° = n f c ( l - X25ö,k){g' - Çtf), {gk = X250A9' - ?'<?)})• T h e second 
and third steps use Lemmas 4.4 and 4.10 plus the contraction mapping 
theorem to analyze (4.11). 

Step 1. The fact that (4.11) with (4.6) implies (4.5) follows by 
construction. To prove that a solution q' to (4.5) has the asserted form, 
it is suÆcient to find the data {fk} which solve (4.13). In this regard, 
the existence of a unique, square integrable fk follows from the m = 0 
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case of Lemma 4.10. (When m = 0, Ve is the zero dimensional vector 
bundle, and so fk can be written as P(h) with h given by Lemma 4.8.) 

Step 2. This step considers the q° equation in (4.11) with the data 
{qk} as parameters. In this regard, the contraction mapping theorem 
(with the help of Lemma 4.3) finds a unique solution, q°, which obeys 
(4.53b). This q° varies as bilinear function of g° and {qk}. In fact, the 
derivative, g0', of q° with respect to some qk' obeys the estimate 

(4.54) HV^'lh + ^H^ ' l h^C^ I I ^ ' I k . 

Step 3. With q° now considered as a functional of the data {qk}, 
turn to the second equation in (4.11). This equation will be analyzed 
by writing qk = P(hk) + w_k, where hk is in the (Cfc,mfc) version of 
L2(Vi; K\), and w_k comes from wk in the c = a-k> version of L\(VC). 
Then, {hk} and {wk} are found as solutions of coupled equations which 
are given by (4.49) with the modification that g is replaced by g'k + 
p(dX4:Æ,k)Q° — X25Æ,fcC<?? a n d q° is considered to be an implicit function 
of the data {hk',wk } via the analysis in Step 2. The equation for hk 

is analyzed with the data {wk'} fixed as parameters. The result (using 
Lemma 4.8) gives {hk} as an implicit function of the data {wk} and g', 
and yields (4.53c). 

With {hk} and q° now understood as functions of {wk} and g', the 
derivation of (4.53a) follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.10 and is left 
to the reader. 

m) Pointwise e s t i m a t e s 

The purpose of this subsection is to establish certain pointwise es
timates for a solution q to the equation Lq = g on X. In particular, 
consider: 

L e m m a 4.12. The conclusions of Lemma J^.ll can he amended to 
include the following: Suppose that q solves the equation Lq = g, where 
g G î(fi° © n2+) © C°°(5_) . Then 

(4.55) sup \q\ < C( rlkl|2 + r - 1 ' 2 sup \g\). 
x x 

Note that if g obeys an exponential decay estimate away from U^Cfe 
of the form \g(x)\ < £i exp(—yjr dist(a;, U^C^) / ^ ) where £i;2 > 0, then 
a solution q to Lq = g will obey a similar estimate (with ^2 replaced by 
Csup(l,^2)) and with the constant £1 replaced as well. These sorts of 
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estimates are proved using maximum principle arguments such as those 

which appear in Section 2 of [19]. The details here are omitted. 

This subsection ends with the 

Proof of Lemma 1^.12. The estimate in (4.55) is obtained by con
sidering the equation Lq = g in a ball of radius 2r~1'2 about a point 
x G X. Use Gaussian coordinates centered at x to rescale the ball to 
the radius 2 ball about the origin in M4. After rescaling appropriately, 
q and g define data q and g which obey an equation of the form Lq = g 
in the radius 2 ball. Here, L_ is an elliptic, first order operator whose 
coefficients and their derivatives have smooth limits as r tends to oo. 
Thus, standard estimates for the supremum norm of q in the concen
tric, radius 1 ball can be obtained in terms of the L2 norm of q over the 
radius 2 ball and in terms of the supremum norm of g. Rescaling back 
translates the bounds for \q\ into bounds for \q\. 

5. From a lmost so lut ions t o true so lut ions , II 

The purpose of this section is to complete the proofs of Propositions 
4.1 and 4.2 by constructing the deformation map which takes certain of 
the approximate solutions from Sections 2 and 3b of the large r version 
of (1.13) to honest solutions. The map \I/r in Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 
is this deformation map. 

The first subsection below constitutes a digression which introduces 
some notions which unify the treatment of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. 
(The results in this first subsection are also used in subsequent applica
tions.) 

a) E m b e d d i n g ZQ in a manifold 

To start this subsection, return to the milieu of Section 3 where C 
is a compact, complex curve, and m i s a non-negative integer. Suppose 
that 7T : N —> C is a holomorphic, complex line bundle. Also, suppose 
that a pair (u, /z) of sections of T0,1C (B (N2 ®T0,1C) have been specified. 
This is precisely the data required for the definition of the subspace ZQ 
of (3.1). In this subsection, it proves convenient to explicitly consider 
ZQ as the subspace of sections of ®i<q<mNq which obey (3.22a). (The 
map T from Proposition 3.2 is used here.) 

The following lemma describes certain natural embeddings of com
pact subspaces of ZQ into finite dimensional submanifolds of 
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C°° (®i<q<mNq). The lemma introduces the integer 

d = 2m • (n + 1 — g) + m • (m — 1), 

where n = degree (N) and g = genus (C). 

Lemma 5.1. Let (C, m, N, u, /z) be as described above. Let ÏC C ZQ 
be a subspace with compact closure. Then, there exists a vector subspace 
A C C ° ° ( ( 0 i < ? < m F ) (g> ^ ^ C ) which is finite dimensional such that 
for all y G /C, £/ie tautological projection of A onto cokernel(Ay) is sur-
jective. Furthermore, suppose that A is any such subspace with this 
last property. Let QA denote the associated, L2-orthogonal projection. 
Then, there is a smooth, d + dim(A) dimensional submanifold K,\ C 
C°° (®i<q<mNq) with the following properties: 

• If y G /CA, then 

(5.1a) (l-QA)(dy + vKy + iiF(y)) = 0. 

• K, embeds in ÏC\ as the zero set of the map ipA '• &A —> A which 
sends y to 

(5.1b) My) = QA(By + vXy + ßF(y)). 

/CA has compact closure in C°°(®i<q<mNq). 

Here are some examples: First, suppose that /C is an open subset 
of Z with compact closure. In this case, one can take A = {0} and 
then /CA = fC. For a second example, fix a point y G ZQ and let /C be 
some sufficiently small neighborhood of y. Take A = cokerne^Aj,). In 
this case, /CA contains (as an open set) an open neighborhood of y in 
T_ 1(0), where T is given in (3.44). Furthermore, the map ip^ in this 
case coincides on this neighborhood of y with the map ip in (3.45). 

The proof of Lemma 5.1 is given below. Consider first the following 
generalization of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2: 

Proposition 5.2. Let E —>• X be a complex line bundle with first 
Chern class e. Fix a finite set {(Cfc,rrifc)}i<fc<n of pairs, where {C^} is a 
pair-wise disjoint collection of connected, pseudo-holomorphic subman-
ifolds, and {m^} consists of positive integers. These are constrained so 
that Xfcm/; • [Cfc] is Poincaré dual to e. For each k, choose a subspace 
/CW in the (0^,171^) version of ZQ which has compact closure. For each 
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k, choose a subspace A& in the (Ck,mk) version of C°°(®i<q<mNq) with 
the property that the projection A& onto cokernel(Ay) is surjective for 
each y G KSk>. Then, the following hold : 

• For each k, there is a submanifold fCA as in (5.1); 

(k) 
• For all large r, there is a smooth map tßr : x^/C^ —> x^A^; 

• For all large r, there is a smooth map 

Tr : xkK,f] -+ (Conn(£) x C^iS+^IC^iX-S1). 

These have the following properties: 

1. ^>r maps VV_1(0) to Mr. 

2. The map ^r is the image via the tautological projection of a map 
(bearing the same name) into Conn(_E) x C°°(S+). The latter ^r 

is described as follows: For y G x^/C^ , let c = T(y) denote the 
corresponding section of (2.15). Then, use c to define the data 
(ar,(ar,ß )) as in Sections 2 and 3b. There exists an imaginary 
valued 1-form a' and a section (a',ß') of S+ such that 

(5.2) * r(j/) = ( a r + ^=a', (ar + a ' , £ . + /3')) • 

3. The data (a',(a',ß')) obeys (4-1), where the constant Ç depends 
on {Afe}, {£<*)}, but not on r. 

4- The map ipr has the following property: For each k, let ̂  denote 
the map in (5.1b) as defined by A = A&. Then \ipr — ~X-ki>\\ + 
\d(ipr — XÄTV'A)! — C " r-1'2, where Ç is as above. Here, the norm 
on XfcAfc is the product of the L2 norms on each of the factors. 

Remark that the map \I/r here is actually a smooth embedding. This 
is proved in the next section. 

Note that both Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 are special cases of Proposi
tion 5.2. The remaining subsections of Section 5 are occupied with the 
proof. The remainder of this first subsection contains the 

Proof of Lemma 5.1. The existence of the required vector space 
A follows from the assumed compactness of the closure of ÏC. (Note 
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that if A projects surjectively onto the cokernel of Ay, then perturba
tion theory as in [6] insures that such will be the case for all y' in a 
neighborhood of y.) The construction of /CA uses the inverse function 
theorem as in the proof of Assertion 1 of Proposition 3.2 as given in 
Section 3g. The point is that the left side of (5.1a) defines a map, T, 
from C°°(©i<g<miV«) to (1 - QA)C°°{{®i<q<mNq) ®T°>lC) whose dif
ferential is, by construction, surjective at all points of /C. This last fact 
(and the implicit function theorem) implies that T_ 1(0) is a smooth 
manifold of the asserted dimension near /C. (Argue here as in the proof 
of Assertion 1 of Proposition 3.2.) By construction, /C C /CA where it is 
given by the zero set of ipA-

The assertion that /CA can be chosen to have compact closure in 
C°° (®i<q<mNq) follows from the fact that /C is compact and that points 
in /CA obey an elliptic equation. Indeed, take /CA to be the intersection 
of the set of solutions of (5.1a) with a suitably small, open neighborhood 
of/C. 

b) Stra tegy 

The condition that the orbit in (5.2) solve the large r and ßo = 0 
version of (1.13) translates into a non-linear, elliptic equation for q' = 
(a', (c/,/3')) which has the schematic form given in (4.2). 

The strategy for solving the non-linear equation in (4.2) is mod
eled on that which was used to analyze the linear equation Lq = g as 
described in Section 4b and in the subsequent parts of Section 4. In 
particular, the search will be for a solution q' which is given by (4.6). 
Given such a decomposition, then (4.2) is implied by a coupled system 
for the data {q°,{qk}) which is a non-linear analog of the system in 
(4.11). These equations are as follow: 

• L0q° + VrITfc(l - XiÆ,k)^(q°, Q°) + ^kp{dxiooÆ,k,qk) = 0. 

(5.3) • Lkq
k + XiooÆ,kVr^{qk, qk) + \/r2x400Æ,fc(l - X4Æ,k)^{qk, <7°) 

-p(dX4Æ,k,q°) + dTTk = 0. 

In the k'th version of the bottom equation, the operator Lk and the 
various bundles which are implicit in its definition are defined by the 
section c = c-k> of the (Cfc,mfc) version of (2.15). 

Note that (4.2) is recovered from (5.3) by summing (over k) the 
product of XiooÆ,£! with the fc-version of the bottom line in (5.2) and 
then adding (11^(1 — XiÆ,k)) times the top line to the result. 
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c) The Lo equation 

The purpose of this subsection is to analyze the top line in (5.3). In 
particular, Lemma 4.3 can be used to solve the top line of (5.3) for q° 
as a function of a given collection of {qk}k>o- Consider: 

Lemma 5.3. There exists So, eo > 0 and Ç > 1 with the following 
significance: Fix ö < öo and then fix r > £. For each k, let N^k de
note the radius 103<5 tubular neighborhood of Ck. For each k, fix qk G 
C°°(N^k; iT* ©S+) with the L2 norm of the section X400<5,fc(l — Xiö,k)qk 
being less than £o<5r-1/2. Then, 

1. The top line in (5.3) has a unique solution q° which has L2 norm 
less than (eor - 1 ' 2 . 

2. Let || • II2 indicate the L2 norm. The solution q° has 

(5.4) ||V9°||2 + Vï\\q% < Cr'^S-^kUx^oöM1 ~ X46,k)q%, 

3. If sn bounds the Cn norm of each qk. Then, the Cn norm of q° 
is bounded apriori byÇn{l + ô-l)nenr-ll2. Here, Ç n is a, constant 
which is indendent of {qk}. 

4- The solution q° depends smoothly on the data {qk}. Furthermore, 
the directional derivative, v°, of q° in the direction of a tangent 
vector, vk, to qk obeys 

(5.5) HV^Ib + Mv% < Cr-^S-^kl^ooöM1 ~ Xö,k)vk\\2, 

Proof of Lemma 5.3. Observe first that q° solves the top line of 
(5.3) if and only if q° is a fixed point of the map, 7", from iQ,1 © C°°(S'_|_) 
to itself which sends q to 

(5.6) /(g) = - L ^ V r l L ^ l - X2ö,kW{q, q) + ^kp{dXiooö,k, qk))-

According to Lemma 4.3, if the L2 norm of q is bounded by, say d, then 
the L\ norm of the image of q by the map in (5.6) is bounded by 

(5.7) C(r1/2rf2 + £or-1 / 2). 

Here, Ç is a constant which is independent of r and the data {qk} and 
comes via the estimate in Lemma 4.3. 
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It follows from (5.7) that there exists eo such that when d < sor-1'2, 
then the L\ norm of I(q) is bounded by eo? ' - 1 ' 2 as well. Thus, with this 
choice of eo, / maps the ball in iÛ1 © C°°(S+) of L\ radius e o r - 1 ' 2 

to itself. A similar estimate shows that I is a contraction mapping on 
this ball. With the preceding understood, an appeal to the contraction 
mapping theorem to conclude that I has a unique fixed point, q°, in the 
radius e o r - 1 ' 2 ball in the Hilbert space L\{iT* © S+). Straight forward 
elliptic regularity arguments can be employed to prove that q° is smooth 
and thus satisfies the first line of (5.3). 

The asserted apriori estimates for the derivatives of q° follow readily 
from Lemma 4.3 by differentiating (5.6). 

The assignment of q° to the data {qk} defines a map from the evident 
domain in the product (xkC°°(N(0)k;iT* © S+)) to iü1 © C°°(S+). The 
fact that this map is smooth (with the L>\ topology or the C°° topology) 
is a standard consequence of the contraction mapping theorem and the 
afore-mentioned apriori estimates for the higher derivatives of q°. 

N o t e . In this section, as in the previous one, the Greek letter Ç 
will represent a constant of size larger than 1 whose precise value may 
change from line to line. Unless noted explicitly, the precise value of this 
constant is immaterial to subsequenct discussions. What is important 
is its lack of dependence on data such as r, {qk}. This independence 
should be assumed if not stated explicitly. 

d) Spl i t t ing the space of sect ions of Vo 

This subsection starts the analysis of the bot tom line in (5.3). For 
this purpose, fix attention for the time being on one particular value of k, 
and then on the corresponding version of the bot tom line in (5.3). Note 
that the definition of the bot tom line in (5.3) requires the specification 
of a section, ok\ of the (Ck,mk) version of (2.15). 

Note that c = c-k> defines the vector bundles such as Vo,i and ifo,i? 
as well as the projections II and IT which are used below. Furthermore, 
c also defines the bundles Ve and Ve ® T0,1C (for C = Ck), as well as 
the operator A c . In this regard, remember that c is determined by a 
section y of ®i<q<mNq, and from this point of view, the bundle Ve is 
equivalent via T i with ®i<q<mNq, and the operator A c is equivalent to 
the operator Ay in (3.22). 

The strategy for the bot tom line in (5.3) decomposes the latter us
ing the projection II into a pair of equations which correspond to the 
projection along (1 — LT) and to the projection along II. The resulting 
two equations are subsequently analyzed with the help of an analog of 
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the decomposition q = P(h) + w in (4.45). (The analysis of (5.3) here 
is a non-linear analog of the decomposition in (4.49).) 

The purpose of this subsection is to describe the replacement for 
(4.45). This is described in Lemma 5.4, below. However, a short digres
sion is required prior to said lemma. 

The digression returns to the milieu of Sections 2 and 3. To begin, 
fix a section c of (2.15) and let y denote the corresponding point in 
®i<q<mNq. When x G ®i<q<mNq, write 

T(y + x) = T(y) + ((2V2)-1(b-b),X). 

Then, introduce 

(5.8) t(x) = (r-1/2p*rb,p*r\,0,0), 

a section of the vector bundle Vo —> N. 
For future reference, note that when \x\ < 1, the difference between 

(ft, A) and T\x is bounded at any point 77 in a fiber of TV by Çp\x\2e~'ri''('. 
(This follows from the relationship between Ti and the differential of 
T.) This implies that 

(5.9) \t(x) - Tix\ < C l a f e - ^ l 8 ^ 

everywhere on N. 
End the digression. 

Lemma 5.4. Given a compact set M of sections of ®i<q<mNq, there 
exists So > 0, and given ô and less than 10_3#o, there are constants Ç > 1 
and e > 0, which have the following significance: Suppose that y G M 
and let c = T(y) denote the resulting section of (2.15). Suppose that 
r > Ç. Let q be an L\ section of Vo- Let w denote the section of Ve for 
which the corresponding w_ is equal to II'q. Suppose that \w\ is pointwise 
bounded by e. Then, there is a unique pair (x, h) in (®i<q<mNq) x 
L2(Vi;Ki) which obeys 

(5.10) q = P(h)+t(x). 

Furthermore, x and h obey: 

• sup \x\ < Csup \w\, 
(5.11) c c 

• IHI2 + 1Mb + r"1/2||Va;||2 < C(||Vç||2 + V^IMh). 
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Proof of Lemma 5.4- Since the composition of the differential of T 
with fiberwise orthogonal projection onto Ve is the map T i (an isomor
phism), the implicit function theorem finds e > 0 such that when w is 
a section of Ve with \w\ < e, there is a unique section x of @i<q<mNq 

with \x\ < (e and i I c (T(y + x) — T(y)) = w. Note that this x obeys 

\x\ < CM-
With the preceding understood, write IT • q = w_ for w G L\ (Ve). 

Find the small x solving LTc(T(y + x) — T(y)) = w. Then q — t(x) G 
L\{VQ\ Ko), so can be written uniquely as P(h) according to Lemma 4.8. 
The estimats in the second line of (5.11) follows from those in Lemma 
4.8. 

e) T h e non-l inear prob lem on t h e compl iment of K i 

For each k, fix a compact set J\f(k> of the (Ck,mk) version of 
®i<q<mNq, and then fix yk G J\f(k\ Use yk to define the section c^ of 
the (Ck,mk) version of (2.15). When considering the k version of the 
bot tom line in (5.3), the plan will be to search for a solution qk having 
the form of (5.10) with hk G L2(Vi;Ki) and tk = t(xk) defined, as in 
Lemma 5.4, from a section xk of the (Cfc,mfc) version of ®i<q<mNq 

which satisfies \xk\ < e = e(yfc). (This is required to make t(xk) well 
defined.) Given that qk has this form, the projection of the bot tom line 
in (5.3) along (1 — IT) will be considered as an equation that determines 
hk as a function of the data {xk}. 

In particular, with qk given by (5.10), the (1 — LT) projection of the 
bot tom line of (5.3) reads as follows: 

hk + (l- U)(x400ö,mp(h) + 2Vïw(ur, P(h)) + Rem(P(h))) 

+ (1 - U)(Ttk + X400ö,k(Q + Rem)(tfc) 

(5.12) + 2y/ïm(ur,t
k)(l - Xioos,k)Mtk) 

+ (1 - U)(XiM,kVï[2™(tk,P(hk)) + w(P(hk),P(hk))}) 

+ (1 - n)(^2x4005,fc(l - X45,k)^(tk + P(hk),q°) 

-p(dX4ö,k,q°) + eTTk) = 0. 

Remember here that go is a function of {qk>0}. It is important to note 
that there is no term in (5.12) with Xi006,kMtk, nor is there a term with 
XwQ5,k\/r~'co{tkjtk). Indeed, these two terms cancel because of T(y + x) 
is automatically a section of (2.15). In fact, (5.10) with t(x) is used 
instead of (4.45) with w for the sole purpose of cancelling these two 
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terms. (The reader should compare (5.12) with its linear version in the 
top line of (4.49).) 

For the time being, (5.12) should be viewed as a fixed point equation 
to determine {hk} as a function of the data {errfe} and {xk}. In this 
regard, remark that for each k, there is a version of (5.12), and these 
different versions are coupled through the appearance of q°. 

The main result of this subsection is Lemma 5.5, below, which is an 
existence and uniqueness result for (5.12). In the statement of this 
lemma, the norm ||;E||I,2 on a section x of ®i<q<mNq —> C is the 
L2 norm, ||;E||I,2 = (||Va;||| + H^Hl) • Here, V is the connection on 
®\<q<m^q which is defined by 9. 

Lemma 5.5. For each k, fix a compact set N^k> in the (Ck,mk) 
version of ®\<q<mNq. This data determines Æo, and given Æ G (0, IO - 3 • 
Æo), there are constants £o > 0 and Ç > 1 with the following significance: 
For each k, fix yk G J\f(k> and set c-k> = T(yk). Fix r > Ç and suppose 
that for each k, (1 — IT) errfe is a smooth section over the normal bundle 
of Cfc of the k'th version of V\ which has L2 norm less than e^r~x'2. 
And, suppose that for each k, xk is a section of the (Ck^rrik) version 
®i<q<mNq with the property that supja^l + |la?*71|i,2 < £o- Then, there 
exists a unique set {/tfc}, where each hk is in the (Cfc,mfc) version of 
I/2(Vi;ifi), and the following two conditions are satisfied: 

• Equation (5.12) is solved for each k. 

• For each k, \\hk\\2 < Ce^r-1!2. 

Furthermore, each hk obeys 

| | ^ | | 2 < C ( r - 1 / 2 | | ^ | | i , 2 + | | ( l - n ) e r r f c | | 2 

+ r-1Æ2S fe,(r-1/2 | |a; fe ' | | i ,2 + | | ( l - n ) e r r f e ' | | 2 ) ) . 

Finally, each hk varies smoothly in the k'th version of L2 ( Vi ; K i ) as a 
function of the data {errfc } and {xk}. In fact, the derivative h'k of hk 

in the direction of x'k satisfies 

(5.14) l l ^ l b ^ C ^ - ^ l l ^ l l i ^ + r - Æ - ^ ^ r - 1 / 2 ! ! ^ ' ! ! ^ ) . 

Remark that errfe is given by restricting (3.6) to where the distance 
to Cfc is less than 4 • Æ. In particular, because of (3.8), 

k (5.15) ||(1 — n) -err* ||2 < C»" 
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where ( depends on Æ and on the compact set AAfe). Note that the L2 

norm of errfc may be only 0(r~1'2). 

Proof of Lemma 5.5. Look at the fc'th version of (5.12), and con
sider the size of the various terms. To begin, note that if hk and h'k 

are in I / 2 (Vi ;Ki) , then the L2 norm of ^w(P(hk), P(h'k)) is bounded 
by sjr times the product of the I/4 norms of P(hk) and P(h'k). Mean
while, the L4 norm of P(hk) is bounded (using a well known Sobolev 
inequality) by an r-independent multiple of | |VP(/t fc)||2 + ||^fc | |2- (The 
fact that N is non-compact has no bearing on this particular Sobolev 
inequality.) This last norm is bounded (courtesy of Lemma 4.8) by a 
uniform multiple of \\h \\z- Meanwhile, the L2 norms of QP{hk) and 
Rem(P(/i fe)) are bounded (courtesy of Lemma 4.8) by (Æ||/tfc||2. 

The bounds on the terms with {tk} are straightforward and left to 
the reader. 

As for the q° term, remember that , Lemma 5.3 controls its behavior 
as a function of the data {hk } . 

With these last points understood, the contraction mapping the
orem provides r-independent constants £, Æo and eo and simultane
ous solutions {hk} to the n versions of (5.12) (all as described by the 
lemma) when, for each k, both ||(1 — il)err f e | |2 < £Q'r~1'2 and also 
supc|a;fe| + ||a;fe||i;2 < eo- The remaining assertions of the lemma also 
follow as consequences of the contraction mapping theorem using Lem
mas 4.8, 5.3 and 5.4. 

f ) T h e appearance of ZQ 

Suppose now that {c^k'\, {xk} and errfc obey the conditions of Lemma 
5.5 for all sufficiently large r. As instructed by Lemma 5.5, use this data 
to construct the set {hk}. Thus, each hk is in the (Cfc,mfc) version of 
L2(Vi;Ki), and the set {hk} satisfies (5.12) and (5.13) for each k. And, 
with q° given by Lemma 5.3, the first line of (5.3) is also satisfied. 

If {qk = tk + P(hk)} is further required to satisfy each of the versions 
of bot tom line in (5.3), then, for each k, the following additional equation 
must hold: 

U(Ttk + Qtk + ^2uj(ur,t
k) + Rem(tfc) + LkP(hk)) 

+ nVF(x ioo^[2^( t f e , P{hk)) + w(P(hk), P(hk))} 

(5.16) + 2x4005,fe(l - X4ö,k)zu(tk + P(hk),q0)) 

+ n(-p(dX4S,k,q°) + errfc) = 0 
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In the problem at hand, consider the data errfe to be a function of the 
section yk of ®i<q<mNq (or, alternatively, as a function of the corre
sponding c-k>.) Then, the data {hk} is implicitly a function of {yk} and 
{xk}. Thus, (5.16) defines an equation which constrains the possible 
choices for the data {yk} and {xk}. 

The purpose of this subsection is to point out that the subvariety ZQ 
of Section 3 appears through (5.16) through an analysis of the sizes of 
the various terms. Indeed, the conclusion of the discussion in Sections 
2 and 3b indicates that up to terms which have L2 norm bounded by 
£ r - 1 , the term IIerrfe is equal to the following section of K\ : 

n --TlK^s + ^)^-\P>\)^es 
(5.17) 2 V 2 

+ 2\/2p>o,2> -y/r{us + ßs)p*[dvr] + p^rL . 

Here, (V,T) = é-k> as defined by yk. 
Use (4.30) to define the L2 norm of a section of K\ —> C, and it 

follows from Lemma 5.5 that with y and thus ò- ' fixed, all terms in 
(5.16) save that from (5.17) have L2 norm which is bounded for large 
r by C • (eo + r~1'2). Here, eo comes via the bound in the assumptions 
of Lemma 5.5 on the L2 norm of xk. Meanwhile, the L2 norm of the 
expression in (5.17) is independent of r. In fact, as remarked previously 
(see (4.46)), the bundle K\ as defined by a given section c of (2.15) and 
r > 1 is canonically isometric to the r-independent bundle Ve (g> T®,lCj 
and under this isomorphism, the section of K\ in (5.17) corresponds to 
the section in (3.5) of Ve <g) T0,1C. Thus, if (5.16) is to have solutions 
near a given yk for large r, it is necessary that the corresponding c-k> 
lies close to Definition 3.1's subvariety ZQ. 

g) Rewr i t ing the Ki equat ion 

The purpose of this subsection is to begin a more detailed analysis 
of (5.16) by rewriting (5.16) as pair of equations using the projection 
QA- This rewriting of (5.16) is a five-part procedure. 

Part 1. Wi th the use of the rescaling isomorphism in (4.46), the 
left side of (5.16) defines, for each k, a section of the bundle Vc®T0,1Ck 
for c = c' '. As remarked earlier, this rescaling isomorphism identifies 
the contribution of (5.17) with the expression in (3.5). Then, use the 
isomorphism T i from Proposition 3.2 to identify the left side of (5.16) 
as a section, êk, of the (C^, fMfc) version of the bundle ©i<g<m 
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Part 2. For each k, fix a subspace KSk> in the (Cfc,mfc) version 
of ZQ (thought of as a subspace in the space of sections of ®i<q<mNq) 
with compact closure. Let A& be a finite dimensional subvector space in 
the (C/;,mfc) version of C00(©i<g<TOiV'7) with the property that for all 
y G ÏC^k\ the projection of A^ onto cokerne^Ay) is surjective. Then, let 

ÏCA C C°°((Bi<q<mNq) denote the submanifold which satisfies (5.1). 
— — (k) 

Given £i > 0, one can require that each y G K,A , there exists yo £ %o 
such that 

(5-18) H y - y o l b < ei-

(k) 

Note that elements in ICA satisfy an elliptic equation, and thus, 
if £o is small (though positive), then the bound in (5.18) determines 
bounds for derivatives of all orders of y — yo- That is, one can assume 
the following with no loss of generality: Given an integer p > 0, there 
is a constant Çp such that sup |V p (y — yo\ < (p • £\. Furthermore, Çp 

can be assumed to be independent of y and yo- (This last assumption 
exploits the fact that lC^k' is assumed to have compact closure.) An 
r-independent choice for e\ will be described below. 

By a suitable choice for ei, one can assume, without loss of gen
erality, that for each y G ÌCA , the operator (1 — Q\)Ay is surjective 
onto (1 - QA)C 0 0 ( (©i<g< T O ^) ( g i T 0 ' ^ ) because the latter is an open 
condition which holds for each y in /C(fe). 

Part 3. For each k and point y G K.^, let £{
y
k) C C ° ° ( © i < ( ? < m ^ ) 

denote the kernel of the operator (1 — Q\)Ay, and let {Cy ) L denote 

the I/2-orthogonal compliment of Cy . Note that Cy is naturally iso

morphic to the tangent space at y to 1CA , while {Cy ) L is naturally 

isomorphic to the normal bundle fiber to fCA at y. 

Part 4- Given the preceding, think of the condition i? = 0 (that 

is, Equation (5.16)) as an equation for pairs {(yk,xk)}, where yk G ÌCA 

and xk G ( 4 f c V for y = yk• That is, use c ^ = T(yk) and tk = t(xk) 
in defining (5.16) and thus dk. In this regard, note that a bound of the 
form 

(5.19) s u p i n i + 11£Cfc111,2 < £o, 

for suitably small eo > 0 must be imposed in order to make (5.16) well 
defined. An r independent choice of £Q will be described below. (A 
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bound as in (5.19) is required so that hk in (5.16) can be defined via 
Lemma 5.5.) 

With the preceding understood, the condition dk = 0 (which is the 
fc'th version of (5.16) viewed in ®i<q<mNq) defines a pair of equations 
which are obtained by taking the respective L2 orthogonal projections 
using first (1 — QA) and then QA with A = Afc. It follows from Lemma 
4.9 and (3.22a,b) that the former has the schematic form 

(5.20) (1 - QA)Ayx
k + (1 - QA)Uk = 0, 

where 1Z is small (see below). Meanwhile, Lemma 4.9 implies that the 
QA projection of êk has the schematic form 

(5.21) i,A(yk) + QA(Ayx
k + TZk)=0, 

where ip\(-) is given by the left side of (5.1b). The term with lZk is seen 
below to be a small remainder. 

To derive (5.20) and (5.21), remember that (5.17) translates to (3.5), 
and (3.5) translates to (3.22a) via the inverse of the map T. Remember 
as well from (5.1a) that the condition that yk lie in fCA is the vanishing 
of the (1 — QA) part of the right side of (3.22a). Also, it is important 
to note that the isomorphism from KQ through Ve to ®i<q<mNq sends 
Wt(x) t o x i 0(\x\2). This last fact follows from (5.10)7 The Tt • xk 

part produces that Ayx
k contributions to (5.20) and (5.21). 

h) The equations for {xk} 

The purpose of this subsection is to analyze (5.20) as an equation for 
the data {xk} as functions of the data {yk}. The results of this analysis 
will be fed back into (5.21) to find the data {yk} and complete the proof 
of Proposition 5.2. The latter step is deferred to the next subsection. 
The analysis of (5.20) has three parts. 

Part 1. This part summarizes the results of the analysis with 
Lemma 5.6, below. 

Lemma 5.6. For each k, fix a compact set fC^k> lying in the (C^, m^) 
version of ZQ and fix a vector space A& so that for each y G KSk>, the 
projection from A^ onto cokernel(Ay) is surjective. There exists <5o > 0 
(which depends only on fC^k>), and given S G (0, IO - 3 • #o)) there exist 
£o > 0, ei > 0 and Ç > 1 with the following significance: For each k, 
construct the submanifold /CA so that (5.18) holds, and then fix yk in 
/CA . Use {yk }, and r > Ç2 to define the terms in (5.20). Then the n 
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versions of (5.20) have a unique solution, x = {xk }, with the following 
properties: 

Each xk G ( r i f c V . 
(0.22) I hi I t i /• 7 

• sup|a; | + \\x ||i,2 < £o for a** k. 
c 

Furthermore, for each k, xk obeys 

(5.23) s u p i n i + ||œA:||i)2 <(r~1/2. 
c 

In addition, the data {xk} varies smoothly as a function of the data 
{yk}; indeed, the L\ norm of the differential of each xk as a function of 
{yk } is bounded by Ç r - 1 ' 2 also. 

The proof of this lemma occupies Parts 2 and 3 of this subsection. 
Part 2 (which is lengthy) contains a proof of the assertion that (5.20) 
has at least one solution with the required properties. Then Part 3 
(which is short) considers the uniqueness assertion in Lemma 5.6. 

Part 2. The existence assertions of Lemma 5.6 are established below 
by rewriting (5.20) as the fixed point condition x = (x1,... , xn) = T{x) 
for a map T = ( T 1 , . . . , T") on a particular closed subset, B, in a Banach 
space which is described below. The existence of a fixed point will be 
established using the contraction mapping theorem. 

Note that Part 2 is subdivided into nine steps. There are seven steps 
to the existence argument; there is an eighth step which establishes that 
the solution from the previous steps satisfies (5.21); and there is a ninth 
step which discusses the behavior of this solution as a function of {yk}. 

Step 1. The Banach space in question will be a product Xfc%fc, one 
for each Cfc. To define the Banach space T-Lk, let y = yk. The space T-Lk is 
the vector space of L\ sections of ®i<q<mNq which are L2 orthogonal to 
kernel((l — Q A ) ^ ^ ) . The norm ||-||i,2 defines the Banach space structure 
on 'Hk. When x = (x1,... ,xk) G xkH

k, set | |£ | | i ) 2 = (sfc||zA:||i,2)1//2-

Step 2. This step describes the components, {Tk}, of the map T. 
In particular, note that Tk is given by 

(5.24) Tk = - ( ( 1 - Q A ) A , ) - 1 ( ( 1 - QA)Kk), 

where lZk is considered as an implicit function of {xk } . Of course, the 
implicit assumption here (and below) is that T is defined on the subspace 
of points x G Xfc%fc which satisfy (5.19) for each k. 
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For future reference, note that 1Z has the following schematic form: 

(5.25) nk = fk(xk)Vxk + g1+g2 + g3+g\ 

where the notation is as follows: 

• The term fk(xk)'Vxk corresponds to the term T(tk — T.iXk) and 
that part of Rem£fe which involves horizontal derivatives on tk. 
(Remember that tk(x) differs from Xi^ f e by ©(ja^l2) as described 
in (5.10).) The part oîTtk which is linear in xk contributes to the 
AyX term in (5.20). Note that / is a fiber preserving map from 
the radius e\ ball in ®i<q<mNq to (®i<q<mNq) <g> Tü>lC which 
is smooth in its argument, and has a smooth limit as r —> oo. In 
particular, 

\fk{x)\<a\x\+r-1'2) and |/*|XA| < C|A|, 

where Ç is independent of a; (with \x\ < £\) and r. Here, fk denotes 
the differential of fk. 

• The term g\ contains the contributions from the following terms 
in (5.14): First, from the term Q(tk — T_lx

k) + ^u}(ur,t
k — T_lx

k); 
second, from the terms in Rem(t ) that lack horizontal derivatives 
on tk; third, from the term 2^X400Æ,^(1 - Xu,k)™{tk\q°); and 
finally, from Tj~ A C ( Y I : E ) — Avx = —vyx, where vy is described 
in Proposition 3.2. 

• The term 32 contains the contribution from \frximÆ,k^{tk'', P(hk)). 

• The term g% contains the contribution from •\/rxiooÆ,k'K7(P(hk), 
P{hk)). 

• The term g^ contains all of the remaining contributions to (5.14). 
In particular, this term contains the terms in (5.14) with L^P(/i fc), 

with 2^/rx400Æ,fc(l - X4Æ,fe)ro(JP(/ife),ç°), with -p(dx4Æ,fc,4°), and 
with errfc. 

(5.26) 

Step 3. The map T as defined above has the following important 
property: 

L e m m a 5.7. For each k, fix a compact set fC^k> lying in the (C^, m^) 
version of ZQ, and fix a vector space A& so that for each y G /C'• \ the 
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projection from A^ onto cokernel(Ay) is surjective. There exists Æo > 0 
(which depends only on fC^k>), and given Æ G (0, IO - 3 • ÆQ), there exist 
e > 0, ei > 0 and £ > 1 with the following significance: For each k, 
construct the submanifold 1CA so that (5.18) holds, and then fix yk in 
1CA . Use {yk }, and r > Ç2 to define the map T. Let x G XkT~Lk obey 

• ||a;||i,2 < e, 

• sup c \xk\ < e for each k. 

Then ||T(x)||i)2 < C(e + ^"1/2)l^l|i,2 + C^"1/2-

Proof of Lemma 5.7. It is important to remember that Ay is 
elliptic (it equals d+ zero'th order term). Thus, when y = yk, there is 
a constant Ci > 0 such that if p is a section of ®i<q<mNq which is L2 

orthogonal to the CA , then ||p||i,2 < Ci||(l — Q\)^yP\\2- This last fact 
implies that \\Tk(xk)\\h2 < Ci||(l ' - QA)^fc||2 for each k. 

The following observations will be used to bound ||(1 — QA)^-fc||2 : 

The L2 norm of a section p of (®i<q<mNq) (8> T0,lC is no greater 
than Çr1'2 times the L2 norm of the corresponding section XiP 
of the vector bundle Vi —> N. (The latter bundle is defined in 
(4.16).) 

According to a standard Sobolev inequality, the L4 norm of a 
section of the vector bundle Vo —> N is bounded by a uniform 
constant times its L2 norm. 

\VP(hk)\\2 + Vr~\\P(hk)\\2 < Ç\\k k 
2-

• | |^ f c | |2<C( r 1/,2|kl|i,2 +r 1). 

• lk°||i,2 < C(^~3/2|kl|i,2 + r~2). 

• If w is a section of Ve or Ve <g> T0 '1, then 

(1 + r-^2\s\ + r-^s]2)^ + r-ll2\Vvw\) < (e~^s^c 

at points in N. 

(5.27) 

(The first point follows from (4.30). The third is a consequence of 
Lemma 4.8, and the fourth follows from Lemma 5.5 and (5.15). The fifth 
point follows from Lemma 5.3 and (5.4) with the help of the previous 
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two points. The sixth point follows from the fact that elements in the 
kernel of the operator 0 C in (2.12) decay expontentially fast to zero as 
\r)\ —> oo in C.) 

With (5.27) understood, the contribution of the various terms on 
the right side of (5.25) to ||(1 — QA)^-^112 are as follows: 

• The term fk(xk)Vxk contributes no more than £e||a;||i2 when 
supc \xk\ < e. 

• The term g\ in (5.25) contributes no more than 

((e + si+r-^WxWt^. 

Here are the reasons: First, the contributions from the terms with 

Q(tk - Tixk) + y/rw(ur, tk - Ti3Lk) 

are no more than CH^Hl <Ce I |a^ 111,2 since \tk-TiXk\ is bounded 
by \xk\2e~v^'s<>(>. (Invoke the last point in (5.27)). Second, the 
contribution here from the term from Rem(t ) is no greater than 
£ r - l / 2 | | 

a;||i,2 since the norm of Rem(tfc) is nowhere greater than 

r-i/2|a; ;fc|e-v/f|s|/c_ (invoke the last point in (5.27).) Third, the 
contribution of the term with q° is no greater than e_ r '^ | |a; | | i 2-
This is because v /rzü(t fe,c°) is at no point ever greater than 
X400Æ,fe(l - X4Æ,k)e-y/*c\xk\\q°\. (Invoke Points 2 and 5 of (5.27).) 
Fourth, because of (5.18) and Proposition 3.2, the contribution of 
VyXv is no greater than (e i l ja^l^ . 

• The term g^ contributes no more than £e(||a;| |i2 + r~1'2). This 
is because yjr times L2 norm of y/ruj(tk,P(hk)) is bounded by 
r s u p ^ d ^ l ) • | |P(/i fc)| |2. And, this last expression is bounded using 
Points 3 and 4 of (5.27). 

• The term g% in (5.25) contributes no more than 

C,r\\P(hk)\\l<C,r\\hk\\2. 

And, this last expression is no greater than ((eH^Hi^ + r _ 1 ) . (Use 
Points 3 and 4 of (5.27).) 

• The term g^ in (5.25) contributes no more than 

((r-^IMb + r-1/2). 
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Indeed, II • LkP{hk) has L2 norm bounded by Çr 1'2\\hk\\; the 
latter follows from Points 3 and 6 in (5.27) after an integration by 
parts. (Remember that II annihilates the image of the operator M 
in (4.28). Also remember that P(hk) is L2 orthogonal to the kernel 
of M on each fiber.) Then, use Point 4 of (5.27). Meanwhile, the 
contribution from the term with q° can be bounded using Points 
2-5 of (5.27). Finally, the contribution from the term with err is 
no greater than Cr-1'2 because of (5.1a). 

Step 5. This step establishes that T satisfies a certain contracting 
property: 

L e m m a 5.8. For each k, fix a compact set fC^k> lying in the (C^, m^) 
version of ZQ and fix a vector space A& so that for each y G ÏC^k\ the 

projection from A^ onto cokernel(Ay) is surjective. There exists öo > 0 
(which depends only on fC^k>), and given 8 G (0, IO"3 • So), then the 

constants e > 0, s\ > 0 and £ > 1 in Lemma 5.7 can be chosen so that 

the following additional assertion can be added to those of Lemma 5.7: 

For each k, construct the submanifold 1CA so that (5.18) holds and then 

fix yk in 1CA . Use {yk }, and r > Ç2 to define the map T. Let x G XkHk 

obey ||a;||i,2 < e o>nd sup^ \xk\ < e for each k. Let x' G XkHk ooey 

• llz'lli 2 < r - 1 / 3 . 

• For each k, s u p c \x'k\ < e\. 

• For each k, and for each r > 0 and for each ball B C Cfc of radius 

P, 

(5.28) / \Vx'k\2<s2p1/50. 
B 

Then \\T(x) -T(x')\\ly2 < 2~1||a; - x ' | | i ) 2 . 

Note that x and x' are not treated symmetrically here. 

Proof of Lemma 5.8. As T(x) and T(x') are L2 orthogonal to the 
kernel of (1 — Q\)/S.y, the size of ||T(a;) — T(a;')||2 is no greater than 
Cll(l - Qfv){Kk{x) - TZk{x'))\\2. The size of the latter will be bounded 
by considering the contributions of the various terms in (5.25). 

The first remark is that the contribution to 

\\(i-QA)(nk(x)-nk(x'))\\2 
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from the terms g\, g% and g^ in (5.25) is no greater than 

((s + r-^Wx-x'W^. 

(With the use of (5.5), (5.14) and the chain rule, the discussion here is 
similar in all essential respects to the discussion above concerning the 
contribution of these same terms to ||(1 — Q A ) ^ ! ^ - ) 

A bound for the contribution to ||(1 — Qh){^k{x) — 1Zk{x'))\\2 from 
the term fk(xk)Vxk in (5.25) requires the L2 norm constraint for Vx'k 

over balls in (5.28). A bound is obtained as follows: To begin, observe 
that 

fk{xk)Vxk-fk{x'k)Vx'k 

(5.29) =fk{xk)V{xk-x'k) 

+ {fk{xk)-fk{x'k))Vx'k. 

Set w = xk — x'k, and then (5.29) and the first line of (5.26) imply that 

\\fk{xk)Vxk - fk{x'k)Vx'k\\2 

( 5 ' 3 0 ) < Cll \w\\Vx,k\ ||2 + Csup(|o;*|)||Vu;||2. 
c 

Thus, as \xk\ < £ by assumption, the last term on the right side of (5.30) 
is bounded apriori by (eHioHi^. 

A bound in terms of | | io| |i2 o n the first term on the right side of 
(5.30) requires the following result from Morrey [13]: 

L e m m a 5.9. Let f be an L1 function on a compact, connected, Rie-
mann surface C and let K, A > 0 be constants with the following property: 
Let B C C be any geodesic ball of radius p > 0, 

(5.31) / l/l < Kp\ 
B 

Then, the assignment of w G L\{C) to fc \y\u2 defines a bounded func
tional on L\(C) which obeys 

(5.32) / |J>2<C^IMI?,2-
c 

Furthermore, if w has support in a ball of radius p > 0, then 

(5.33) [ \f\w2<CKpX/2\M\ì,2-
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Here, Ç depends only on the geometry of C. 

Proof of Lemma 5.9. This follows immediately from Lemma 5.4.1 
in [13]. 

By this last lemma, the first term on the right side of (5.30) is also 
bounded by Ce | |w||i,2; and therefore 

(5.34) \\fk{xk)Vxk - fk{x'k)Vx'k\\2 < Qe\\xk - x'k\\lß. 

Now consider the contribution of the g2 term in (5.25) to the bound 
for ||(1 — Q\)(TZk(x) — lZk(x'))\\2. It is at this point where the bound 
by 7*-1/3 of \\x'\\2 enters. Indeed, the g2 term contributes no more than 

Çr 
(5.35) 

(\xk-x'k\2e-^Wt\P(hk(x'))\2 

N 

+ \xk\2\P(hk{x) - hk{x'))\2)}1/2 

to the size of ||(1 - QA){nk{x) - nk{x'))\\2. Here, the dependence of 
Lemma 5.5's h on x is noted explicitly. The second term in (5.35) can 
be bounded using (5.14) and Lemma 4.8; and because \xk\ < e, the 
resulting bound implies that this second term contributes no more than 
Ce||a;* - x'k\\ly2 to ||(1 - QA){TZk(x) - nk(x'))\\2. 

Meanwhile, the first term in (5.35) can be bounded by 

C r 3 / 4 | | ^ - ^ | | 4 | | P ( / > V ) ) l l 4 

^C^II^-^ l l i^dk 'Hi^ + r-1/2). 

This last estimate uses the L\ to L4 Sobolev embeddings in dimension 
2 (for the x — x part) and in dimension 4 (for the P(h (x1)) part). 
Points 3 and 4 of (5.27) have also been invoked. 

Under the assumption that |la?'111,2 < r - 1 ' 3 , the right-hand side of 
(5.36) is bounded by Qr~1/12\\xk — x'k\\ij2. 

Step 6. This step states and proves Lemma 5.10, below, which 
explains when the map T preserves the conditions which are imposed 
in (5.28). 

Lemma 5.10. For each k, fix a compact set fC^k> lying in the 
(Cfc,mfc) version of ZQ, and fix a vector space A^ so that for each 
y G ÏC^k\ the projection from A& onto cokernel(Ay) is surjective. There 
exists So > 0 (which depends only on fC^k>), and given 8 G (0, IO - 3 • So), 
then the constants e > 0, e\ > 0 and Ç > 1 in Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 
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can be chosen so that the following additional assertion can be added 
to those of Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8: For each k, construct the submanifold 
1CA so that (5.18) holds, and then fix yk in fCA . Use {yk }, and r > Ç2 

to define the map T. Let B C XkT~Lk consists of the set of x' which obey 
(5.28). Then T maps B to itself. 

Proof of Lemma 5.10. Lemma 5.7 asserts that T maps B to the 
subset of Xfc%fc where the first point of (5.28) holds. Thus, it remains 
only to establish that x' = T{x) obeys the second and third points of 
(5.28) when x G B. In this regard, note that the second point of (5.28) 
follows from the first and third points if r is large relative to e\. To see 
that such is the case, (and for other reasons), it is convenient to first 
digress to introduce a new norm for the set of x' G y-h^1 where the 
third line of (5.28) holds. This norm assigns to x' the number 

(5.37) p(x')=\Zk sup p~1/5° [ \Vx'k\2 

\ Uz,o)C(0,m B(z.o) 

here B(z, p) C C is the ball of radius p and center z. 
With the digression ended, appeal now to Theorem 3.5.2 in [13] 

to conclude that x' which satisfies the third point in (5.28) is Holder 
continuous with exponent 1/100 and 

(5.38) sup \x'k(z)-x'k(z,)\<Cp(x,)dist{z,z')1^100 

z^z'ec 

for each k. In this last equation, x'k(z) is compared to x'k(z') by an 
implicit parallel transport of the latter from z' to z along a shortest 
geodesic using the connection 6. It then follows from (5.38) that 

(5.39) sup|a'*| <C(l|s'*l|2P(a:')100)1/101. 
c 

To derive (5.39), note first that if |a;'fe(2;)| > 6, then (5.38) insures that 
\x'k\ will be greater than 6/2 on the ball of radius p = Ç(b/p(x'))100. This 
implies that the L2 norm of x'k will be at least as large as Çb(b/p(x'))100. 
Equation (5.39) amounts to a rewording of this last sentence. 

In the situation at hand, 11rrr'* 112 < r - 1 ' 3 and p(x') < e by assump
tion, so (5.39) implies that 

(5.40) s u p i n i <C(r- 1 / 3 e 1 0 0 ) 1 / 1 0 1 

c 
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for all k when x' obeys the first and third points in (5.26). Thus, given 
£1, every x' in B will have each x'k bounded by e\ when r is sufficiently 
large or e sufficiently small. 

The fact that x' = T{x) satisfies the third point of (5.28) is a direct 
corollary to the next lemma. 

Lemma 5.11. For each k, fix a compact set fC^k> lying in the 
(Ck,mk) version of ZQ, and fix a vector space A^ so that for each 
y G ÏC^k\ the projection from A& onto cokerne^Ay) is surjective. There 
exists So > 0 (which depends only on lC^k'), and given ô G (0,10—3<5o), 
then the constants e > 0, s\ > 0 and Ç > 1 in Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 
can be chosen so that the following additional assertion can be added 
to those of Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8: For each k, construct the submanifold 
1CA so that (5.18) holds and then fix yk in fCA . Use {yk }, and r > Ç2 

to define the map T. Let B C Xfc"Hfc consist of the set of x' which obeys 
(5.28). IfxeB, thenp{T{x)) < 2~lp{x) + C(|M|i,2 + r" 1 / 2 ) . 

Proof of Lemma 5.11. The proof of Lemma 5.11 uses a special case 
of Theorem 5.4.1 in Morrey's book [13] to obtain estimates of p(T{x)) 
from estimates of the L2 norm of the function | (1 — Q/\)TZk \ over various 
size balls in C. Here is Morrey's result: 

Lemma 5.12. Let C be a compact, connected Riemann surface and 
let BQ C C be a geodesic ball of radius po > 0 which is much smaller 
than the injectivity radius of C. Suppose that w is an ijj section over 
Bo of ®i<q<mNq and K, A G (0,1) are constants such that the following 
is true: 

• The L\ norm, of w over BQ is bounded by K. 

• When B C BQ is a concentric ball of radius p < po/2, then 
IB | A ^ | 2 < KVA . 

Then, fB, |Vit>|2 < C,n2p2X when ever B' C B is a concentric ball of 
radius p < po/4. Here, £ is a constant which depends on A, but not on 
BQ, W nor K. 

Proof of Lemma 5.12. As noted, this lemma is a case of Theo
rem 5.4.1 in [13]. To apply Morrey's theorem, remark that Theorem 
5.4.1 in [13] does not refer directly to systems of equations. However, 
the extension of Morrey's result to this particular system is absolutely 
straightforward. (Simply write the system out in components.) Remark 
also that Morrey's Theorem 5.4.1 refers to Equation (5.1.1) in [13]. The 
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relevant version of Morrey's Equation (5.1.1) reads (Ay£, Ayw + e) = 0 
for all compactly supported sections £ of Ve over BQ. Here e = —Acw. 

It follows from Lemmas 5.7 and 5.12 that 

(5.41) p(T(x)) < Efc&fe + C(IM|i,2 + r " 1 / 2 ) , 

where b\ = sup { ( Z ; p ) e C . x ( 0 ) 1 ] } p'1/50 fB^p) \{l-QK)lZk\2. When deriving 

(5.41), write the expression (1 — Q\)AyT as AyT + T,aoa(Ayoa,T)2, 
where {oa} is an I/2-orthonormal basis for A&, and (,) signifies the L2 

norm. Then, control the contribution of this term with {oa} using 
Lemma 5.7 and the fact that the basis {oa} is a finite set of smooth 
sections. 

The task now is to bound, for each k, the number b^ in terms of 
p(x) and ||a;||i,2- For this purpose, fix attention on a ball B C C of some 
radius p > 0. Let {9j}j=o,...,i denote the various terms in (5.25). Here, 
9i=i,...,4 are as described, while go = fk(xk)Vxk. Clearly, 

(5.42) f |(1 - QA)Kk(x)\2 < ( E , f |(1 - QA)9j\
2. 

B E 

In all cases, one finds that 

(5.43) p-Vso f | ( l - Q A ) 5 d 2 < C(r"1 + e) 1 / ioo ( p ( a ; ) + | | a : | | i j 2 + r - i / 2 ) 2 _ 
B 

The derivation of (5.43) mimics the proof of Lemma 5.7 in almost all 
essential respects except for the case of g% (see below). Thus, the deriva
tion is left to the reader except for the following remarks: 

• The contribution to the g^ term from errfe is handled as follows: 
Let T 1«; = LT errfc and let w denote the corresponding section of 
(®i<q<mNq) <g> T0 '1*?. Then (1 - Q\)w is smooth and has point-
wise norm which is bounded by Çr~1'2. (This follows from (5.16).) 
Thus, the square of the L2 norm of this term over a ball B of radius 
p is bounded by Çp2r~l. 

• For the rest of g^, and 5 ^ 4 , the derivation of (5.43) uses the fact 
that QA is a finite rank projection operator whose image consists 
of smooth sections to conclude that 

(5-44) [ | ( l - Q A k | 2 < C / h\2 + (p2\h\\l 
B B 
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The Ll norm of gj is bounded by 

Cll^-ll2 < C(r-X + £ ) - 1 / 1 0 0 ( | | a ; | | i , 2 + r - 1 / 2 ) . 

(The latter bound follows directly the arguments which prove 
Lemma 5.7.) 

In the case of go, 

[ \f(xk)Vxk\2<((sup\xk\) [ |V. 

(5.45) B V C J
2

B 

xk\2 

* 2„l/50 < C s u p | a r | p(x) p 

For r > C, the latter is less than ( r _ 1 + e)1' 1 0 0p(a;)2p1 '5 0 because 
of (5.40). 

In the case of §2, the integral in question is bounded by 

(r2(sup\xk\) [ e-^s^(\P(hk)\2 

c TT-HB) 

(5.46) < ( sup \x | r"2p\\P(hk)\\ 

(B) 
2 

2 
4 

< c s u p | z f c | r ^ - p d H ^ + r - 1 ) . 

(The derivation of (5.46) uses (5.28).) By assumption, | | ;E||I,2 < 
r - 1 ' 3 , so it follows from (5.39) that the far right side of (5.46) is 
bounded by (p(x)200'101r~1'(ip which is consistent with (5.43). 

To apply (5.44) for the case of 33, it is necessary to introduce some 
new technology in order to obtain a useful bound for the L2 norm of 
g3 over balls. (Direct appeal to Lemma 5.5 will produce a bound on 
the square of the L2 norm of 33 over a ball B by r | |P(/t f c) | |4, which is 
^(1 k i l l 2 +r~2). Though small, this lacks any obvious p dependence.) 
A digression is required to introduce the extra technology to use for the 
g3 case. 

To start the digression, consider: 

L e m m a 5.13. Let C be a compact, connected, Riemann surface, 
let W —>• C be a Riemannian vector bundle with metric compatible con
nection V. Given A G (0,1), there is a constant Ç with the following 
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significance: Let g be an L2 section of W and let x be a constant such 
that \\g\\2 < K and that for any p > 0 and any radius p ball B c C , 

(5.47) / |V<?| < KP\ 
B 

Then for any p > 0 and ball B C C of radius p, fB \g\2 < C,n2p2X. 

Proof of Lemma 5.11. The proof starts with the following claim: 
There is a constant Ç which is independent of g such that for any p > 0 
and ball B C C of radius p, fB \g\ < (Kp1+X. Given this claim, the result 
follows from a standard Sobolev inequality. (See, for example Theorem 
3.5.3 in [13].) The claim is proved via an integration by parts. (Note 
that for any z G C, the function \Vg\ • dist(-,z)_A is integrable.) 

End the digression. In the case at hand (where g = 53), 

f \Vg3\ < (r3/2 [ e-^\s\lc\VP{hk)\\P{hk)\ 
B TT-HB) i(B) 

(5.48) <Cr3 /2 | |VP(/i f e 

and thus 

1/2 

e-^\s\/t\P(hk)\2 

TT-l (B) 

\2\\P(hk)\U f \Vg\<Cr5/4p1/2\\VP(hk 

B 

(5.49) <(r5/4p1/2\\hk\\2 

^Cr^V^dl^llf.a + r-1). 

Because ||a?||i,2 < r - 1 ' 3 , the latter is therefore bounded by Cp1 /2r - 5 '1 2 . 

Step 7. This step completes the proof of the existence assertion 
of Lemma 5.6. To begin the argument, reintroduce the domain B in 
the Banach space x kH

k. It is an exercise to check that B is closed. 
According to Lemma 5.10, the map T sends B to itself. According 
to Lemma 5.8, the map T is a contraction mapping on B. Thus, the 
contraction mapping theorem insures that there is a unique point x G B 
which is a fixed point of T. That is, there is a unique solution x G B to 
(5.20). 

The fact that x satisfies (5.22) follows from the definition of B and 
from (5.40). 

Step 8. This step establishes that the fixed point solution x G B 
to (5.20) satisfies the apriori estimate in (5.23). In this regard, remark 
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that the bound on ||a;||i2 by £ r - 1 ' 2 follows directly from Lemma 5.7. 
Meanwhile, the sup norm bound on xk can be obtained from (5.39) 
given that ||a?||i,2 < C r _ 1 a n d that p(x) < Cr-1'2. This last bound 
on p(x) follows from Lemma 5.10 in light of the established bound for 
IM|i,2 by Cr-1 '2. 

Step 9. This last step considers (briefly) the behavior of the so
lution in B to (5.20) as a function of the data {yk}. In particular, the 
smooth dependence of a; on the data {yk} is a direct consequence of the 
contraction mapping theorem. (See Subsection 4a.) The apriori bound 
on the differential of x also follows from the contraction mapping the
orem and Lemma 5.8 after using the chain rule to describe the change 
in the map T with respect to changing the data {xk}. The latter task 
is tedious, but straightforward and will be omitted. 

Part 3. The goal here is to establish the uniqueness assertion of 
Lemma 5.6. In this regard, suppose that the various constants ö, eo = £, 
ei and £ are as given in Lemma 5.11. Then, Part 3 has established that 
there exists a solution, x', to (5.20) which sits in the space B and which 
obeys the apriori estimates in (5.23). Furthermore, the norm p{x') is 
bounded by Cr-1'2. Now, let i be a second solution to (5.20) which 
obeys the conditions in (5.22). Then, x is also a fixed point of the map 
T. And, according to Lemma 5.8, the L\ norm of x — x' is no greater 
than half itself. This implies that x = x'. 

i) Proof of Proposition 5.2 

There are five steps involved in the proof. 

Step 1. For all r suÆciently large, the solution {xk} to (5.20) 
from Lemma 5.6 varies smoothly as a function of the data {yk} as the 

latter varies in x^fCA . Thus, the left side of (5.21) defines, for r large, 
(k) a smooth map tßr : x^/C^ —> x^A^. By Lemmas 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 and 

Proposition 3.1, 

(5.50) |W - xfeVÌI < (r~1/2, 

where ip^ is the map in (5.1b) whose zero set is homeomorphic to IO >. 
The analogous bound for \d(ipr — x ^ ^ ) | by Cr-1'2 follows using the 
Chain rule with (5.5), (5.14) and the last remark in Lemma 5.6. 

Step 2. Meanwhile, the preceding constructions define a map ^ r of 
Xfc/C^ into the quotient by CO0(X;S1) of the space of pairs consisting 
of a connection on the line bundle E and a section of the bundle S+ 
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as defined by E in (1.9). This map is defined by first taking, for each 
k, the section c-k> of (2.15) to be equal to T(yk). One then defines the 
image of \I/r as (ar + r % a ' , ( « r + a',ß + ß')), where q' = (a', (a ' , ß')) 

is given in terms of q° and {q } by (4.6). Then, g° becomes an implicit 
function of {q } through Lemma 5.3. Meanwhile, each q is written 
as in P(hk) + tfc, where tk is a function of xk (as described in (5.8).) 
Lemma 5.5 then defines h as an implicit function of {y } and {x }, 
and Lemma 5.6 defines xk as an implicit function of {yk }. 

By construction, \I/r maps {yfc} into the moduli space M.^r' of /io = 0 
solutions to (1.13) precisely when ipr({yk}) = 0. 

»Siep 3. Except for (4.1.2) and (4.1.3), the assertions in Proposition 
5.2 follow directly from the preceding remarks and the various estimates 
in Lemmas 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 plus (5.50). (The assertion that the restric
tion of \I/r is continuous follows in a straightforward manner from the 
properties of the contraction mapping constructions.) 

Step 4- The last step proves the estimates in (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). 
The arguments here occupy the final subsection, below. 

j ) Po intwise e s t i m a t e s 

The purpose of this subsection is to establish the estimates in (4.1.2) 
and (4.1.3) which concern the supremum norm for (a', («',/?')) and 
V(a ' , (c/,/? ')). The proof requires three steps. 

Step 1. Let C denote one of the submanifolds from the set {Ck}, 
and let m denote one of the corresponding m^. The goal is to estimate 
the L2 norm of the corresponding q over balls of radius r - 1 ' 2 . In this 
regard, remember that qk = P{hk) + tk, where P{hk) is obtained from 
Lemma 5.5, and t is defined via Lemma 5.44 using x from Lemma 
5.5. 

To estimate the L2 norm of q , note first that the sup norm of x 
from Lemma 5.5 is bounded by Cr-1'2. This implies that the supremum 
norm of tk is bounded by C r _ 1 ? a n d that its L2 norm is bounded 
apriori by C r _ 1 - Thus, the L2 norm of tk over any ball of radius r~1'2 

is bounded by (r~3<2. 

To estimate the L2 norm of P(hk) over radius r - 1 ' 2 balls, first ob
serve that the L2 norm of hk is bounded by C r _ 1 - This follows from 
(5.12), (5.15) and (5.22). Then by Lemma 5.5, the L2 norm of P(hk) is 
bounded apriori by (r~3<2. 

Moreover the remarks in the preceding two paragraphs imply that 
Ik^lb ^ C r _ 1? a n d that the square of the L2 norm of qk in any ball B 
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of radius r 1'2 is apriori bounded by 

(5.51) / \qk\2 < C r - 3 . 
B 

Step 2. Construct q' from {q°,{qk}) as indicated in (4.6). The 
preceding equations plus Lemma 5.3 imply that \\q'\\2 < C r _ 1 - And, 
(5.51) plus Lemma 5.3 imply that the L2 norm of q' over any ball B <Z X 
of radius r~1'2 is bounded apriori by (r~3<2. That is, (5.51) holds with 
q' replacing qk. 

Step 3. If the data {yk} lies in the zero set of the map ipr, then q' 
obeys (4.2). In the general case, q' obeys an equation of the form 

(5.52) Lq' + y/r -w(q',qr) + err', 

where err' = £fcXioo<5,£i err'fe. Here, err'fc is pointwise bounded by 

Since the operator L is elliptic, and elements in A& satisfy apriori 
derivative bounds to any desired order, (5.52) can be used to obtain 
pointwise bounds on the derivatives of q' in terms of the preceding L2 

bound of q' over radius r - 1 ' 2 balls. In this regard, standard elliptic 
estimates (see, [13], Chapter 6) give (4.1.2) and (4.1.3). 

Indeed, to obtain (4.1.2) and (4.13) from (5.52), first fix a geodesic 
ball B c l o f radius r - 1 ' 2 and let B' C B denote the concentric ball 
with radius 2~1r~1'2. Now, dilate B to have unit radius. The dilated q' 
obeys an equation such as (5.52), but where 

• the dilated version of L has irrelevant r factors, 

• there is no y/r factor before the w term, and 

• the err' factor is suitably dilated; infact, after dilating, its point-
wise norm is bounded by ( e r - 1 ' 2 ; 

• the dilated q' has L2 norm in the unit radius ball which is bounded 
by C- r " 1 / 2 . 

Standard regularity theorems using the dilated equation bound the 
supremum norm of the dilated q' in the radius 1/2 ball by (V 2; a n d 
this is the bound in B' for q'. Bootstrapping these theorems produces a 
bound of C r _ 1 ' 2 o n the supremum norm of the covariant derivative of 
the dilated q' in this same radius 1/2 ball. After undoing the dilation, 
the latter bound produces a bound of Ç for Vq' in B'. 
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6. Ana ly t i c s tructures 

The purpose of this section is to consider the map \I/r from Proposi
tion 5.2 in greater detail, especially with regard to the topological and 
smooth structure of M.(r>. 

The precise statement of the first result requires a brief digres
sion to review the topology on JVl^K The digression starts by remark
ing that Conn(_E) (the space of smooth, Hermitian connections on E) 
has the structure of an affine Frechet manifold which is modelled on 
iÇll(X). Meanwhile, C°°(S+) is a smooth Frechet vector space, so, 
Conn(_E) x C°°(S+) has the structure of a smooth Frechet manifold. The 
group C°°(X; Sl) acts smoothly on the latter, with quotient (Conn(_E) x 
C 0 0 (S ' + ) ) /C 0 0 (X ; S1). This last set is given the quotient topology. The 
space Jvl^i sits in this quotient, and, as stated in Section 1, the topology 
on M.(r> is the subspace topology which is inherited from its inclusion 
inside (Conn(E) x C 0 0 ( 5 + ) ) / C 0 0 ( X ; S1). 

Propos i t i on 6 .1 . Let E —>• X be a complex line bundle with first 
Chern class e. Fix a finite set {(Ck,mk)}i<k<n of pairs, where {C^} 
is a pair-wise disjoint collection of connected, pseudo-holomorphic sub-
manifolds, and where {nik} consists of positive integers. These are con
strained so that EfcmfcfCfc] is Poincaré dual to e. For each k, choose a 
subspace KSk> in the (Ck,mk) version of ZQ which has compact closure; 
and choose a subspace A^ in the (Ck,mk) version of C°°((Bi<q<mNq) 
with the property that the projection of A& onto cokernel(Ay) is subjec
tive for each y G ÏC^k>. Then ÏCA in Proposition 5.2 can be chosen so 
that the following are true: 

• When r > 1, introduce 

* r : Xfc/C^ ->• (Conn(E) x C 0 0 ( 5 + ) ) / C 0 0 ( X ; S1) 

as in Proposition 5.2. If r is sufficiently large, then this map is 
an embedding. 

(k) 

• Introduce ipr : x^/C^ —> x^A*. as in Proposition 5.2. When r 
is sufficiently large, \I/r maps ip~l(0) homeomorphically onto an 
open subset of M.(r>. 

The action of C^iX-S1) on Conn(£) x C^iX-S1) is free at points 
(a, (a,/?)) where the second pair is not identically zero. (Note that 

misses this set when r is large.) Away from this set, (Conn(.E) x 
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Cco(S+))/Cco(X; S1) has the structure of a smooth Frechet manifold. 
Indeed, the tangent space at a point E = (a, (a, /?)) consists of the vector 
space 7s of elements (6, (r?, A)) G iO 1 © C 0 ^ . ^ ) which satisfy the slice 
condition 

(6.1) *d*b+l-^Cim(äT] + ß\) = 0. 

Furthermore, a small radius ball B C 7s about 0 gives local coordinates 

near S via the map which sends (6, (77, A)) to the orbit of (a + yy^b, (a + 

rj,ß + A)). (This B can be defined using the L\ metric.) 
Remark that it is customary in gauge theory circles to define a man

ifold structure on such an orbit space by completing the latter using a 
Sobolev space topology. Add some standard elliptic regularity results 
to the proof of the slice theorem for the Sobolev topology to obtain the 
C°° topology slice theorem used here. 

The analytic structure of M.(r> is essentially that of the zero set of a 
smooth section of a finite rank vector bundle over a finite dimensional 
manifold. In order to make this notion precise, re-introduce, for each 
point E = (a, («,/?)) G MS1"', the operator 

(6.2) L = LE: in\X) © C°°(S+) -)• i(Q°(X) © ft2+) © C°°(S-) 

from (4.3) and (4.4). As the next proposition demonstrates, the behav
ior of L determines the local structure of MSr>. 

Propos i t i on 6.2. Suppose that r is large. Fix E G M^K There 
are non-empty balls B C kernel(L) and B C 7s with 0 as center; and 
there are smooth maps ip : B —>• cokernel(Iz) and $ : B —>• B with the 
following properties: 

• ip(0) = 0. 

• $ — 1 maps into the L2-orthogonal compliment o/kernel(L). 

• The ball B can be identified, as described above, with a neighbor
hood of E in the orbit space (Conn(£) x C 0 0 ( 5 ' + ) ) / C 0 0 ( X ; S1). 
After doing so, the map $ defines a homeomorphism from the 
subset <^_1(0) C B onto an open neighborhood of E in JVl^K 

• \\${v) — v|| < £• ||i>||2, where the former norm is any Ck or Sobolev 
norm, and the latter is the L2 norm. Here, the constant £ depends 
on the norm in question (and on r), but not on the point v G B. 
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• If cokernel(L) = 0 , then M.(r> is a smooth near E, and $ gives a 
coordinate chart for M.(r> near E. In particular, at such a point, 
kernel(Iz) C 7= is naturally isomorphic to the tangent space to 
AfW at E. 

Given the preceding proposition, say that E G M.(r> is a smooth 
point when the operator L as defined from this data has no cokernel. 
Perturbation theory insures that the set of smooth points of M.^r' is 
open; and it follows from Proposition 6.2 that this set has a natural 
smooth manifold structure. 

The following proposition describes a relationship between the ana

lytic structures of M.(r> and of {1CA } : 

Propos i t i on 6.3. Make the same assumptions as in Proposition 
6.1, but assume here that each fC^k> is an open set. Then the sub-
manifolds {1CA } from Proposition 5.2 can be chosen so that for all r 
sufficiently large, the following is true: When E G ,3>r.(^~1(0)), the ker
nel of Lw is tangent to the image of^r. In fact, kernel(I/=) at such E 
is the image by the differential of ^r of the kernel of the differential 
of ipr. In particular, if each fC^k> is in the (Ck,mk) version of Z, then 
^r maps Xfc/CW onto an open subset of smooth points in M.(r> as a 
diffeomorphism onto its image. 

(k) The image of x^/C^ by \I/r gives an example of a submanifold Y C 
(Conn(E) x C^iX-^+^/C^iX-S1) with the following special prop
erty: 

•Y contains a nonempty open subset H C M^'K 

• If E G JV, then kernel(L=) C TY (as a subspace of 7=). 

Such a submanifold Y of (Conn(£) x C 0 0 ( 5 + ) ) / C 0 0 ( X ; Sl) will be called 
a "Kuranishi model" for J\f. It turns out that the local and also global 
analytic structure of J\f can be described in terms which are intrinsic to 
the Kuranishi model Y. In particular, the sequel to this article [22] ex
plains how to compute the Seiberg-Witten invariants as the Euler class 
of a certain section over y of a certain finite dimensional vector bundle. 
(The sequel also proves that M.(r> always has a Kuranishi model.) 

The remainder of this section is occupied with the proofs of these 
propositions. 
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a) P r o o f of Propos i t i on 6.1: \I/r as an e m b e d d i n g 

Given the first assertion (that the map \I/r is an embedding), the 
second assertion follows with a demonstration that \I/r maps ip~l(0) onto 
an open set. This subsection demonstrates that \I/r is an embedding, 
and the next subsection considers the image of \I/r on ip~l(0). 

The argument that \I/r is an embedding starts with the definition of 
a map, Y, from (Conn(JB) x C 0 0 (5 ' + ) ) /C 0 0 (X ; S1) into a finite dimen
sional, complex Euclidean space. The argument then establishes that 
the composition of Y with ^>r defines an embedding. This implies that 
\I/r itself must define an embedding. 

The argument that Y • ^r embeds procèdes by composing the map 
Y with an auxilliary map, ^ . Here, ^ sends y G x^/C^ to the orbit of 
((kr(y)> (®r(y)ß (y)))) where the latter is defined as in Section 3b using 
{c(*) = T(yk)}. The map Y will be constructed so that its composition 
with ty® gives an embedding whose differential is uniformly large. Then, 
the proof that Y composes with \I/r to give an embedding reduces to 
what is an essentially perturbative calculation. 

The details of the argument are given in the six steps that follow. 

Step 1. As q ranges from 1 to m, the integral in (2.6.3) exhibits 
a smooth map, H, from the vortex moduli space CTO to C m . As re
marked in (2.6.3) the g'th component of H can be written in terms of 
the zeros of r with their multiplicities: Hq = £^ :Tp^=om(A) -A9. Param
eterize CTO in the usual way by C m (as in (2.6.1)) and then H defines 
a diffeomorphism from C m to C m . Indeed, it is a well known fact in 
the theory of symmetric functions that if y = ( y i , . . . ,ym) G C m , then 
Hq{y) = —q-yq+9q, where gq is a universal polynomial in ( y i , . . . , yq-i). 
In particular, it follows that the differential of the map H : Cm —> C m 

is upper triangular (in the obvious sense), and its determinant is equal 
to ( - l ) m - m ! . 

For the purposes below, the map H is unwieldy because its definition 
involves an integral over the whole of the complex plane. However, the 
map H can be approximated on compact subsets of C m as follows: Fix 
R large and consider the map HR : C m —> Cm whose g'th component 
sends y to 

(6.4) K = (8n)-1 f ^XR(l-\r\2). 

Here, XR 1S the cut-off function on C which sends r] to x(|r/|/_R). (Re
member that XR is defined in Step 4 of Section 2d.) The relevant prop-
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erties of the map HR are summarized by 

Lemma 6.4. Given e > 0 and a compact set K C C"1, there exists 
i?o such that for all R > i?o, the map HR obeys 

(6.5) \HR(y) - H(y)\ + \dHR\y - dH\y\ < e when y G K. 

Proof of Lemma 6.4- This follows from (2.5) and Lemma 2.3. 

Step 2. This step defines a prototype for the map Y. The map 
defined here requires the choice of the index k, a point z G C^, and 
R > 1. The prototype will be denoted by V(fe,z,ij)- Given this data, 
choose a complex, hermitian identification of the normal bundle fiber at 
z with C. Also, set m = m^ below. 

Now characterize 

Y{k,z,R) : (Conn(£) x C00(5+))/C00(A'; Sl) ->• ©C ra 

by the condition that it send (a, (a,ß)) to the point g'th coordinate is 

1 - l / « „ * Q;!2) . 

Here, (f — |a|2) is implicitly restricted to where |s| < 2Rr~1'2 on the 
fiber of the normal bundle to Cfc at z and the latter is identified with C 
as described above. 

Step 3. This step defines the map Y. The building blocks for the 
construction are the maps Y^^^ of the previous step. The idea here 
is to first choose a suitably large R, and subsequently choose, for each 
k, a finite set U(k) of points z in C%. Then set 

(6-7) Y = © ( M ) y ( M , K ) . 

To define i?, remark that for each k and each z G C^, restriction to 
the normal fiber of C^ at z (together with a complex hermitian identifi
cation of this fiber with C) maps 1CA to a set in Cm whose closure, K, 
is compact. Choose R so that (6.5) holds for this set K and e = fO -3 . 
Because each 1CA is compact, a choice of R can be made which works 
for all k and all z G C^. 
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The choice of the points for a given index k will be made as follows: 
Choose a finite set, U[k] C C, of points which has the property that the 
evaluation map 

(6-8) ev : K.f> -+ ®zeU[k]{®i<q<mN%) 

defines an embedding. (Such a finite set exists because /CA has compact 
closure in C°°(®i<q<mNq).) Use the data {z G U[k]} for the definition 
of the sets Y^kjZjR^ in (6.6). 

The following lemma summarizes the properties of the map Y. In the 
statement of this lemma, || • ||2 denotes the norm on T(xkICP) which 
is obtained by taking the direct sum of the L2 norms on the various 
components. In this regard, remark that any given /CA is a submanifold 
in the space of sections of ®i<q<mNq, and so its tangent space inherits 
the L2 inner product from that on C°°(®i<q<mNq). Furthermore, since 
/CA has compact closure (by assumption), the L2 topology on this space 
is equivalent to the C°° topology. 

Lemma 6.5. The manifolds {/CA } in Proposition 5.2 can be chosen 
so that there is a constant ( > 1 with the following properties: Construct 
Y as just indicated. Reintroduce the map ^>r : xklCA —> (Conn(.E) x 
Cco(S+))/Cco(X; S1) from Proposition 5.2, and let ^ denote the map 
between the same two spaces which assigns to y in the domain the orbit 
of the point (ar, (ar,ß )) in the range. When r is large, then 

(6.9) \(Y o tfr)„p - (Y o ̂ r),p\ < ( r - ^ I H s . 

at all y G x^/CA and for all p G T(xklCA ) \ y . 

The proof of this lemma starts in Step 5, below. 

Step 4- This step uses Lemma 6.5 to complete the proof of Proposi
tion 6.1's assertion that the map \I/r is an embedding. To begin, remark 
that the fundamental theorem of calculus plus (6.9) imply 

(R i n , \(Y ° *r)(y) - (Y o %)(y')\ >\(Y o * o ) ( y ) _ {Y 0 ç 0 ) ( l / ) | 
6 - 1 0 , - 1 / 2 , , /,, 

-Cr 1/2\\y-y'\\2 
(k) for any two points y,y G xkICA . Here, ( is independent of r and the 

chosen points (y,y'). 
Meanwhile, note that the range of Y decomposes in the obvious way 

as a direct sum of vector spaces indexed by k and z G U[k]. And, the 
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(k, z) summand of 7 o $ J is equal to the composition of restricting /CA 
to the fiber of the normal bundle of C\, and then, after a complex, 
hermitian identification of this fiber with C, applying the map HR. 
Thus, given the properties of the set {z G J7[&]}, it follow from Lemma 
6.6 that 

(6.11) \(Y o *0)(y) - (Y o *°r)(y')\ > C"1 • \\y - y ' | |2 , 

where Ç is independent of r and of y and y'. (This Ç will depend on the 
initial choice for {/O '}•) 

When r is large, (6.10) and (6.11) imply that y and y' are mapped 
to the same point only if y = y'. This implies that \I/r is one-to-one. 
The fact that the differential is injective follows from (6.10) and (6.11) 
by letting y' approach y. 

Step 5. This step contains the 

Proof of Lemma 6.5. The first thing to understand is that both 

tyr and tyy are defined in terms of maps (with the same names) from 

Xfc/C^ into Conn(JB) x C°°(S+). (See Propositions 3.1 and 5.2.) And, 

(5.2) describes ^ r in terms of ^ and q' = (a', (a ' , ß')); where the latter 

defines a map from Xfc/C^ into iü1 ® C°°(S+). With this understood, 

it follows from (6.5) that 

(6.12) | ( y o t f r ) „ p - ( y o t f O ) „ p | < C # 2 s u p | g ^ | . 
x 

Here, q't, denotes the directional derivate of q' in the direction of p. Thus, 
Lemma 6.5 follows from 

L e m m a 6.6. The assertions of Proposition 5.2 can be amended with 

the following addition: As described above, think of q' = (a', (c/,/3')) as 

a smooth map from x^JC^ into iQ1 © C°°(S+). Then 

(6.13) s u p | ç ^ | < C r " 1 / 2 | H 2 . 
x 

The remainder of this step is occupied with the 

Proof of Lemma 6.6. A slight modification of the argument in 
Section 5j gives the bounds for q\p given a proof of the following claim: 
Let B C X be a ball of radius 2 r - 1 ' 2 . Then, the L2 norm of q'^p over 
B is bounded by C r 2 |HI? where C, is independent of r (when large), 
y and p. 
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The proof of this claim procèdes as follows: Remember that q' is a 
sum of parts (as in (4.6)), so there is a corresponding sum for q'^p which 
has terms involving the directional derivatives of (q°, {qk})- The latter 
will be denoted by (<Zp, {<7p})- The subsequent arguments will bound 
||g0||2 and [/B |g*|2]1/2 by Cr-3/2 | |p| | . 

To bound q^, suppose first that the bound ||<Zp||2 < Cr 2 |bll has 
been established. Then apply (5.5) with the Chain rule to prove that 
| |çp

0 | |2<Cr-3 / 2 |b| | . 
The key to L2 norm bounds for q£ is an estimate for the norm of 

the directional derivative, xk of xk. In this regard, Lemma 5.6 gives 
the bound 11a?̂ 111,2 < C r _ 1 IMI- With the preceding understood, write 
qk = tk + P{hk). The directional derivative of tk will be denoted by 
tk. The latter can be computed (using the Chain rule) in terms of the 
directional derivative of xk, and this computation yields 

(6.14) | |V^||2 + VF||tJ||2 < Cll*îlli,2 < Cr-1 /2 |bll-

This last equation (with the L2 —> L4 Sobolev inequality) implies that 

1/2 

^Cr-^lk^Cr-^IblI-

Next, consider the contribution to qk from the directional derivative 
of P{hk). The L2 norm of the latter can be bounded using the Chain 
rule with (5.14). The result is a bound by Cr 2 |bll °f its L2 norm 
over the whole of the normal bundle to C%. With (6.15), this last point 
implies that [fB l^ l 2] 1 / 2 < Cr_3/ ,2 |bll a n ( i that ||gfe||2 < Crl//2|bll-

b) Proof of Proposition 6.1: The image by ^ r of ^~1(0) 

This subsection proves that the map \I/r of Proposition 5.2 maps 
•0^1 (0) onto an open set. The arguments in this subsection are arranged 
in twelve steps. 

Step 1. Fix a point yo = {yk} £ xfc^A which is in •0~1(O). 
Consider a point S £ M ' r ' which is close to ^r(y). The goal will be to 
find a point y = {yk} G x^/C^ which is close to yo and is mapped by ^ r 

to S. Note that given any e > 0 and positive integer p, it is suÆcient for 
the purposes of Proposition 6.1 to restrict attention to the case where 
S has distance e or less from ^ (yo ) m the Cp topology. This freedom 
to take S as close as desired to ^ r(yo) is used (often without comment) 
extensively below. 

(6.15) fc2 

B 
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Here are some parenthetical remarks concerning the distance from 
y to yo and from S to \I/r(yo) : First, in measuring the closeness of y to 
yo, notice that it is suÆcient to measure closeness in any L2

k>Q topology, 
and this will imply closeness in the Cp topology for any p. Thus, the 
distance between y and yo will be denoted by |\y — yo|\, without specific 
mention of the particulars of the norm. 

Second, remember that the Seiberg-Witten equations are elliptic 
equations for the gauge orbit point. This implies, in particular, that 
"close" in some Sobolev topology, say L | , implies "close" in any given 
Cp topology. Thus, in the discussion below, the phrase "S is close to 
^r (yo)" w m be used without reference to the precise topology involved. 

Third, remark that in previous sections, it was of critical import to 
develop estimates which were controlled with respect to the parameter 
r in (1.13). This kind of control is, for the most part, unnecessary here 
because r is going to be fixed at some large value, and then the distance 
from S to ^ r (yo) will be assumed to be small. 

Step 2. Think of * r as a map into Conn(£) x C°°(S+). (See 
Proposition 5.2.) Then, ^ r (yo) can be written as 

(6.16) U r .(yo) + —7=a'(yo),(a r(yo) + ot'(yo),ß(yo) + ß'i'Uo)) 
2^/2 

Here, (ar(yo), (ör(yo)?/? (yo)) are defined from yo as specified in Propo
sition 5.2 and Sections 2 and 3b. Also, q'(yo) = («'(yo)? (a'(yo), ß'(yo))) 
is given by Proposition 5.2. 

(k) Fix any point y G x^/C^ ' which is close to yo- The point y will 
act, for the time being, as a parameter in the ensuing discussion. A 
particular value for y (determined by S) is fixed at the end. Given y as 
above, a point on a gauge orbit S £ M ^ can be written as 

(6.17) S = ( a r ( y ) + ^=a', (ar(y) + a',ßr(y) + ß') 

Note that the right side of (6.17) differs from the right side of (6.16) 

by a term of the form (-^=a", («",/?")) ,where (a",(a",ß")) can be 

assumed small in any apriori chosen Cp norm by choosing S suÆciently 

close to ^ r (yo ) . 
(k) With y G Xfc/C^ chosen in a small diameter neighborhood of yo, 

a preliminary goal is to find a point on the gauge orbit of S so that 
the resulting q' = (a', (a',/3')) in (6.17) decomposes as in (4.6) in terms 
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of data (g°, {qk}) where q° satisfies the first line in (5.3) and, for each 

index k, qk satisfies the second line in (5.3). The operator L and the 

{errfc} terms for (5.3) will be defined, using the point y G Xfc/CA to 

define (ar(y), (ar(y),ß (y)). Note that the interest here will be in finding 

(q°, {qk}) which have suitably small norm. 
The construction of (q°, qk) requires a digression that occupies Steps 

3 through 9. 

Step 3. Remember that q'(yo) = (^'(yo), (a'(vo), ß'(vo))) has, by 
construction, a decomposition as in (4.6) where (5.3) are obeyed in 

the case where L and {errfc} are defined using the point yo G X £ I ^ A • 
This means that the failure for a given point on the gauge orbit S 
to satisfy such a decomposition is small when y is in a small diameter 
neighborhood of yo and the difference between (6.16) and (6.17) is small; 
that is, when S is in a small diameter neighborhood of \I/r(yo)-

Step 4- This step argues that a point on the gauge orbit of S can be 
chosen (when y is in a certain neighborhood of yo, and S is in a certain 
neighborhood of \I/r(yo)) so that the resulting q' = (a',(a',ß')) from 
(6.17) obeys the slice (gauge fixing) condition that (4.4) should vanish; 
here, (4.4) uses the data (a, («,/?)) = (ar(y),(ar(y), ß (y))). Also, the 
resulting q' should be close to g'(yo) = (a'(yo), (a'(yo),/3'(yo))) when S 
is close to ^ r (yo ) . 

Here is an argument for the existence of such a point: To begin, 
pick any point on the gauge orbit of S and let q'old = (a'oid, («o^^old)) 
denote the data from (6.17) for this initial choice. Of course, if S is 
close to ^r(yo) and y is close to yo, then this q'ol(i can be assumed to 
be close to q'(yo) in the sense that the Cp norm of the difference is less 
than e. Here, p and e > 0 can be predetermined in advance. Given the 
initial choice of gauge orbit point, the final choice will be determined 
with the help of a function u on S as follows: 

(6.18) (a', a', ß') = (a'old - %^ßdu, ( e ^ X i d + ^ " ^ ( y ) 

-ar(y)ie^ß'old + e^ßr(y)-ßr(y)) 

The function u will be found by considering the vanishing of (4.4) as an 
equation for u on S. The latter equation is equivalent to an equation of 
the form: 

(6.19) - * d * du + 2 - 1 / 2 r ( | a r ( w 0 ) | 2 + \ß (w0)\
2)u + Z{u) = 0, 
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where Z(u) is a non-linear function of u. For the present purposes, it is 
suÆent to know that Z(u) = 71 • u + 72 + ö(u2), where 71 and 72 are 
functions of q'ol(i — q'(yo) and y — yo- In particular, their Cp norms are 
bounded by the Cp+l norms of the latter. (The point here is that (4.4) 
vanishes when modified by replacing y by yo and <?óid by Q'ÌVO)-) 

With the preceding understood, it becomes an exercise with the 
contraction mapping theorem to find a small solution u to (6.19) when S 
is in a certain neighborhood of \I/r (yo) and y is in a certain neighborhood 
of yo- For such a solution, standard elliptic regularity results bound its 
QV n o r m by a uniform (i.e., S-independent) multiple of \\y — yo|| and 
the Cp norm of q'ol(i — (/'(yo)-

Step 5. Given that (4.4) vanishes for the case 

(a, (a,ß)) = (a r(y) ,(a r(y) , /3 r(y))) , 

the condition that S G M.(r> implies that q' = (a1, (a', ß')) obeys (4.2) 
for the case where y defines the term err, and defines L by (4.3) and 
(4.4) using (a,(a,ß)) as above. 

With the preceding understood, the purpose of this step is to define 
(q°, {qk}) so that (4.6) holds. In this regard, note that the data (g°, {qk}) 
are defined from q' using some auxiliary data, {fk}- Here, fk is a section 
over the normal bundle of the C = Ck and trivial E version of the bundle 
Vo from (4.16a). The data {fk} is specified below. However, given this 
data, here is (q°, {qk}) : 

, , • Q° = n f e ( l -X25ö,k)q' + ^kXwoö,kfk-

• qk =X25ö,fc«'-(l-X4ö,fc)/ f e-

Note that (4.6) holds, as required. When interpreting the first line in 
(6.20), use Lemma 4.4 to interpret Xiooö,kfk as a section ofiT*X®S+jo, 
where S+jo is the plus spin bundle for the canonical Spin c structure as 
given in (1.7). In this regard, remember that q° should be interpreted 
as a section of iT*X © S+ß also. The latter interpretation requires the 
identification of the given S+ as in (1.9), and it requires the identifi
cation using ar of E with the trivial line bundle where ar 7̂  0. The 
interpretation of the second line in (6.20) also uses Lemma 4.4 and the 
identification via ar of E with the trivial bundle where ar 7̂  0. 

Step 6. The data {fk} in (6.20) must be constrained by the require
ment that (5.3) hold. Given that (4.2) holds, this constraint is implied 
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by the requirement that / obey 

,n 0 1 , Lkf
k+^fr{\ - X2Æ,fe)X200Æ,fc[w(g', fk) 

(6.21) 
+w{qk,q0)] - p(dX25Æ,kW = ° 

on the normal bundle N of Ck- In (6.21), Lk is as defined in Section 4 
but with the trivial vortex (v = 0, r = 1) replacing the given section of 
the (Cfc, m*;) version of (2.15). This is to say that Lk is defined using the 
rnk = 0 version of (2.15). Note that when viewing (6.21) as an equation 
to determine fk from q', one should look at q° and qk as functionals of 
q' and fk through (6.20). In this way, (6.21) reads: 

(6 22) Lkfk ~ ^ l ~ X*Æ>k}X100Æ>kW(fk> ^ 
+Vr(l - X25Æ,k)X25Æ,k^(Q',q') - p(dX25Æ,k)<l' = 0. 

It is left as an exercise for the reader to verify that (6.21) (or, equiv-
alently, (6.22)) insures that (ç°,{<?(fe)}) solves (5.3). 

Step 7. This step and the next verify that (6.22) has a small 
solution when y is in a certain neighborhood ofyo, and S is in a certain 
neighborhood of ^r(yo). In this regard, there are two key points to keep 
in mind: First, there is a small solution to (6.22) when q' is replaced by 
q'(yo), this being 

(6.23) f = X25Æ,kq°(yo) - (1 - X25Æ,k)qk(yo). 

Here, q°(yo) and {qk(yo)} are the data from (4.6) which are produced 
by the construction of ^ r (yo) from yo-

The second key point to remember is that both Lk and its formal 
L2-adjoint are robustly invertible. Indeed, appeal to the m = 0 case of 
Lemma 4.10 finds, for large r, 

• ii^i|2>r1(iivò||2 + /̂FIIÖII 
(6.24) , 

• ii4%>c1(iivö||2 + VFIIÖ|| 

\2), 

h)-

In both lines, £ > 1 is independent of b and r. (The top line holds for 
all smooth sections b of Vo with compact support, and the second line 
holds for all smooth, compactly supported sections of the bundle Vi 
from (4.16b).) With regard to applying the analysis in Lemma 4.10, 

defines L^ has vortex number zero. 
note that neither Ve nor K arise in this case because the vortex which 
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With the preceding understood, appeal to the m = 0 case of Lemma 
4.10 to prove that L^ has a bounded inverse which maps ^ ( V i ) to 
I/f(Vo). Furthermore, this inverse obeys the following apriori bound: 
H V Z / ^ / i ) ! ^ + VrWLl1 {h)\\2 < Q\\h\\2. Here, ( is independent of r and 
h. 

Step 8. Write (6.22) as the condition for a fixed point of the map T 
on L2(Vi) to itself which sends h to L^ ( \ / r ( l — X4Æ,fc)XiooÆ,fĉ (̂ ? h) + 
<&((/'))• The existence of a constant £ > 1 and a unique fixed point, 
/io, of T with L2 norm bounded by Ç~1r~1'2 follows from standard 
dimension 4 Sobolev inequalities when \\y — yo|| is assumed small, and 
when q' — q'(yo) is assumed to have very small Co norm. 

Step 9. Pointwise estimates for fk = P(ho) can be obtained by 
employing the h\ estimate for fk from the previous step with stan
dard elliptic "bootstrapping" arguments. The result is a bound on the 
derivatives of fk to any desired order given bounds for ||y — yo|| and 
bounds on the appropriate derivatives ofq' — q'(yo). (The bootstrapping 
arguments are of the sort given in Chapter 6 of [13].) 

Step 10. The following has now been established: There are neigh
borhoods, U, of yo in Xfc^A a n d , U, of ^ r (yo) m M>r' such that when 
y G U, each S G U has a point on its gauge orbit as in (6.4) where 
q' = (a', («',/?')) is given by (4.6) and where the data (q°, {qk}) satisfies 
(5.3). Furthermore, the norms of (q° — q°(yo), {qk — Qk(yo)}) and their 
derivatives to any given order can be assumed as small as desired by 
restricting the neighborhoods of yo and ^r(yo) s o that points in these 
neighborhoods have small distance to yo and ^rivo), respectively. 

To complete the argument that \I/r maps ,0~1(O) onto an open set, 
it remains still to verify that there is some choice of y G Xk^k near yo 
for which the data (g°, {qk}) is constructed as described in Section 5. 
(That is, for which q° = q°(y) and qk = qk(y), where (q°(y), {qk{y)}) is 
given by the constructions in Section 5 which start from the point y.) 

When S is in a certain neighborhood of ^ r (yo ) , the existence of 
such a point y = y(S) follows directly from the uniqueness aspects of 
the existence assertions in Lemmas 5.3-5.6 with an extra application of 
the inverse function theorem. The details of this argument occupy the 
remaining two steps. 

Step 11. Because the Cp norms of qo — qo{yo) and {qk — qk(yo)} can 
be made small by restricting to small diameter neighborhoods of yo and 
^r(yo)) the uniqueness assertion of Lemma 5.3 can be safely invoked 
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to insure that q° from (6.20) is the function of q (from (6.20)) and y 
as described by Lemma 5.3. Likewise, the uniqueness assertions from 
Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 can also be invoked to insure that qk from (6.20) 
has the form qk = P[hk) + t(xk), where hk comes from Lemma 5.5. 
Here, xk is a section of the bundle ®i<q<mNq. If xk is L2 orthogonal to 
the kernel of the operator (1 — Q^)Ayk, then the uniqueness assertion 
of Lemma 5.6 can be invoked to conclude that xk as defined above from 
qk is that which is given by Lemma 5.6. In this case, the point y must 
solve (5.21) and so S = \I/r(y). 

Step 12. Thus, the issue comes down to this: Given S close to 
\I/r(yo), is there a point y (which is close to yo) s o that the corresponding 
xk as defined above is L2 orthogonal to the kernel of the operator (1 — 
Q A ) A „ ? 

The answer here is yes. Indeed, the existence of a (unique) such 
point is a consequence of the implicit function theorem. To see why, 
consider first the case where the point y is chosen to equal yo. I*1 this 
case, the projection of the resulting xk onto the kernel of (1 — Q\)/S.yo 

is bounded by some uniform multiple of some Cp measure of distance 
between S and ^ r (yo)- (Remember that this projection vanishes when 
y = yo and X = ^r(yo) because then (q°,{qk}) and (q°(yo), {qk(yo)}) 
are the same.) Now, if y is changed to y = yo + v, with \v\ small, 
then (with S fixed), the resulting xk differs from the v = 0 version by 
v + o • v where o is also uniformly bounded by some Cp measure of the 
distance from S to \I/r(yo). Here, one should think of S as being fixed, 
and changing the reference point y in some small neighborhood of yo- I11 

any event, this last estimate, with the inverse function theorem, finds 
the desired point y when S is close to ^ r (yo ) . 

c) P r o o f of Propos i t i on 6.2 

Propositions of this sort are standard in gauge theory circles. The 

reader is referred to [12] or the forthcoming [8]. However, here is an 

outline of the construction of ip and $ : Write S = (a,(a,ß)) and 

suppose that w = (a',(a',ß')) G itt1 © C°°(X;S+). Then the point 

(o + w f a ' ? (a + ex', ß + ß')) is in JVl^i if w satisfies the equation: 

(6.25) Lw + \/rzu(w,w) = 0. 

Here, y is defined as in (4.2). 
To find solutions to (6.25) with w small, write w = v + $0? where 

v G kernel(Iz), and <£>o is in the L2 orthogonal compliment to kernel(L). 
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Let HL denote the L2 orthogonal projection onto the cokernel of L. 
Then $o is found as a function of v G kernel(Iz) by solving the equation 

(6.26) L$o + y/r(l - nL)w(v + $ 0 , v + $ 0 ) = 0. 

The contraction mapping theorem (with some Sobolev inequalities and 
the Fredholm alternative) can be used to show that (6.30) has a unique, 
small solution, <&o(v) whenever v has small norm. Here, the norm 
on v can be taken to be its L2 norm, and the norm on $o its L2 

norm. (The upper bound on the norm of v will be r dependent.) 
When v has small norm, (6.26) has a unique, small solution, $o(v), 
which depends smoothly (in fact, analytically) on v. (The small solu
tion to (6.26) is found as a fixed point of the map which sends $ to 
-y/rL-1(l-IlL)m(v + $,v + $). This map sends the L2 completion of 
the I/2-orthogonal compliment of kernel(iJ) to itself.) 

With $o(v) understood, then the map ip for Proposition 6.2 sends v 
to 

(6.27) <p(v) = UL{zu(v + $o(v),v + $o(«)))-

d) P r o o f of Propos i t i on 6.3 

Remark first that Proposition 6.1 insures that {/C^} can be cho

sen so that <lv embeds x^/C^ as a submanifold, Y, of (Conn(_E) x 

C0C(S+))/Cco(X; S1) which contains a neighborhood of the ^ r image 

of ,0~1(O). Now, suppose that 

(6.28) kernel(Z^rj(j,)) = (* r )* • kerne^V'r*^) 

has been established for each y G ^ ~ 1 ( 0 ) . Then, the proof of Proposition 
6.3 is completed as follows: It is suÆcient, after (6.28), to prove that 
the index of L is equal to the sum of the indices of the operators { A ^ }. 
(The argument here is as follows: If the dimension of the kernel of L is 
equal to its index, then cokernel(L) is trivial and the point in question 
is a smooth point. The dimension of the kernel of L is, according to 
(6.28), that of the kernel of the differential of tßr. As no Ay has coker
nel when y G Z, Assertion 4 of Proposition 5.2 insures that V^1!0) 

is 

a submanifold (when r is large) which is diffeomorphic to XkKSk>. As
sertion 4 of Proposition 5.2 also insures that ipr vanishes transversally 
along this submanifold. In particular, this implies that the dimension 
of the kernel of the differential of ipr at a point in •0~1(O) is the sum of 
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the dimensions of the submanifolds fC^k>. The latter sum is equal to the 
sum of the dimensions of the kernels of the operators { A ^ } . And this 
last sum is the same as the sum of the indices of the same set {A^} 
because each Ayk has trivial cokernel. Thus, if index(I/) is also equal to 
the sum of the indices of {Ayk}, then dim(kernel(I/)) = index(I/). 

To prove that index(I/) = S^ index(A2/*), note first that the index 
of L is equal to 2d = e • e — c • e. Since the set {C^} consists of pairwise 
disjoint submanifolds, this number 2d is equal to S^2 • dk, where 2 • dk = 
mf • efc • efc — m^ • c • e^. And, the number 2 • dk is the index of Ayk. (In 
Proposition 3.2, the integer n is equal to e^ »e^. And, by the adjunction 
formula, c • e^ = 2 • (genus(Cfc) — 1) — e^ • e^.) 

The proof of (6.28) is deferred to the next subsection. The remainder 
of this subsection contains a necessary discussion of the operator in 
(4.3) and (4.4) as defined by (a,(a,ß)) = ^r(y). Lemma 6.7, below, 
summarizes. In the statement of the lemma, use the notation iV'< ' to 
denote the C = C^ and m = m^ version of the vector bundle ®i<q<mNq. 

Lemma 6.7. The sets {1CA } in Proposition 5.2 and a constant 
Ç > 1 can be chosen with the following property: Suppose that r > Ç and 

(k) that y G xkICA . There exist a pair of homomorphisms 

4 : ®k,L
2{N^) ->• L2{N^ » T 0 ' 1 ^ ) 

and 
4 : L2(i(sR © A+) © 5_) -»• L2(N^ ® T 0 - 1 ^ ) 

which obey 

• ||0oull2 < C ^ l l ^ l k + r_1'4Sfc/||ufc 111,2), where £y is bounded by 
the distance from y to ZQ. In particular, given e, then {K,f]} can 
be chosen so that t;y < e. 

• | |^'ll2<C-(ll(i-n)5' f c | |2+r-1 /2| |5 '0| |2 + r-iS f e , | | ( i_n)^'| |2). 

• Let iJ*r(y) denote the operator in (4-3) and (4-4) «n the case where 
(a, (a,/?)) = * r (y ) . Let g' G i(Q° © Q2+) © C°°(5_). Then the 
equation L^,r^p = g' has an L2 solution p if and only if there 
exists u = (it1 , . . . ,uk) G ®kL2(N^) for which 

(6.29 a) Ayu
k + 4(u) = T^x(g,k) + <j>\{g') 
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holds for each k. Here, while x(g ) is defined by the condition that 
x = IT • g'k. 

• In addition, if L^,riy\p = g' has a solution p, then 

p = nfe(i - X4ö,k)p° + ^kXwoö,kPk, 

where 

a) p° obeys 

HVih + W l h 
(6-296) ^C-dl^ lb + S ^ r - ^ I I ^ H ^ 

+ r - 1 / 2 | | ( i _ n ) ^ | | 2 ) ) ; 

b) pk = P(h'k) + T1u
fc; here uk solves (4-62) while h'k is in the 

c = Cfc version of L2 ( Vi ; K\ ) and obeys 

(6.29c) l ibila < CCIIC1 - n)g'% + r " 1 / 2 ^ ! ^ + ||p°||2), 

where (6.29b) can be used to bound ||p°||2-

The remainder of this subsection is occupied with the 

Proof of Lemma 6.7. There are three steps to the proof. 

Step 1. Write ^r(y) as in Proposition 5.2 in terms of data 
(ar, (ar,ß )) from Sections 2 and 3b and in terms of q' = (a', (c/,/?')). 
Agree now to use L to denote the operator which is given by (4.3) and 
(4.4) for (a, (a, ß)) = ( ß )). With this notation change under
stood, the version of (4.3-4) for (a, (a,/?)) = ^r{y) n a s the schematic 
form 

(6.30) L9r(y)=L + V?2w'^,-), 

where w'(-,-) is a certain natural, r-independent homomorphism from 
®2(iT* © S+) to i(effi © A+) © S-. In this regard, it is important to note 
that the component of w' in iA+ © S- is equal to the endomorphism w 
which appears in (4.2). 

Step 2. Now suppose that p G iO1 © C°°(S+) obeys L^r^p = g'. 
Then p satisfies an equation of the form Lp + çp = g', where çp = 
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y/r2uj'(q',p). Since \q'\ < Cr-1'2, the homomorphism ç has a point-
wise norm bound which is independent of r. This means, in particu
lar, that one can invoke Lemma 4.11 with q there set to equal p here. 
Then, (6.29b) and (6.29c) follow from (4.53b,c) using wk = Tiuk. Also, 
(4.53a) for wk implies (6.29a) for uk if one sets <I>Q(U) = Tj~ JQ(T\U) + 
2^/rT^ x(Tlx25Æ,k'CÜ''(<?'?XiMfc)) + vy(uk) where vy is described by As
sertion 5 of Proposition 3.2. (See also (4.49c).) Also, to obtain (6.29a) 
from (4.53a), it is necessary to set cf>k = Tj~ j k . Thus, Lemma 6.7 follows 
with an appropriate bound for the L2 norm of 

(6.31) 2^r^1x(Ux25Æ,k^,(q,,T1u
k)). 

Step 3. The first remark is that 2y /rYj~1 x(Ux25Æ,kw''{<lk>XiMfc)) dif
fers from (6.31) by a term whose L2 norm is bounded by Qe~^r'^\\u \\i-
This is because the q° contribution to (6.31) occurs where the projection 
LT is ö ( e - ^ ) . (See the last line in (5.27).) 

Furthermore, the algebraic structure of LT demands that 

(6.32) n ^ V , ! ! « * ) = Uw(P(hk), T i«*) , 

where hk is given by Lemma 5.5. (This last point is absolutely crucial 
to the argument.) These last remarks imply that the L2 norm of (6.31) 
is bounded from above by 

(6.33) C,(r\\\T1u
k\\P(hk)\\\2 + r -^SfcHI^ ' l l ' a ) -

Now, use Holder's inequality to bound (6.33) by 

(6.34) ( ( r l l T ^ l k l l P ^ ^ l k + r - ^ E f c H I ^ ' l l ^ ) -

Next, note that | |P(/i f e) | |4 < Ç>_1 using Lemma 5.6 and the second, 
third and fourth points of (5.27). And, note that ||XiMfc|k < C r _ 1 l l ^ l k 
because of the last point in (5.27). Finally, use the fact that ||ufc |k < 
Cllufc||i,2 to deduce Lemma 6.7's bound on H^olk from (6.34). 

e) P r o o f of (6 .28) 

There are six steps to the proof. The first four steps prove that 
the kernel of L at the \I/r image of any point in ^~ 1 (0) is tangent to 

vMx fc4 fc )). 

Step 1. Let v G T(xklCA ), and let pv denote the image under 
the differential of \I/r of v. Then pv satisfies an equation of the form 
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Lyr(y)Pv = g'v Here, 9v = ^>kXwoÆ,k^kv and Xkv depends linearly on 

veT(xkIC
{k)). 

Concerning this term Xkv, remark that it is apriori a section of the 
bundle Vi in (4.16). However, the following observations follow from 
the fact that ipr(y) = 0 (and thus * r ( y ) G M^): 

• The projection (1 — IT) as defined by c = T(yk) annihilates Xkv. 

• Likewise, the projection (1—Q\) for A = A& annihilates Tj~ x(Xkv). 

(6.35) 

Thus, \kv = X.i%.vi where xk G A&. 

Here is the argument for (6.35): When y G x^/C^ , write ^r{y) = 
(a, (a,/?)), and then the expression in (3.6) defines an element, H, in 
the summand iQ2 © C°°(S-) of i(fì° © Q2+) © C°°{S-). By construc
tion, M is given by 'EkXiooÆ,k0c with both (1 — n)H fc = 0 and also 
( l - Q A ) T ^ 1 M f e = 0. The term Xkv is the differential of Mk at y G Vv_1(0)-
In this regard, it proves useful to remember the following: Suppose that 
cr(-) is a differentiate map from the interval (—1,1) into a vector space, 
V. Then, let Pt.\ be a family of projections on V which is differentiably 
parameterized by (—1,1). Finally, suppose that P(.)cr(-) = 0. Let a ' de
note the derivative of a with respect to t, and let P' denote the deriva
tive of P with respect to t. Then, Pa' = —P'a, so Pa' ^ 0 in general. 
However, Pa' automatically vanishes at values of t where a(t) = 0. 

Step 2. Suppose now that p' is annihilated by Lyr(yy Given 

v G T(X):ÌCA ) , then p = p' — pv obeys the equation L^rry\p = g' = 

^kXwoÆ,k^kv, and thus is described by Lemma 6.7. More to the point, 

for a particular choice of v, each uk which appears in (6.29a) can be 

assumed to be L2-orthogonal to T(ICA ). This is to say that uk is L2-

orthogonal to the kernel of (1 — Q\)Ay in the case where y = yk and 

A = Ak. 

This last condition on the u = ( i t 1 , . . . , u") will be assumed in the 
subsequent steps, with the goal to prove that p = 0. (This implies that 
p' is in the image of the differential of \I/r.) The proof that p = 0 is 
completed in Step 4. 

Step 3. Because of (6.35), each uk in (6.29a) obeys 

(6.36) (l-QA)(Ayu
k + 4>k

0(u)) = fk, 
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where | |/ fc | |2 < ( e v/F/C^fc|I^SIb- (Both (1 - X256,k)Xiooö,k^kv and 
(1 — Tl)X2òo,k^kv are exponentially small because of (6.35).) Mean
while, since uk is L2 orthogonal to the kernel of (1 — Q\)Ay, one has 
||^fe||i,2 < Cll(l ~~ Qh)^-yUk\\2- This last fact plus Lemma 6.7's estimate 
for 0Q implies that 

(6-37) £fc | |«1 | i ,2<Ce~^ / CS*IÄ, 

when r > Ç and e < ( _ 1 for some fixed constant Ç. 

Step 4- Now project (6.29a) onto A = A&. Because Tj~ x(çkv) = xk 

by definition, the latter projection and (6.37) imply that for each k, 

(6.38) \\x% < <Ze-Wzk,\\x%. 

The latter equation is consistent at large r only if xk = 0 for all k. That 
is, only if \kv = 0. 

The condition xk = 0 for all k implies via (6.40) that uk = 0 for all k. 
This last conclusion yields (via (6.29b) and (6.29c)) that p = p' —pv = 0. 

Step 5. It has now been established that the kernel of L at points 
in the \I/r image of ̂ ~ 1 (0) are tangent to the image of ̂ r . This step 
demonstrates that the kernel of L at such points lies in the \I/r image of 
the kernel of the differential of ipr- For this purpose, consider a point y G 
il)~l(Q) and an element v in the kernel of L at ^r(y). Let 7 : (—1,1) —> 

Xfc/C^ be a smooth path which obeys 7(0) = y and (^rr)*(7'|o) = l'
Hère, 7 ' is the derivative of 7. 

Because v is in the kernel of L, the norm of M (that is, (3.6)) at 
^r(l(t)) is bounded by a uniform multiple of t2. This implies that the 
norm of ipr(l{t)) is also bounded by a uniform multiple of t2. (The 
norm of T 1 ^ at any y is bounded from above by a multiple of that of 
M(^E,

r(y)) since the former is obtained by projecting the latter.) 
It follows from the preceding remark that the differential of ipr anni

hilates the derivative of 7 at t = 0. Thus, as claimed, v lies in the image 
by the differential of \I/r of an element in the kernel of the differential of 

Ipr-

Step 6. The purpose of this last step is to prove that the differ
ential of <IV maps kernel(?/Y*) into the image of kernel(L) at points 
in ^ ~ 1 ( 0 ) . To begin the proof, consider a point S = (a,(a,ß)) G 
{Conn(E) x C 0 0 (S ' + ) ) /C 0 0 (X ; S1) and, as described in the introduc
tion to this section, identify a neighborhood of S with a ball B C 7s 
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about the origin. The Seiberg-Witten equations in (1.13) restrict to B 
to define a map T : B —> iQ2+ © C°°(S-). Together, the differential of 
T at 0 G B and the slice condition in (6.1) define the operator L for S. 

Let y G V'r"1(0) a n d le t y' £ xfc^A be near to y. Then, \I>r(y') 
satisfies an equation of the form 

(6.39) r(My')) = G(y')My'), 

(k) where Q is a smooth map from a neighborhood of y in x^/C^ ; into the 
space of injective homomorphisms from x^A^ to iQ2+ © C00(5'_). 

With the preceding understood, fix a non-zero vector v in the kernel 
of the differential of ipr at y. Let 7 : (—1,1) —> x^/C^ be a smooth path 
with the property that 7(0) = y and 7'(0) = v. Use (6.47) to compute 
the derivative of Jr(7(-)) at i = 0. The resulting expression proves that 
the differential of ^ r maps kernel(^v*) into kernel(Iz). 
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